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ABSTRACT
Using social capital theory (SCT), this research conceptualizes trusted advisor
relationships (TAR) and empirically tests the implications of such intense relationships on
important performance outcomes.
Essay 1 was conducted to offer an in-depth analysis of the conceptualization of trusted
advisor relationships. A hermeneutical phenomenological approach was used to interpret the data
derived from fourteen in-depth interviews with professional salespeople and their business-tobusiness (B2B) clients. These data supported the development of a conceptual model and
definition of TARs.
Essay 2 was conducted to explore the measurable components of trusted advisor
relationships and solidify an operationalization of the construct for used in empirical research. A
pre-test of professional salespeople and buyers allowed a preliminary exploration of constructs
representative of the dimensions of SCT across both the business and personal components of
B2B relationships. To refine and further test the TAR construct, the main study analyzed data
from 181 professional salespeople. Analysis of this data provided a profile of relationship types
with high and low levels of social capital across business and personal factors.
Essay 3 extended the research in Essay 1 and Essay 2 and focused on two major issues.
First, existing theoretical relationships often studied in relationship marketing and sales literature,
such as the relationship between economic value and performance outcomes, were assessed in an
overall model. This exploration builds on existing models of B2B relationships and explores in
an integrative conceptual model the impact of both individual and relationship factors on
performance and relationship outcomes. Second, this essay identified how TARs moderate the
relationships between the antecedents and consequences of this theoretically grounded model.
The essay finds that high social capital relationships serve as a moderating variable impacting the
relationships between relationship and individual level antecedents and downstream subjective
outcomes measures of interest to managers in practice.
Theoretically, the contributions of this research include a better understanding of how social
capital derived from business and personal interactions influence business outcomes.
Managerially, this research provides more precision in the conceptualization of Trusted Advisor
Relationships and generates insights on the positive and negative effects of such intense business
and personal relationships.
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ESSAY ONE: EXPLORING BUYER SELLER RELATIONSHIPS
INTRODUCTION
Practitioners are continually looking for the next great strategy for building successful
relationships with customers and generating sales. In recent years, practitioners have adopted the
term „trusted advisor‟ and consider it to be the next big thing. Some offer that being a trusted
advisor for customers is a better position than being an expert, which is a departure from existing
sales literature (Martell 2011). In fact, professional consultants are referring to becoming a
trusted advisor (TA) as “the holy grail of professional services” (Brodie 2008), citing benefits
such as shaping customer‟s thinking, establishing strong credibility, and reaping rewards such as
lower sales resistance, and higher levels of trust (“Trusted Advisor…” 2011; Jones, Chonko,
Jones, and Stevens 2012).
Popular press publications have touted the benefits of becoming a trusted advisor.
However, liabilities can accompany achieving the TA status, which suggests a „dark side‟ is
present in developing these relationships. Selling firms must make significant investments to
understanding all aspects of the customer‟s business. Time spent with one customer almost
necessarily means time is taken away from prospecting or building other customer relationships.
Johnson and Selnes (2004) investigated the effects of customer portfolio management and found
that firms specializing in creating close relationships at the expense of acquiring new customers
experienced dramatic decreases in profitability. Grayson‟s (2007) exploration of friendships in
business relationships provided evidence that the conflict between friends can negatively affect
business outcomes. In addition to the potential negative financial impact of close relationships,
Heide and Wathne (2006) found that friends doing business together could lead to a mismatch of
relationship roles and the use of governance mechanisms. Thus, do these deep engagements with
customers come at a cost? For instance, can these relationships become too close and drain the
seller‟s resources? Do TA relationships benefit the company or just the salesperson? Does TA
status impact the loyalty of the salesperson to their employing firm versus their client?
At this time, practitioners have positioned trusted advisor as the top of the continuum in
relationship building and sales generation without considering the „dark side‟ or the negative
consequences that may occur as a result of such serving as a trusted advisor. This research
explores the paradox of trusted advisor as a holy grail versus a resource drain. Current
conceptualizations of trusted advisor discussed in practice consider only the seller side of the
interaction and the only conceptualization offered in the academic literature does not define the
construct in terms of the relationship that is present in these close interactions. This lack of
consideration of the customer‟s views on the salesperson or on the relationship brings into
question how the TA construct is useful in understanding buyer-seller relationships. To remedy
these two critical issues concerning the conceptualizations offered thus far, this essay will
develop a grounded theory definition of a trusted advisor relationship (TAR) based on qualitative
interviews with practitioners on both sides of the relationship dyad in the sales field. Separate
interviews with salespeople and their clients will be analyzed to uncover whether or not the „holy
grail‟ status of these relationships is founded, how TAR is defined and is conceptually different
from other buyer-seller relationship types identified in the relationship marketing (RM) and sales
literatures, and the process by which social capital contributes to TARs. This essay will reconcile
1

the current research in both the relationship marketing and sales literatures for a more integrated
view of how TARs play a role in current business practice. In short, this research contributes to
the literature by:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Developing a definition of trusted advisor relationships
Uncovering a personal side to business relationships
Exploring buyer-seller relationships from both the client and salesperson perspective
Applying social capital theory to the development of trusted advisor relationships
LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this section is to explore the academic literature in social capital theory,
relationship marketing and sales to obtain a general foundation of where the literature stands on
issues related to buyer-seller relationships. Exploring this literature will provide insight as to the
differences between trusted advisor relationships and other relationship types, providing a
framework for understanding how TARs fit into the continuum of relationships recognized by
research and practice. This process will assist in developing a foundation on which TARs are
built, provide a theoretical basis by which to analyze trusted advisor relationships, and place
them within the nomological network of relationship types recognized in literature and practice.
Thus, the following review explores major relationship types existing in both relationship
marketing and sales, while also taking a close look at the limited research on trusted advisors and
explores the role of social capital in B2B relationships. This review also aids in identifying
addressing deficiencies in the literature, a discussion of which is to follow, including clarifying
the definition of TARs and including a dyadic perspective when investigating this relationship.
Social Capital Theory
Social capital theory has become increasingly popular in a range of disciplines including
sociology, economics, and management. Though relatively new to the marketing field, SCT has
been used in both relationship marketing and sales research. In relationship marketing literature,
social capital has been explored as a source of tight social ties in guanxi networks of Chinese
firms (Gu, Hung, and Tse 2008), a facilitator of coping with disagreements between marketing
and R&D teams (De Clercq, Thongpapanl, and Dimov 2009), a method for suppliers to better
understand a customer‟s industry, operations, and employees (Tuli, Kohli, and Bharadwaj 2007),
and a means to reduce partner opportunism in buyer-seller relationships (Wang, Li, Ross, and
Craighead 2013). Sales literature has contributed to the investigation of SCT by exploring the
role of social capital as an antecedent to customers sharing competitive intelligence (Hughes, Le
Bon, and Rapp 2013), a precursor to a stronger sales team climate (Badrinarayanan, Madhavaran,
and Granot 2011), and a tool for building value with customers (Rodriguez, Peterson, and
Krishnan 2012). The application of this theory to many types of relationship and B2B
interactions is an indication of the strength of the theory in contributing to a better understanding
of buyer-seller relationships.
Social capital is defined as “the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are
linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual
acquaintance or recognition” (Bourdieu 1985, p. 248). Portes (1998) argues that Bourdieu‟s
2

definition of social capital identifies two elements of social capital 1) the social relationship itself
that allows individuals to access resources in their network, and 2) the amount and quality of the
resources. More generally, this definition of social capital is widely used in management and
marketing literature: “Social capital is the goodwill available to individuals or groups. Its source
lies in the structure and content of the actor‟s social relations. Its effects flow from the
information, influence, and solidarity it makes available to the actor” (Adler and Kwon 2002).
Social capital theory is a sociological concept that refers to the connections within and
between social networks (Lin 2001) and provides an understanding of how social capital is
derived from interactions between individuals. Social capital has three dimensions – structural,
cognitive, and social (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). The structural dimension refers to the social
channels or connections that firms use for information and resource flows and is seen in the
system or pattern of linkages between people (Adler and Kwon 2002; Hughes, Le Bon and Rapp
2013). Such linkages are generally derived from market, hierarchical, and/or social relations
(Adler and Kwon 2002). An individual‟s location in these social structures allows certain
advantages and people can use their contacts to get jobs, obtain information, or access specific
resources (Tsai and Ghosal 1998). In the context of this research that focuses on buyer-seller
dyads, similar to other RM and sales literature using SCT, the structural ties between the
salesperson and customer are of focal importance. These dyads are representative of both market
and social relations as the dyad is formalized by assignment of the salesperson to the customer
and facilitated by growing social interactions over time.
The second dimension of social capital theory, the cognitive dimension, is characterized
as resources that provide common understanding of collective goals and proper ways of acting in
a social system (Tsai and Ghoshal 1998). Resources in this dimension include a shared code or
language (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998), a system of meaning and interpretations between parties
(Cicourel 1973), and a shared vision or set of common values (Tsai and Ghoshal 1998). These
shared understandings facilitate the development of social capital and the dyadic relationship,
thus encouraging cooperative behavior and information sharing (Adler and Kwon 2002). The
importance of the cognitive dimension is particularly relevant in this research as trusted advisor
relationships are based on buyer-seller dyads that shared values, closely identify with one
another, and share a keen interest in sharing and achieving both business and personal goals.
The relational dimension of social capital theory refers to the nature and strength of the
emotional and psychological connections that exist between parties (Wang, Li, Ross, and
Craighead 2013). Tsai and Ghosal (1998) refer to the relational dimension as the assets that are
rooted in relationships, such as trust, which emerged as a theme from the qualitative data in the
development of TARs. Related to the relational dimension is the concept of “relational
embeddedness” (Granovetter 1985). This concept focuses on the personal relationships that have
developed between people and focuses on concepts such as respect and friendship, which
influence individual‟s behavior. Also important in the relational dimension are the presences of
norms and identification with the other party in the dyad (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). In trusted
advisor relationships, we see identification manifested in the business side of the relationship as
defending the other party and developing mutual respect. On the personal side, the natural fit
between parties and true desire to benefit each other develop intimate identification in the dyad.
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Relationship Marketing
Relationship marketing has become a focal interest in academic literature (Srinivasan and
Moorman 2005), as well as an effective strategy for practitioners. As defined by Morgan and
Hunt (1994, p. 22), relationship marketing is “all marketing activities directed towards
establishing, developing, and maintaining successful relational exchanges.” In academic
literature, over 50,000 articles cover issues related to “relationship marketing” across a variety of
disciplines, including marketing, management and psychology, for instance. Issues researched
range from consumer loyalty programs (Liu 2007) to salesperson training to corporate supplier
strategies (Pettijohn, Pettijohn, and Taylor 2002), and all investigate how to cultivate and
strengthen relationships between two parties. Findings from the academic literature suggest that
benefits of RM strategies include stronger bonds between two parties that ultimately enhance
seller performance outcomes such as sales growth, share, and profits (Crosby, Evans, and
Cowles 1990; Morgan and Hunt 1994).
In the academic literature, various relationship types have been investigated and are
important to consider for the relationship type of interest to this research, TARs. In the following
sections, a review of common relationship types (and their components) is offered along with an
overview of relationship stages. In fact, because the stages of relationship often determine when
specific relationship types are formed, an explanation of Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh‟s (1987)
relationship stages framework is provided first. Following this section, relationship types,
relational norms and a specific type of relationship, expressive relationships, are discussed to
provide a overview of the theoretical landscape of the RM literature as it pertains to TARs.
Relationship Stages
In their seminal piece, Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh (1987) developed a model depicting the
lifecycle of buyer-seller exchanges. It explains the stages at which the buyer-seller exchanges are
initiated, develop and eventually dissolve. This model offers five stages of buyer-seller
relationship development – awareness, exploration, expansion, commitment and dissolution.
Awareness relates to a consumer‟s recognition that a seller is a potential exchange partner, but
has not yet initiated a transaction. Exploration refers to the search and trial consumers engage in
to consider the benefits and costs of possible exchanges. This stage includes the development of
norms and expectations to govern the relationship. Expansion refers to the continuation of norm
and expectation development, as well as an increased interdependence between buyer and seller.
Commitment is the stage when buyers and sellers pledge relational continuity and establish
economic, communication and/or emotional resources that will be exchanged. Dissolution refers
to when partners decide to exit the relationship. The five stages are a basic framework to assess
buyer-seller relationships and their components offered in Table 1.
Relationship Types
The RM literature has defined many relationship types, which are essentially different
exchanges that include associated interactions between the two parties occurring before, during,
and after the relationship development process according to the Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987)
framework. Table 1 provides a list of various relationship types addressed in the RM literature.
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Though this list is not exhaustive, the literature included herein focuses on relationships between
two individuals.
Prior to having any interaction with each other, literature defines customers and a firm (or
firm representative) as strangers. In this preawareness and pretransaction period, the two parties
have no knowledge of each other and a customer may be affiliated with a competing firm
(Johnson and Selnes 2004). However, as soon as an awareness and trial occur, the two parties
become acquaintances and an exchange relationship has begun. Considering Dwyer, Schurr, and
Oh‟s (1987) stages of relationship development, a firm and customer defined as acquaintances
would be considered in the awareness stage of relationship development.
Beyond the awareness stage, RM literature diverges into a variety of relationship types.
These are not necessarily categorized into relationship development stages. They are dependent
on characteristics such as length of relationship, context of relationship, the product or service
being purchased, and the business-to-business (B2B) versus business-to-consumer (B2C) nature
of the exchange. Heide and Wathne (2006), for example, explore interfirm relationships and
define prototypical relationship roles of friends and businesspeople. Drawing on Montgomery‟s
(1998) game theoretic analogy, friends are described as parties that play a game based on rules
that focus on cooperative actions, even when such actions are to the decision maker‟s detriment.
Friends are further described as engaging in self-disclosure, voluntary social relations, communal
orientation, and intrinsically motivated expectations (Price and Arnould 1999; Grayson 2007).
Such relationships may find parties sacrificing profits or other self-gain to assist the other party.
In contrast to the friend role of an exchange relationship, a businessperson is described as
having the focus of decisions being on a parties‟ own gains, even to the point of opportunism
instead of cooperation (Heide and Wathne 2006). In these exchanges, each party plays the game
by focusing on utility maximization and engaging in calculative trust to gain incentives. The
authors suggest that though much literature sees these friend and businessperson roles as separate,
in some cases the roles can coexist and are governed by relational norms.
Finally, partnerships occur in advanced stages of relationships. Partners customize
products and dedicate resources specifically to the exchange. Commitment is developed through
information sharing and idiosyncratic investments and occurs over an extended period of time
(Johnson and Selnes 2004). Partnerships require a level of uniqueness and interconnectedness
between the two parties.
Relational Norms
The importance of norms in relationships is well established in marketing literature
(Heide and John 1992; Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987; Cannon, Achrol, and Gundlach 2000).
Social or relational norms are shared expectations regarding behavior (Axelrod 1986).
Establishing norms allows members of the exchange to set ground rules for future interactions
and facilitates the exchange process. Macneil (1980) argues that the existence of norms must
occur if relations are continued and valued over time. Cannon, Achrol, and Gundlach (2000)
offer a set of five cooperative norms that define relational properties important in safeguarding
the continuity of exchanges. These norms are:
5

TABLE 1: A PRIORI DEFINITIONS AND COMPONENTS – RELATIONSHIP MARKETING
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Flexibility: The attitude that an initial agreement is a starting point to the exchange and
will change as the market, relationship, and strategies of the parties evolve.
Solidarity: The degree to which parties understand that success depends on working
cooperatively together versus competing against one another.
Mutuality: The attitude that each party‟s success is a function of the other‟s and one
cannot prosper at the expense of a partner.
Harmonization of conflict: A spirit of mutual accommodation toward cooperation.
Restraint in the use of power. Forbearance from taking advantage of one‟s bargaining
position in an exchange. Reflects the view that the use of power exacerbates conflict over
time, undermines mutuality and solidarity, and opens the door to opportunism.

Each interaction in the relationship builds expectations and norms for future interactions.
In business-to-business marketing, relational norms serve a strategic role in managing interfirm
relationships. Cannon, Achrol, and Gundlach (2000) found that increasing the relational content
of a governance structure containing contractual agreements enhances performance if
transactional uncertainty is high, providing a layer of protection for the firms involved in the
exchange. Rokkan, Heide, and Wathne (2003) find that norms, such as solidarity, lead to
systematic shifts in relationship specific investments and facilitates bonding in the relationship.
Further, norms serve as a general protective device against deviant behavior (Stinchcombe 1986;
Thibaut 1968). A property of relational norms is their prescription of behaviors directed toward
maintaining the relationship as a whole and curtailing behavior promoting the goals of the
individual. By their nature, relational norms safeguard against exploitative use of decision rights
(Heide and John 1992). Therefore, when discussing relationships between buyers and sellers,
understanding the formation, development, and role of norms in relationships is useful.
Expressive Relationships
Friendships that operate without a coexisting businessperson role are part of a larger
group of expressive relationships found in the RM literature. Saint-Charles and
Mongeau (2009) describe this category of relationships as those that revolve “above all else”
around social and emotional matters between individuals. Relationships in this category include
“pure relationships,” “real relationships,” “close relationships,” “communal relationships,”
“close ties,” and “communitas.” Such relationships reflect an intrinsic, voluntary, genuine, and
emotional nature and thus transcend everyday agentic concerns. These relationship types overlap
considerably and serve as a culturally shared template of the meaning of close personal
relationships (Blocker, Houston, and Flint 2012). Also in this category, “communal relationships”
exist when parties feel responsible for one another and have no expectations for receiving
comparable benefits in an exchange (Clark 1984).
In addition to these expressive types of relationships, the literature suggests other
relationship types that have an extended focus on the exchange. “Commercial friendships,” for
example, include many components of the friendship described by Heide and Wathne (2006)
such as enjoying interactions with each other, feeling close to one another during the exchange,
and sharing thoughts with the other party. However, commercial friendships rely more heavily
on the norm of reciprocity as a guiding tenet. In these relationships, both parties provide extras to
the other during the exchange such as preferential treatment and special services. Similarly,
11

“commercial interactions” are characterized by being a close, strong relationship, but one that
relies on psychological rewards from performance and joint business success. These
relationships rely on relational norms to reduce monitoring, lower risks associated with sharing
confidential information, and assure task resolution (Blocker, Houston, and Flint 2012). In both
commercial friendships and commercial interactions, the focus on decision-making is furthering
the business goals of both parties.
Sales & Sales Management
Aside from relationship types, sales researchers have defined a variety of relationship
types and relational roles that are key to organizations specializing in B2B marketing. Successful
relationships between salespeople and their customers can decrease customer turnover, reduce
transaction costs for both firms, minimize uncertainty (Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass 2011), and
improve sales growth (Palmatier, Scheer, and Steenkamp 2007). Given the importance of strong
salesperson-customer relationships, practitioners and researchers are interested in understanding
and managing these dyads (Weitz and Bradford 1999). Table 2 summarizes the relationship types
and selling strategies prevalent in the literature.
Firm-Level Client Management Strategies
A substantial body of literature in sales addresses the role of key accounts, key account
managers, and key account management and national account management, which are the first
four types of sales relationships identified in Table 2. A key account is a B2B customer
identified by the selling company as a very important customer and is serviced with dedicated
resources (Richards and Jones 2009; Workman, Homburg, and Jensen 2003). Key account
management generally involves additional activities and the assignment of special personnel,
such as a key account manager (KAM) (Jones, Stevens and Chonko 2005). Close relationships
with these key accounts offer an opportunity for the selling firm to advance from simply a
supplier-buyer, transaction-based relationship to a more in-depth relationship and maximize the
value of the account to the selling firm (Richards and Jones 2009). Similarly, national account
management (NAM) follows a similar strategy of matching internal resources to a relatively
large customer with a high level of centralized purchasing, top management involvement in
purchases, multi-site purchases, complex buying process, special price concessions, special
services, customized products, and complex products (Shapiro and Moriarty 1982). NAM ranges
in the type of relationships developed and can include repeated transactions to collaborative
alliances (Lambe and Spekman 1997).
Strategies for Developing Sales Relationships
In addition to firm-level strategies for account management, sales literature has explored
various strategies of relationship development at the salesperson level – selling strategies. As
shown in Table 2, there are three primary strategies discussed – transactional selling, relational
selling and consultative selling. On one end of the spectrum, transactional selling is a strategy
that focuses on providing commodities at the lowest possible price (Geiger and Finch 2011).
Generally, this strategy is used for industrial buyers that are solely interested in price and
convenience and do not see the potential added value in maintaining relationships with suppliers.
12

Often sales organizations are fighting for business with these customers and only moderate levels
of trust and low interdependence have been established (Wilson 2000). Relationships established
through transactional selling generally operate under a short-term orientation (Schwepker 2003)
with the salesperson and client focused on the execution of exchanges.
In contrast to transactional selling, relationship selling is seen as a strategic and sustained
effort by the sales force to maintain and strengthen ongoing, long-term relationships with buyers
(Beverland 2001; Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990; Jolson 1997; Weitz and Bradford 1999;
Wilson 2000). Relationship selling requires a customer-oriented approach focused on addressing
customer concerns, co-creating customer value, enhancing customer satisfaction, and resolving
customer problems and conflicts. Firms utilizing relationship selling focus on the long-term
nature of relationships and give more attention to post-sale service than their transactional selling
counterparts, which can be a competitive advantage for the selling firm (Gonzalez, Hoffman,
Ingram, and LaForge 2010). A third selling strategy utilized by many firms is consultative selling.
Described as “the process of professionally providing information for helping customers take
intelligent actions to achieve their business objectives” (Liu and Leach 2001, p. 1), consultative
selling involves proactive communication by the salesperson, identification of customer
problems and customized solutions, trust, increasing levels of dependence, and a long-term
orientation to the relationship (Graham 1996; Tyler 1990; Smith 1991). Further, salespeople
must be viewed as a business expert that communicates effectively with internal and external
customers to meet client needs (Rackham and DeVincentis 1999).
Customer Orientation & Sales Orientation
Another critical component of understanding sales relationships is the concept of
customer orientation, as included in Table 2. Conceptualized as “the practice of the marketing
concept at the level of the individual salesperson and customer” (Saxe and Weitz 1982, p. 1),
customer orientation is a salesperson‟s method of meeting customer‟s needs and focusing on
solving customer problems (Brown, Mowen, Donavan, and Licata 2002). Literature views it as
either (1) a set of employee behaviors aimed at engendering customer satisfaction (the
“behavioral perspective”) or (2) as a psychological variable (e.g., mind-set, attitude, trait) that
motivates employees to satisfy customers‟ needs (the “psychological perspective”) (Zablah,
Franke, Brown, and Bartholomew 2012). Contrasted with a sales orientation in which
salespeople focus on making a sale or closing the deal, a customer orientation focuses on
building long-term relationships. Combined, the variety of selling strategies and methods of
client account management being used in practice and identified in sales literature point to the
importance of B2B relationships.
Trusted Advisor
In addition to the many relationship types and selling strategies presented in the
relationship marketing and sales literature, a relatively new construct is emerging – a trusted
advisor. Both literature and in practice use this term to describe highly effective frontline
employees that are engaging with customers in complex markets. The follow discussion
addresses how the trusted advisor construct is used both in practice and in the academic literature.
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TABLE 2: A PRIORI DEFINITION & COMPONENTS – SALES
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In Practice
In practice, marketing consultants are being called on to be the business contact with “the
perfect combination of knowledge and wisdom” (Martell 2011) and an “indispensable partner”
(Brodie 2008). Combined with trust, concern, and honesty with clients, practitioners argue that
frontline employees who capture all of these components can become trusted advisors for their
clients. Thus, positioning them to win any work related to that client‟s account (Brodie 2008). In
their book The Trusted Advisor, Maister, Green, and Galford (2000) identify a trusted advisor as
the pinnacle of the evolution of a client-seller relationship. Further, the authors submit that to
establish themselves as a trusted advisor, the salesperson must move the relationship beyond a
needs or relationship-based interaction to a relationship that is trust based. They describe a trustbased relationship as one that sees the client as an individual, where energy is spent on
understanding the client, where the client receives a safe haven for hard issues, and the definition
of success is varied depending on the client‟s needs. Though becoming a trusted advisor offers
rewards such as increased business and trust from clients, practitioners caution that the
salespeople must also be sure that their advice is being sought to ensure the client desires this
type of relationship and is open to receiving what the salesperson has to offer (Rutherford 2011).
In Research
From an academic perspective, the literature on trusted advisor is much more limited. In
fact, there exist only two articles concerning trusted advisors (Neu and Brown 2005, Neu,
Gonzalez and Pass 2011). Neu and Brown (2005, p. 9) offer this definition of a trusted advisor:
“A trusted advisor develops an in-depth understanding of an individual customer‟s
business; he or she collaborates with and provides unbiased recommendations to a
customer on how to achieve desired outcomes from a complex system. A trusted adviser
participates in both the formulation and the implementation of a solution to a customer‟s
problem, not just the implementation of the customer‟s solution to his or her problem.”
In this conceptualization, trust, collaboration, problem solving, and satisfaction
characterize the trusted advisor. The trusted advisor is viewed as an individual, generally a
salesperson, and is used to define a role or title for that individual. This definition is
supplemented by work where Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass (2011) present a conceptual model of
trusted advisors drawn from qualitative data. This model adds to the definition of trusted
advisors emphasizing information and contact sharing, trustworthiness, expertise, integrity,
efficient communications, and a focus on the business needs of the customer. For a full list of the
constructs present in the trusted advisor literature, see Table 3. The model presents loyalty, share
of the partner‟s business, high-quality information exchange, and referrals to other decision
makers as the outcomes of these trusted advisor behaviors. Further, the authors contend that
trusted advisors are a potential source of sustained competitive advantage at the interfirm level
(Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass 2011; Barney 1991). The current conceptualization of trusted advisor
considers the only business interactions of the two parties and is a highly functional view
focusing on improving efficiency and effectiveness of business outcomes.
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THEORETICAL DEFICIENCIES & RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Substantial research on understanding relationships exists in both the relationship
marketing and sales literatures, however, much of this work relies on a single party perspective,
so there remain significant deficiencies in research on the trusted advisor topic recently touted in
the popular press (See Appendix B for summary). Primary deficiencies include the absence of
(1) a definition of a trusted advisor relationships, (2) an understanding of the role of the dyad in
the development of TARs, and (3) consideration of the interpersonal elements involved in
business relationships. The following sections detail these deficiencies, provide theoretical
support for each deficiency, and discuss how each deficiency is important to both RM and sales
literatures.
Deficiency 1: Lack of Definition of Trusted Advisor Relationship
The first fundamental deficiency in the literature is the lack of a conceptual definition of
trusted advisor relationships. Though practitioners are recommending that salespeople strive to
be trusted advisors for customers, no commonly used definition of trusted advisor exists, and
certainly no definition that incorporates the perspectives of both relational partners. In fact, some
practitioners feel the term has been diluted by over and inappropriate use. Dell uses trusted
advisor as a job title citing responsibilities such as supporting customer‟s security initiatives,
staying current on emerging tools, and managing multiple simultaneous projects (“Trusted
Advisor Atlanta, GA,” 2013). Trusted advisor is also being applied to automated, data
management systems. Amazon now offers an Amazon Web Services Trusted Advisor Beta. This
software system is designed to aggregate the operational history of Amazon Web Services
customers to make recommendations when opportunities to save money exist, improve system
performance, or close security gaps (“AWS Trusted Advisor – Beta,” 2013).
Some consultants describe trusted advisors as “the highest level of partner relationships”
(Connor 2010). However, the lack of specificity in the definition has allowed broad application
of the term and use without discrimination. This lack of specificity about what partner
relationships are, how trusted advisor status can be achieved, and what the outcomes of such
relationships should look like renders the term trusted advisor vague and less useful. The sole
definition of a trusted advisor presented in RM literature comes from Neu and Brown (2005, p.
9) who describe a TA as a customer contact employee who:
“develops an in-depth understanding of an individual customer‟s business; he
or she collaborates with and provides unbiased recommendations to a customer
on how to achieve desired outcomes from a complex system. A trusted adviser
participates in both the formulation and the implementation of a solution to a customer‟s
problem, not just the implementation of the customer‟s solution to his or her problem.”
This definition is more detailed than what is used by practitioners, but 1) has not been validated
empirically and 2) fails to capture the dyadic nature of relationships. This definition also views
trusted advisor as an individual. The title trusted advisor is bestowed upon a salesperson without
considering if the other party actual views the salesperson as a trusted advisor. A trusted advisor
cannot exist without the cooperation and consent of a customer, which suggests conceptualizing
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TABLE 3: A PRIORI DEFINITION & COMPONENT – TRUSTED ADVISOR
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these dyads in terms of trusted advisor relationships is more reflective of what is actually
happening in these exchanges. The research on buyer-seller relationships must move beyond the
existing, and limited, conceptualization of a trusted advisor to a conceptualization of trusted
advisor relationships. This shift in conceptualization better reflects and explores the true
phenomenon of interest – buyer-seller exchange.
Further, there has been no research to differentiate the trusted advisor described by Neu
and Brown (2005) from terms in the research such as adaptive selling (Spiro and Weitz, 1990),
relationship selling (Jones, Brown, Zoltners, and Weitz 2005), and customer orientation (Saxe
and Weitz, 1982). Finally, the TA definition presented by Neu and Brown (2005) gives little
detail on what the process of becoming a trusted advisor involves. A useful definition of the term
would both describe what trusted advisor relationships are and what they are not, as well as offer
insights into the process and consequences of developing TAs.
Answering this deficiency contributes to both relationship marketing and sales literatures.
First, it provides evidence to contrast a recent contention in the relationship marketing literature
presented by Blocker, Houston, and Flint (2012) that business-to-business interactions are
connections – not relationships. Offering a definition of TARs that focuses on the close, natural,
emotion-laden, in-depth interactions that might exist in a dyad would not only conflict with these
ideas, but also support existing relationship marketing literature in describing B2B interactions
as relationships that are recognized by both buyers and sellers. Such a definition of TAR will
also contribute to sales research by identifying the components required for developing TARs
and provide guidance to practicing salespeople and sales managers on how to recognizes such
relationships. Finally, a definition of the construct that captures the essence of what a trusted
advisor relationship really means would help avoid the misuse and overuse of the trusted advisor
term in practice. The research questions stemming from this deficiency that will be addressed in
Essay 1 and Essay 2 include (See Appendix B for a full list of research questions):
 What is a trusted advisor relationship? (Essay 1)
 What are the empirically measurable components of a trusted advisor relationship?
(Essay 2)
 How is TAR different from other relationship types and constructs in the relationship
marketing literature? (Essay 1 & 2)
 How is TAR different from other constructs in the sales and sales management literature?
(Essay 1 & 2)
Deficiency 2: Failure to Explore Dyadic Perspective
Another deficiency of the sole definition of a trusted advisor in the academic literature
and the descriptions of TARs in the popular press is that they fail to incorporate the dyadic
perspective. Considering both the buyer and the seller is critical. The broad use of the term has
ignored what Charles Green, co-author of The Trusted Advisor, regards as humility – noting that
the term trusted advisor is one best bestowed onto a salesperson by a customer, not a term the
salesperson can apply to themselves (Green 2012). This suggests that the seller must earn that
TAR status. A shift from understanding a trusted advisor to conceptualizing a trusted advisor
relationship is the way to understand the phenomenon. Not considering this other party in the
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dyad is one potential explanation as to why Blocker, Houston and Flint (2012) argue that
„relationship‟ is an inappropriate metaphor for business exchange. Specifically, these authors
contend that those in business and practice have borrowed this term used to describe one-to-one
interactions in personal lives and incorrectly applied it to business exchanges without fully
considering its meaning. In fact, they stress there are no relationships in business; there are only
„connections‟ which emphasizes the need to separate expressive or personal relationships from
the business world. These researchers, however, failed to assess the entire dyad. Instead, they
relied on data drawn from a pool of experienced buyers in various industries, but did not include
the seller of each of these dyads. Not only were sellers not included as participants, but the
buyers in the study were asked general questions about business interactions without clearly
considering a specific dyad or business partner. Consequently, the data are insufficient in
offering a complete dyadic view of the transactional and relational elements that occur in
business exchanges, making their contributions to relationship and sales literatures incomplete.
The importance of dyads in B2B sales is widely recognized. Considering the dyad in
determining relationship types is necessary based on exchange literature, relationship marketing
literature, and sales literature. First, exchange literature lists the participation of two parties as a
requirement of any exchange (Houston and Gassenheimer 1987; Kotler 1984). Second, social
capital theory, which is used in both relationship marketing and sales research, regards the
importance of two parties in business exchange. The theory relies on three dimensions of social
capital – a structural dimension that refers to the patterns of linkages between people, a relational
dimension that refers to the value of interpersonal interactions, and a cognitive dimension that
includes the shared understanding between relational parties (Adler and Kwon 2002; Hughes, Le
Bon, and Rapp 2013). Other relationship marketing literature emphasizes the importance of
dyads, noting that a major disadvantage of social investments in relationship building is that
loyalty is built between the customer and the salesperson, not necessarily the customer and the
selling firm (Palmatier 2008). In each of these literature bases, considering both sides of the dyad
is critical to understanding the interactions between two parties. The existing definition of a
trusted advisor in literature and the conceptualization used in practice both stem from only a
consideration of the seller‟s side of the relationship. In the case of studying connections, only the
buyer‟s side is considered. In order to truly understand the dimensions of this dyad type, both
parties‟ perspectives must be studied.
Given the inherent investments suggested on the part of the seller, it is also important to
recognize if both parties of a dyad desire a TAR. Relationship selling is generally more
collaborative and requires intense interactions by both parties to ensure the customer is providing
the salesperson with sufficient information to solve their problems (Schwepker 2003; Gonzalez,
Hoffman, Ingram, and LaForge 2010). It also requires more frequent communication, intensive
contact, high levels of trust, and high interdependence (Wilson 2000). Thus, relational selling
also has a downside. Committing to only developing deep-level relationships with customers
decreases sales and prevents new relationships from forming (Johnson and Selnes 2004). If this
idea of relationship portfolio management applies to the selling firm, then similar principles
apply to the buying firm. Customers may not want to have a TAR with a certain firm to balance
their own portfolio of relationships, based on their company‟s needs, or based on their own
personal bandwidth. In any case, researchers and practitioners must consider not just the needs,
but also the desires of the other side of the dyad when defining and applying relationship types.
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Responding to the lack of a dyadic perspective, Deficiency 1, will contribute to the
relationship marketing area by opening a wide new set of research questions related to customer
desires. It will also help determine where and how relationship-building resources within firms
should be spent. Similar contributions will be made to sales literature by changing the way
relationship selling and trusted advisor relationships are approached. An emphasis on the
customer will help generate richer understandings of how to manage customer relationships, as
well as provide relevant insights to sales practitioners. The research questions that will be
addressed in Essay 1 and Essay 2 related to this deficiency include:
 How do participants – buyer and seller – describe and recognize different relationship
types? (Essay 1 & 2)
 What are the requirements for such a relationship to develop? (Essay 1)
Deficiency 3: Failure to Consider Interpersonal Aspects of Relational Interactions
The third deficiency is the absence of considering the interpersonal investments and
benefits of TARs. As marketing literature has moved from a transactional perspective of
exchange to a relational perspective, researchers have begun to investigate the human
components of exchange. Investigations of commercial friendships (Price and Arnould 1999;
Grayson 2007) and relationship roles (Heide and Wathne 2006) have begun to address the
personal characteristics of business relationships and introduce more psychological and
sociological factors, such as intimacy, gift giving, and caring (Price and Arnould 1999).
Consumer behavior research has extended the RM paradigm to consumers engaging in
relationships with brands and firms finding similar outcomes as business relationships, such as
commitment and satisfaction (Aaker, Fournier, and Brasel 2004). However, the same research
discovered intimacy and self-connection as outcomes from these consumer-brand relationships.
In each of these studies, individuals have been shown to apply their knowledge of personal
relationships to their exchange relationships.
In spite of the extensive use and applications of relationship marketing, recent research
focusing on business-to-business sales exchange argues against the use of the relationship
metaphor in business interactions. Blocker, Houston, and Flint (2012) pose that researchers have
misapplied the term „relationship‟ to interactions, which are actually only „connections‟ and
using the term relationship obscures nonrelational elements of the exchange. What this research
ignores, however, is that many business-to-business exchanges are complex dyads that do, in fact,
contain personal aspects such as intimacy, secret keeping, and affect (Price and Arnould 1999;
Erevelles and Fukawa 2013). In fact, sales research has also explored how salesperson emotional
intelligence impacts the sales process (Borg and Johnston 2013) and how customer delight
impacts frontline employee and sales manager behaviors (Barnes, Collier, Ponder, and Williams
2013). Sales research has also employed social capital theory to demonstrate that buyer-seller
relationships rely on structural, relational, and cognitive dimensions to foster relationships and
guard against opportunism (Wang, Li, Ross, and Craighead 2012). In sharp contrast to the
arguments to consider B2B interactions as only connections (Blocker, Houston, and Flint 2012),
a substantial amount of research in sales, relationship marketing, and consumer behavior
contribute to the understanding that relationships are human and must consider the emotional and
personal components of such interactions.
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Exploring the human element in TARs contributes to the relationship marketing literature
by answering Block, Houston, and Flint‟s (2012) contention that buyers and sellers only engage
in connections showing that emotions and interpersonal factors do play a role in B2B interactions.
Answering this deficiency will enhance sales literature by offering insights on the type of
emotions sellers need to be aware of in building relationships with customers. Sales managers
can use these findings to coach inexperienced salespeople on dealing with buyer emotions
involved in the sales process. The research questions stemming from this deficiency include:
 How is the level of the relationship determined in the dyad and what role does the buyer
play in making this determination? (Essay 1)
 How does the personal aspect of the relationship with the accompanying thoughts,
emotions, and behavioral tendencies of dyad participants impact perceptions or
development of the relationship? (Essay 1 & 2 & 3)
METHODOLOGY
To address the research questions, the researcher engaged in a two-step process. First, a
priori themes related to trusted advisor relationships were identified through a review of extant
literature in social capital theory, relationship marketing, and sales (See “Literature Review” on
page 2.) Second, grounded theory with depth interviews of practitioners in the field were used to
discover what constitutes TARs in practice.
A Priori Theme Development
The a priori themes for this research were developed based on the extensive review of
extant literature concerning social capital theory, relationship types, relationship stages,
relational norms, firm-level client management strategies, sales relationship development
strategies, and the limited trusted advisor work presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3. The themes
identified were then considered for dialectical tacking to compare to findings emerging from
depth interviews. The process of tacking the broader a priori themes to the detailed data from the
interviews allowed an understanding of how the qualitative data relates to the existing
conceptualizations and theory offered in the literature. This process, advocated by those using
grounded theory (Belk, Kozinets, and Fischer 2012; Hirschman and Thompson 1997), enabled
interpretation of the deeper meanings of TARs and the identification of new themes.
Grounded Theory & Depth Interviews
Consistent with recent research in consumer behavior (Adkins and Corus 2009; Batra,
Ahuvia and Bagozzi 2012), a qualitative study was designed in order to primarily explore how
TARs compare to other relationship types in the literature and to identify components and
themes that emerge from the data to develop a definition and understanding of TARs. Advocated
by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Belk, Kozinets and Fischer (2013), this study allowed the
researcher to fully explore the conditions in which trusted advisor relationships emerge in
individuals‟ lived experiences, as well as expand the understanding of the definition and how this
relationship type impacts models of buyer-seller exchange.
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Using grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin 1998) and a phenomenological hermeneutical
interpretive approach (Hirschman 1992; Hirschman, and Holbrook 1992; Thompson, Locander
and Pollio 1989), in-depth interviews were utilized to break down each buyer-seller dyad to
generate a definition of TAR and to identify differences between TARs and other dyad types.
The use of in-depth interviews was appropriate to investigate the research questions of interest as
existential-phenomenological interviews focus on identifying recurring experiential patterns
(Thompson, Locander and Pollio 1989). Such recurring patterns across a number of subjects
helped the researcher identify overarching themes and patterns in the data.
Sample
To understand the issues on both side of the relational dyad, the aim of this research was
to collect qualitative data from in-depth interviews with both business-to-business salespeople
and their clients. The focal organization used in this data collection was a national professional
employer organization (PEO) which provides human resources support for client firms. This
PEO was a desirable source of contacts for this study as the firm specializes in service
relationships with numerous client firms from varying industries around the country. The
salespeople and customers from this firm are geographically dispersed, the customer firms range
in size from small-family businesses to large corporations, and gross profit of client firms ranges
from $200,000 to $2,000,000 per year. Further, the sales force of over 300 individuals includes
salespeople with a wide range of industry and sales experience, as well as a variety of ages,
genders, and professional backgrounds giving the sample for the study sufficient variance.
Additionally, the PEO agreed to participate in both the qualitative and quantitative studies for the
range of the research questions addressed in this research project.
Individual salespeople were selected through coordination with the PEO‟s Vice President
of Sales. For the interview stage of the research, data collection included both salespeople
categorized by the firm as high performers in client relationship development and annual sales
and salespeople on the other end of the spectrum who are categorized by the firm as potential
performers. This method of purposive sampling – utilizing subjective judgments to select a
sample – allowed the researcher to contact salespeople with different backgrounds, genders,
experience, tenure with the firm, and geographical regions. Setting such criteria when selecting
subjects is widely accepted as appropriate in purposive sampling (Adkins and Ozanne 2005;
McCracken 1988). Accessing salespeople with both advanced and emerging relationshipbuilding skills also allowed for the discovery of nuances between dyad types, exploration of the
meaning of trusted advisor relationship across skill levels of salespeople, and consideration of
the variations in relationship development tactics.
In addition to selecting salespeople through purposive sampling techniques, a sample of
clients was identified for participation with a similar method. Each participating salesperson
selected was asked to nominate two specific types of customers to participate in the study: (1)
one with whom they have an arm‟s length, transactional dyad and (2) one with whom they have a
close, developed, relational dyad. Setting this criterion ensured variation in the data and offered a
more complete dyadic perspective of the relationship definitions that emerge from this data.
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These sampling methods resulted in a final sample of ten salespeople and four clients,
which has been reasoned as a suitable sample size for phenomenological research and analysis
(Adkins and Corus 2009; Creswell 1998). Further, the researcher conducted interviews with each
participant until saturation in terms of learning about the phenomenon was reached as evidenced
by recurrent themes and no new additions in the data coding process (Glaser and Strauss 1967).
Of the fourteen individuals interviewed, 35% were female, three major metropolitan areas were
represented, and ages ranged from late 20s to mid 60s (see Table 4). Additionally, the size and
industry of the buying companies represented and the duration of the dyad/relationships showed
sufficient variation across participants.
Interview Preparation
In order to elicit conversation related to the research questions of interest, a semistructured interview guide was developed (Appendix C and D). The guide facilitated a
phenomenological interview approach (Thompson, Locander, and Pollio 1989) and was designed
to elicit both salesperson and customer experiences of their dyadic interactions. Questions in the
interview guide where influenced by existing relationship marketing and sales literature to
facilitate the interview process. The interview guide included open-ended questions to allow
subjects to elaborate on their lived experiences and provide rich descriptions of their dyadic
interactions, while also tapping into relationship themes drawn from the literature. The openended style of questioning research participants is particularly advantageous in exploratory
research where informant responses are unknown and unpredictable (Mason 2002). However, the
interview guide limited the number of preplanned questions in order to allow dialogue to emerge
that captured the meaning and interpretations of the participants (Thompson 1997).
Three rounds of revisions were applied to the interview guide to account for issues such
as timing, adequate discussion of each dyad type, and inclusion of questions mapped to existing
issues identified in the literature. In addition to the researcher, three faculty members in the
marketing discipline reviewed and contributed to the development of the interview guide.
Insights from these external reviewers ensured that relationship marketing and sales issues were
addressed in each interview.
Interview Execution
After the Vice President of Sales identified salespeople to participate, each salesperson
was contacted by the Director of Sales within the firm to inform them of the firm‟s participation
in the research project. The researcher then followed up with the salespeople via email and
scheduled interviews. For clients, salespeople provided names and contact information, and then
clients were contacted via email by the researcher to schedule an interview time. Due to the
geographical dispersion of the participants, all interviews were conducted via phone and
transcribed into text documents for analysis.
The structure of all of the interviews was intended to 1) allow the researcher to introduce
the topic, 2) facilitate rapport building between the interviewer and participant, and 3) encourage
participants to candidly discuss topics relevant to the research project. Interviews began with
obtaining verbal consent to record the interview, ensuring confidentiality and anonymity of the
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data, and explaining that the data would be used for research purposes only. The remainder of
each interview was very conversational and relatively informal in nature. Though the interview
guide provided a loose structure and checklist for the researcher, interviews were permitted to
follow the flow of the conversation to ensure actual experiences were being capture and to
prevent leading informants to specific answers (Haley and Grant 2011; McCracken 1988;
Thompson, Locander, and Pollio 1989).
TABLE 4: PARTICIPANT PROFILES
Name

S/C

Gender

Agea

Ethnicity

Title

Firm

Ron
Heath
Clay
Ross
Ed
Robert
Kathryn
Kay
Chad
Candace
Leslie
Mike
Fran
Bill

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
C
C
C
C

M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M

40
40
30
40
50
50
50
50
20
40
40
50
50
60

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

BPA
Senior VP of Sales
BPA
VP, Sales
Regional Manager
BPA
BPA
BPA
BPA
BPA
Director of Finance
President
Executive VP
President

HR Outsourcing
HR Outsourcing
HR Outsourcing
HR Outsourcing
HR Outsourcing
HR Outsourcing
HR Outsourcing
HR Outsourcing
HR Outsourcing
HR Outsourcing
Energy PM
Aviation PM
IT
Marketing

a

Reported in deciles; S = Salesperson; C = Client; PM = Product Manufacturer;
BPA = Business performance advisor

After encouraging participants to share their work backgrounds and discuss the types of
dyads they engage in regularly, the interviewer guided participants to consider specific dyads –
one that they would describe as both relationally (good, close, and/or personal) based and one
that they would describe as transaction (exchange-focused, distant, and/or impersonal) based.
This process allowed the participants to direct the course of the interview, while providing
specific, relevant information on different types of dyads including the formation of these dyads,
how the dyad operates, and what outcomes they attribute to the relationship types. The
interviewer provided prompts to participants based on a priori themes and constructs drawn from
literature. Laddering and probing questions were used in the instance of unclear responses or rich
responses that tapped into themes not yet evident in prior interviews (Teddlie and Tashakkori
2009). The goal of the interviews was to draw out the nuances participants experience in varying
dyad types and gain an understanding of this unique relationship type. Each interview was 45-60
minutes in length and was recorded on a portable recording device. Verbatim transcripts yielded
100 pages of single-spaced text.
Textual Analysis
Analysis of the data followed an iterative hermeneutical approach as suggested by
Thompson (1997). The aim of this process is to develop three levels of interpretation: (1) to
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discern key patterns of meanings expressed by a given subject in the text of his or her story, (2)
to identify key patterns of meaning that emerge across the experiences of different subjects, and
(3) to derive broader conceptual and managerial implications from the analysis of the focal
narratives (Thompson 1997). To develop these levels of meaning, an iterative process is required
and facilitates development of the hermeneutical circle, or the understanding of each interview as
a result of an understanding of all the other interviews conducted on the topic. Such a holistic
approach requires the researcher apply interpretations from each text to the next, as well as
interpret the texts based on the researchers‟ own knowledge and theoretical understanding of the
research. This approach to assessing the interview data has been adopted in marketing research
as an effective way to derive meaning from phenomenological (Thompson, Locander, and Pollio
1989) or long (McCracken 1988) interviews, and has been applied to a variety of research topics
(Hirschman and Holbrook 1982; Adkins and Ozanne 2005; Haley and Grant 2011).
Data from the interviews was analyzed using both intratextual and intertextual techniques
by two researchers trained in grounded theory to uncover themes emerging from participant
interviews (Thompson, Locander and Pollio 1989). The steps in the analysis process follow a
part to whole analysis suggested by Thompson (1997). First, the researcher read each
participant‟s narrative to obtain an overall feeling and understanding of each participant‟s
experiences and view. The second step involved intratextual analysis where each interview was
considered separately and themes that emerged from the text of each subject were identified.
This process aims to discern key patterns of meaning expressed by each interviewee. After
intratextual analysis of each interview, the researchers used intertextual analysis to consider the
group of interviews as a whole to explore themes that appear across individuals and dyads. This
shift between each interview and the overall set of interviews allowed for iterative coding and
interpretation of these data (Spiggle 1994; Thompson 1997; Goulding 2005) and served as a
mechanism for accounting for variations and commonalities across these data.
The analysis culminated in utilizing supported a priori and emergent themes to develop a
conceptual framework of trusted advisor relationships. To derive insights to marketers,
dialectical tacking was used to build linkages between the researcher's own personal knowledge
base and the world view of the people being investigated (Hirschman 1986; Geertz 1983). This
process allows the researcher to move between the minute details of the participant observations
and the more global perspectives of existing theory and research (Hirschman 1986; Geertz 1983).
This process of comparing themes emerging from these data with the existing relationship
marketing and sales literature contributed to a rich conceptual framework for understanding
buyer-seller trusted advisor relationships and supplied implications for marketing managers.
Methodology Summary
A qualitative method of inquiry was utilized to explore the set of research questions of
interest in this study. The iterative hermeneutical analysis of data derived from 14 in-depth,
phenomenological interviews provided a thorough understanding of trusted advisor relationships
from both buyer and seller perspectives. Combined with a comprehensive review of RM and
sales literature used to develop a priori themes, these data contributed to an understanding of
trusted advisor relationships and the development of a framework of TARs in the B2B
marketplace.
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RESULTS
The results of this study are organized the three major sections to explore the
conceptualization of trusted advisor relationships. Within each section, an a priori segment will
discuss the themes identified in the existing trusted advisor literature and an emergent segment
will detail new themes from the qualitative study that describe trusted advisor relationships.
Exploring the a priori and emergent conceptualization of TARs will respond to each of the three
deficiencies found in the literature –
Deficiency 1) Lack of definition of trusted advisor relationship
Deficiency 2) Failure to explore dyadic perspective
Deficiency 3) Failure to consider interpersonal aspects of relational interactions
As a result of the study, the final definition of trusted advisor relationship was developed:
“A trusted advisor relationship is one in which both parties have an in-depth
understanding of each other‟s business and personal goals; collaborate to achieve joint
desired outcomes and formulation and implementation of customized solutions; engage in
social interactions outside their buyer-seller roles; and develop meaningful emotions
toward each other.”
This definition takes into account the major components supported in the literature and
emergent themes from these data. In addition defining TARs, five antecedents and eleven
consequences of TARs were identified. The following discussion of these results will address
how trusted advisor relationships correlate with relationship types existing in current literature.
TAR: Construct Conceptualization
In response to Deficiency 1, the lack of definition of trusted advisor relationship, and
Deficiency 2, the lack of dyad perspective, the conceptualization of the construct was
investigated. In the exploration of the trusted advisor relationship construct, the qualitative data
uncovered both business and personal layers of the relationship. The presence of the business
and personal meta themes offers insights into what a trusted advisor relationship is, as well as
contributes to a multi-faceted view of social capital theory. The emergent and a priori themes
found in these data map to the business and personal meta themes, as well as the three
dimensions of SCT.
To explore the conceptualization of the trusted advisor relationship construct, individual
themes and then meta themes will be presented and discussed. The individual themes will be
addressed in two ways 1) a discussion of a priori themes present in the literature and data, and 2)
a discussion of emergent themes new to the conceptualization of trusted advisor relationships.
The a priori themes section will provide definitions for and data to support the presence of six
themes in the data – trust, expertise, integrity, problem solving, collaboration, and sharing
resources/connections. These a priori themes provide a basic understanding of how the data and
literature match in the conceptualization of TARs. The second section will discuss new themes
emerging from the data. Though many themes emerge, this discussion focuses on five constructs
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that appear prominently in the data – extra role behaviors, intense emotions, mutual disclosure,
goal sharing, and social bonds. The researcher will provide definitions of and evidence to support
these focal constructs. Table 5 summarizes the individual a priori and emergent themes in the
conceptualization of trusted advisor and trusted advisor relationships.
Second, following the discussion of these individual themes will be a segment discussing
meta themes evident in the data. The collapsing of individual themes into two larger meta themes
– the business-focused portion of the relationship and the personal-focused portion of the
relationship – provides an overarching view of the a priori and emergent themes in combination.
Included in this analysis will be a comparison of primary themes as they relate to the business
and personal dimensions.
Individual Themes: A priori
Previous trusted advisor literature was used to develop six overarching themes – trust,
expertise, integrity, problem solving, collaboration, and sharing resources/ connections. The
definition of each theme will be provided in the discussion, as well as data from the qualitative
study as evidence of the importance of these constructs to the conceptualization of TARs.
Further, data to support these themes includes perspectives from both sides of the dyad –
salesperson and client. The individual components listed in Table 5 are reflective of the themes
found in the data and discussed in this section.
Trust. In exploring the definition of TARs, the data supported many of the components
of the definition of a trusted advisor presented by Neu and Brown (2005). Trust, defined as a
willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence in their reliability and
integrity (Moorman, Deshpande, and Zaltman 1993; Morgan and Hunt 1994), was a prevalent
theme in the data. From the client‟s perspective, trust was referred to as a requirement for
establishing in-depth relationships. Bill noted that the high level of trust he feels towards his
salesperson Robert ensures that the relationship will last long term. On the other side of the dyad,
all of the salespeople recognized the importance of building trust early in their relationships with
clients. Clay described some of the ways build trust, “Anytime you are selfish in any given
relationship it shows and people don‟t trust you. To really establishing that trust it‟s advising
them sometimes on something that might not be not in your best interest as the salesperson, it‟s
really listening to them.”
In addition to facilitating dyadic relationship building, the literature has shown trust in
interfirm relationships to serve as a governance mechanism (Heide 1994), mitigate opportunism
(Pfeffer and Salancik 1978), and induce higher levels of cooperation (Morgan and Hunt 1994).
Trust in business partners also enhances client satisfaction (Anderson and Narus 1990), which is
a positive outcome for the individuals in the dyad and both of their firms. Trust, as evident in
Bill‟s example, leads to higher levels of commitment and intentions to stay in the relationship
long term (Anderson and Weitz 1989; Morgan and Hunt 1994). Additionally, Colquitt, Scott, and
LePine (2007) found a strong relationship between trust and measures of job performance.
Together, the data from this study and extant research support trust as a major facet of
developing trusted advisor relationships.
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Expertise. For salespeople, they recognized that their business success depended on the
ability to establish trust with clients. Often, trust was closely related to another a priori theme –
expertise (Rackham and DeVincentis 1999; Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995). Salesperson
expertise is defined in the literature as the relevant competencies associated with the goods or
service transaction most often exhibited in the form of information provided by the salesperson
(Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990). Expertise is positively associated with successfully
influencing a target customer (Taylor and Woodside 1982) and is a vital determinant of sales
effectiveness (Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990). In this study, Ron, a salesperson, described
expertise as “really knowing your craft” and cited it as one of the top three requirements for a
salesperson to develop relationships. Mike, a client, argued that salespeople must have a “full
bag of tools” to establish themselves as credible and trustworthy experts in the field. Further,
salespeople can demonstrate expertise by providing solutions to customers and adding value to
the exchange (Liu and Leach 2001).
Integrity. Trust was also recognized as being built on integrity (Liu and Leach 2001).
Integrity is defined as the perception that the party being trusted is adhering to a set of principles
that are acceptable to the trusting party (Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman 1995). Kay, a salesperson
with over 20 years of experience described how she demonstrates integrity to clients, “I show up
with integrity and what I say is what I do kind of thing, or what I promise is what is deliver. I
much prefer to under promise and over deliver than to over promise and under deliver. My
integrity is the most important thing that I have, so when people get to know that and see that,
then it‟s like „Okay, Kathryn isn‟t just a salesperson, that‟s who she is.‟” Identified in the
literature as being associated with qualities such as consistent, competent, honest, fair,
responsible, helpful, and benevolent (Morgan and Hunt 1994), integrity appeared as an important
component of TARs on both sides of the dyad. Ron supported the role of integrity, citing that the
ability to tell a customer no or refrain from selling the customer something they do not need is
key in establishing trust by demonstrating integrity and that as a salesperson you are there to
meet the customer‟s needs, not just sell them something. Leslie, a client, who described a
situation that led to her feel that her salesperson had integrity and could be trusted, supported this
sentiment:
“I have had experiences where I have gone and had to change insurance companies. A
particular person that I was talking to at that company, they could have easily taken
advantage and sold me coverage I didn‟t need. But instead they have went [sic] through
what we had and said, „You don‟t need this even though you have it with us currently you
really don‟t need it, so we need to take that off.‟ That is someone you are going to call
back when you need someone. You are going to recommend them first off to someone
else, but you are always going to call them.”
Problem solving. As an a priori theme, problem solving occurs in commercial
friendships, as well as consultative selling and relationship selling (Price and Arnould 1999;
Schwepker 2003). Generally recognized as the ability to analyze needs and match solutions to
customer issues (Schwepker 2003), problem solving is a constant responsibility of salespeople.
In the qualitative study, the ability to jointly solve problems emerged as an important variable. In
fact, successful problem solving is a strength of TARs and helps develop trust in the relationship.
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TABLE 5: A PRIORI AND EMERGENT THEMES – CONCEPTUALIZATIONS
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Kathryn, a salesperson, discussed how following up after solving problems has developed a
stronger relationship with the client:
“And, more often than not what the impetus is that we‟ve helped them solve a problem,
and then it kind of gets them engaged. I actually had one client who I do play golf with
now. He yelled at me for something I had nothing to do with and I kind of just
maintained my composure and professionalism and then just kept reaching out to him
trying to connect and invited him to business events and stuff like that and ended up
playing golf with him in a company-sponsored golf event. And, you know, we go golfing
now. It‟s ironic, I just got invited to, by him, to play in a golf tournament on St. Patrick‟s
Day, so there‟s a great case in point?”
Ross, Vice President for Sales, also commented of his experience working with
customers:
“I usually welcome the first hurdle. Yeah, and newer salespeople, they panic. Freak
out. Oh, my God, I spent so much time and energy bringing them on and now they
are going to hate me. No, handle it the proper way and it‟s usually just the opposite.
I‟m still going to feel bad, I don‟t want to purposefully spill red wine to make your
experience even better, that‟s not, but the way I handle it, they will remember it.”
Customers similarly value the problem solving process not only because of the business
benefits, but also, according to client Leslie, because the process helps them discover whether
the salesperson is trustworthy, responsible, and responsive to her needs. Neu, Gonzalez and Pass
(2011) acknowledge the role of problem solving and offer that trusted advisors are particularly
important for selling firms dealing with clients facing high uncertainty due to complex business
problems or changing business environments.
Collaboration. With problem solving frequently comes the need for collaboration
between parties. Lambe and Spekman (1997) define collaboration as a relationship between
buyer and seller where both exhibit high levels of commitment to the relationship, each party has
trust in each other, compatible goals, joint planning, cooperation, and win-win norms.
Collaboration is noted as a valuable part of relationship building both the sales and relationship
marketing literatures (Lambe and Spekman 1997; Johnson and Selnes 2004; Richards and Jones
2009). Different types of sales relationships exhibit a wide range of levels of collaboration
(Lambe and Spekman 1997), but trusted advisor relationships generally fall into the higher end
of the collaboration spectrum. Mike, a client, noted the importance of collaborating with his
salesperson, Ron, to generate an employee handbook for his firm. Over time, these collaborative
efforts saved a substantial amount of money for Mike‟s firm by clarifying human resources
policies for employees and setting standards of performance for employees. Without Mike and
Ron working together closely to share expertise, these savings would not have occurred.
Sharing business resources. Another theme from the literature (Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass
2011) that was strongly supported in the qualitative data is the sharing of business resources and
connections. Key account management literature defines this as connecting clients with other
internal and external business contacts and relies on this process for servicing client accounts
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(Pardo 1997). Further, literature supports the premise that the professional network of a
salesperson can improve account manager performance and facilitate relationship building with
customers (Hutt and Walker 2006). In practice, many of the salespeople involved in this study
cited their use of business connections as a key to their professional success and relationship
building ability. Some of the salespeople have set into place systems for connecting with other
business people such as memberships in Rotary Clubs, participating in Vistage groups,
sponsoring golf and dinner clubs, and building relationships with other salespeople in the firm.
The ability to connect customers to other businesspeople people allows salespeople to offer
resources to their customers beyond what they can provide themselves.
Individual Themes: Emergent
In addition to providing substantial evidence for many of the components of trusted
advisors in the literature, the qualitative data uncovered a variety of constructs not addressed in
the literature. Though all of the components are not discussed herein, five predominant themes
that emerged from the data are presented with definitions of the construct as supported by the
data – extra role behaviors, intense emotions, mutual disclosure, goal sharing, and social bonds.
The individual components listed in Table 5 are reflective of the themes found in the data and
discussed in this section.
Extra role behaviors. In addition to relational norms emerging in the conceptualization
of TARs, several other strong themes emerged in the qualitative data that are not currently
incorporated in the current trusted advisor literature. A major theme emerging on both side of the
dyad was the existence of extra role behaviors or organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs).
Defined in the marketing literature as behaviors that share some key elements, OCBs (1)
represent behaviors beyond those prescribed by an organizational role, (2) are discretionary, (3)
are not explicitly rewarded in the context of the organization's formal reward structure, and (4)
are important for the effective and successful functioning of an organization (Netemeyer, Boles,
McKee, and McMurrian 1997; MacKenzie, Podsakoff, and Fetter 1993; Organ 1988; Organ and
Konovsky 1989; Podsakoff and MacKenzie 1994). In the sales literature, OCBs are described in
four types; sportsmanship, a willingness to tolerate less than the ideal circumstances without
complaining; conscientiousness, behaviors beyond the role requirements of the firm; civic virtue,
behaviors showing the salesperson cares for the organization; and altruism, helping others within
the organization (MacKenzie, Podsakoff, and Fetter 1993). In the qualitative data, OCBs
concerned salespeople and clients going above and beyond for each other. Kay described an
interaction with one of her clients:
“…about a year and a half knowing her and her being a client, she wound up in the
hospital and had some surgery. And, I knew about it and I found out, asked her if she
would mind if I brought something by her house and she said, no, that‟s okay. So, I
brought a big pot of chicken and dumplings and cornbread over to her house.”
Kay cited this incident as being an event that helped her form a strong, long-term relationship
with this client. Eventually, Kay was instrumental in bringing the client‟s husband on board to
her own company as part of the sales force. In addition to large gestures, Kay emphasized that
helping her customers in any way is an extension of her role in a trusted advisor relationship:
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“And, if I don‟t do anything other than recommend a fantastic restaurant to somebody,
that starts building my credibility. And, so, that‟s kind of how I go about developing the
relationship is trying to find out how quickly can I introduce them to someone or deliver
a service to them that they didn‟t have before that makes an immediate impact.”
Intense emotions. Clients appreciate these behaviors as evidences by Fran‟s gratitude for
Ron answering the phone on weekends and Leslie‟s singing Clay‟s praises for his willingness to
walk her through a major problem while on vacation with his family. The gratitude customers
felt toward their salespeople in these relationships represents another major theme in the
qualitative data – the presence of intense emotions. In addition to gratitude for extra role
behaviors and creative problem solving, clients and salespeople expressed feelings of empathy,
vulnerability, and gratitude.
From the salesperson perspective, the presence of empathy in the buyer-seller
relationships is natural and a requirement for demonstrating that they care for their customers
and their interests. Relationship marketing literature describes empathy as a component of
developing a relationship marketing orientation (Yau et al. 2000). Hoffman (1984) defines
empathy in terms of being cognitively aware of another person's internal states and/or putting
oneself in the place of another and experiencing his or her feelings. In the qualitative study,
Kathryn commented, “being concerned about them [customers]” is something special she brings
to the relationship. Kay‟s experience as a former business owner drives her empathy for her
clients, “I understand what it feels to be responsible for 40 mortgages and 80 cars sitting in
driveways and kids going to college and your kid can‟t get sick until all of theirs get well and
you can‟t go on vacation until they‟ve had theirs.” Robert described what a conversation with
other top salesmen in his company sounds like,
“Then, if you got all the guys that qualify on a regular basis together in one room, what I
am always impressed with is the level of empathy and curiosity that those people have.
There just seems to be a real passion, for lack of better word, for understanding that
person‟s business and what‟s going on within and what makes that company go and get
better.”
Clearly, empathy is indicative of salespeople that are successful at their craft and at developing
client relationships. In addition to connecting with clients on an emotional level, Kay discussed
business advantages of being empathetic, “Um, I‟m going to say that it [having personal
relationships with clients] probably gives me a lot more empathy when I‟m giving them some
bad news.”
Clients recognize and appreciate the empathy they receive from salespeople and see it as
an indicator of the salesperson‟s trustworthiness. Leslie shared an example, “Having that
salesperson reassure you and just knowing what they are saying is true that you are not being
hoodwinked or taken advantage of because you may not know that particular industry inside and
out.” Leslie‟s statement is indicative of the role empathy plays in helping clients feel security in
the relationship, as well as is in the advice and counsel being received from the salesperson.
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Security is particularly important when vulnerability is present in the relationship.
Vulnerability refers to susceptibility to injury or to being taken advantage of by another person
(Smith and Cooper-Martin 2007). Leslie‟s example demonstrates how important empathy and
feeling secure were to her in a situation that made her feel vulnerable because she lacked the
knowledge and expertise to make a decision without her salesperson‟s assistance. Because of the
depth of their connection, she trusted that he would lead her out of the vulnerable situation
without taking advantage of her situation.
Gratitude is another emotion that emerged in the qualitative data. Though not addressed
in the existing trusted advisor literature, gratitude is a relevant construct in relationship
marketing literature. Palmatier, Jarvis, Bechkoff, and Kardes (2009) define gratitude as having
an affective aspect – feelings of gratefulness, thankfulness, or appreciation for a benefit received
– and a behavioral aspect – gratitude-based reciprocal behaviors, as actions to repay or
reciprocate benefits received in response to feelings of gratefulness (Emmons and McCullough
2003; Morales 2005). Clients generally expressed feelings of gratitude in cases where their
salesperson solved a major problem for them, such as Leslie‟s example, or when the salesperson
engaged in extra role behaviors. Fran appreciated the fact that Ron, her salesperson, answered
her weekend emergency calls.
Overall, the presence of intense emotions felt on both sides of the dyad was a strong
theme in the data. This suggests that the literature regarding emotions in relationship marketing
is relevant to the discussion of trusted advisor relationships. Additionally, recent research in
affect in sales (Erevelles and Fukawa 2013) highlights the growing role of emotions in buyerseller relationships.
Mutual disclosure. In addition to feeling vulnerable due to business concerns, the
interpersonal nature of the buyer-seller dyad often involves sharing substantial personal
information. The literature defines mutual disclosure in sales as a relational selling behavior
related to the salesperson's effectiveness in creating a dyadic atmosphere characterized by
openness and candor, which involves both leading and reciprocating customer's disclosures
(Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990).
Clients and salespeople alike commented on each other‟s divorces, dating life, political
opinions, family‟s illnesses, and grandchildren‟s births. This mutual disclosure extended to
confidential business information, such as personnel changes and internal turmoil. Kay noted,
“…we wouldn‟t normally even find out that kind of thing [a client company‟s CEO leaving the
firm] unless somebody had a real strong relationship with one of our trainers or our HR person.”
The presence of facets such as trust and empathy facilitate the strengthening of these
relationships long term.
Goal sharing. Defined in this research as the disclosure of an individual‟s desired level
of achievement or result to another party, goal sharing was a common theme emerging from the
data. Salespeople recognized that understanding their customer‟s goals allowed them to better
serve the customer‟s needs. Ross explained that finding out the client‟s goals should be one of
the first steps in the sales process. He noted that the most successful salespeople would be ones
that identified how the products they were selling could help customer‟s achieve their goals.
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Customer recognized and appreciated efforts by their salespeople to encourage goal sharing early
in the relationship. Bill explained:
“…before he started selling or anything, to me, a good salesperson is trying to make
a connection with me as a person. And, he‟s trying to find out my goals and what I
am looking for because there is always more than a person says, always motive or
always sub currents, there‟s always other stuff and he [Robert] just knows.”
Candace, a salesperson, noted that sharing her goals with customers is a valuable tool for
building relationships. She explained that sharing her sales goals with customers sometimes
encourages customers to complete a purchase because they are invested in helping her meet her
personal goals. The goal sharing between client and salesperson suggests a level of trust between
parties and encourages mutually beneficial behaviors.
Social bonds. Social bonds are defined as “the degree of mutual personal friendship and
liking shared by the buyer and seller” (Wilson 1995, p. 339). Extant literature also suggests that
in some cases “social and emotional bonding can transcend economic exchange” in B2B
relationships (Bolton, Smith, and Wagner 2003, p. 285). Some buyer-seller relationships are
defined based on the capacity to successfully execute business exchanges, as represented in Neu,
Gonzalez, and Pass‟s (2011) of trusted advisors. However, in trusted advisor relationships, social
bonds and interactions play a major role in developing the relationship and facilitating business
exchange. Chad explained that he relies on social interactions on the golf course to facilitate
relationship building with his clients. The social bonds developed through sport allow him
maintain regular contact with customers, provided expertise in an area outside of his products,
and to connect with his clients outside the context of their exchange relationship. For clients,
social interactions add an element of fun and enjoyment to their job. Bill noted that he and his
salesperson, Robert, discuss all kind of topics and are able to joke and talk with each other in
ways that are atypical of standard business relationships. The bonds they have developed on the
social side of the relationship help them look forward to their next business meeting, encourage
them to refer business to one another, and improve the business side of their relationship.
It is interesting to note that the limited trusted advisor investigations do not address
relational norms, though most other RM and sales literature acknowledges the existence of
norms in business relationships. The data in this study acknowledges the existence of norms such
as flexibility, solidarity, mutuality, harmonization of conflict (cooperation), and the absence of
opportunism. Other constructs well established in business relationships identified in relationship
marketing and sales literatures that appeared in the data include reciprocity, sharing of business
advice, commitment, honesty, and long-term orientation. These norms were present in the data,
however, did not appear as major themes, therefore, the rest of this section will focus on the
major themes appearing in the data.
Meta Themes
Many themes, both a priori and emergent, were evident in the data. However, most of the
individual themes that emerged were accompanied by accounts of the theme occurring in
business-focused interactions and personal-focused interactions. This discovery led to the
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identification to two meta themes – 1) business-focused dyadic components and 2) personalfocused dyadic components (See Table 6). The discussion that follows explores the business
versus personal content of participant‟s statements regarding both a priori and emergent themes.
To illuminate the contrasting business and personal components of the buyer-seller relationships
explored in this qualitative data described earlier, a series of comparisons of statements from
participants on five themes will be presented – trust, extra role behaviors, sharing resources and
connections, goal sharing, and problem solving.
Of note, though personal elements are present in many expressive relationships described
in the literature (Blocker, Houston, and Flint 2012), few sales relationships identified in the
literature take into account the personal components in the relationship. In many cases, this is
appropriate. As one participant noted, “You‟re not going to have that personal connection with
everyone you speak to. You are going to always gravitate to some more than others – that‟s
always going to happen.” However, for those buyer-seller dyads that are able to develop this
deep personal connection, there rewards can extend outside of the business life. “I mean, you
have that higher level of personal relationship where you establish more of a common ground in
that he‟s like you and you would interact with him outside of the work environment.” Here, a
participant described the personal components of the relationship as a “higher level” that
improves the dyadic relationship. In these cases, where both the personal and business
components work together, trusted advisor relationships are born and nurtured.
TABLE 6: META THEMES – BUSINESS & PERSONAL
Meta Themes
Business

Personal

Trust
Extra Role Behaviors
Sharing Resources
Goal Sharing
Joint Problem Solving
Mutual Disclosure
Over Delivery
Reciprocity
Advice
Collaboration
Frankness/Honesty
Efficient Decision-Making Process
Expertise
Advocate/Challenger
Respect
Defends Other Party
Norms: Flexibility, Solidarity, Mutuality,
Cooperation & Absence of Opportunism

Trust
Extra Role Behaviors
Sharing Resources
Goal Sharing
Creative Problem Solving
Sharing Secrets/Confidential Information
Admiration
Natural Fit
Gratitude
Vulnerability
Security
Empathy/Caring
Expertise
Desire to Benefit Other & Affect Other‟s Lives
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Trust. Trust at the personal and business level was often reflected in the depth of mutual
disclosure between parties. For instance, the fact that Fran knew about Ron‟s recent divorce
suggests that a high-level of personal trust was present in the relationship. Multiple salespeople
cited knowing about their client‟s intent to leave their jobs or dissatisfaction with other aspects of
their personal life. One client-salesperson dyad discussed extensively their ability to discuss their
political views with each other. Though they reside on opposite sides of most political issues,
they have established a level of personal trust that ensures their spirited debate does not damage
either their personal or business relationship.
On the business side of the relationship, trust was apparent in many of the interviews.
Ron recounted one of his clients telling him that his behavior in their first few meetings
engendered trust because he was a subject matter expert and displayed credibility in his
knowledge of their business needs. Kathryn noted that she must quickly develop a client‟s trust
in her abilities and as a person because people prefer to do business with people they trust.
Though trust is a substantial theme in the relationship marketing literature and the
participants of this study cited trust as an important component in developing trusted advisor
relationships, trust did not appear as a single or focal issue in the discussions of this relationship
type. Instead, trust appeared as a component – a single piece of the relationship – that works in
concert with many other variables to form trusted advisor relationships. This is another
indication of the complexity and variety of issues that must be considered when studying trusted
advisor relationships.
Extra role behaviors. Related to the conceptualization of buyer-seller relationships, the
contrast between business and personal was very clear. When exploring the role of OCBs in
these relationships, clients and salespeople explicitly noted differences in personal and business
behaviors of the other party. Participants noted that salespeople answered calls after hours and
clients went out of their way to promote the salesperson inside the buying firm (business
behaviors), as well as noting when their dyad partner remembered a birthday or acknowledged
the birth of a child with a gift (personal behaviors). Empathy was demonstrated as it related to
understanding one another‟s business challenges (a business-focused emotion) and also as it
related to understanding a partner‟s busy schedule due to family commitments (a personalfocused emotion).
Sharing resources and connections. Sharing connections sometimes revolved around
business activities such as connecting a buyer with a supplier for products the salesperson did not
sell or a client sharing information about a competitor‟s sales pitch with their salesperson. These
examples are the types of information sharing currently recognized in the trusted advisor
literature (Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass 2011) and are purely focused on business activities. However,
the data demonstrated that a substantial portion of information and connection sharing occurred
based on personal issues, such as recommending restaurants to clients to explore on vacation or
suggesting a great golf course to try out over the weekend. Kay remarked that she spends a great
deal of her time sharing resources and connections with her clients and remarked that “at least
50%” of her time is dedicated to issues that are not actually part of what she sells in her business
role. She cited connecting clients who shared unique medical conditions and helping clients new
to the city make friends as standard operation among the clients with which she has close
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relationships. Kathryn noted that her ability to share her personal resources with clients can
sometimes turn into a business benefit for the client”
“I have a client that I‟m friends with and she owns a business that does online
marketing for wealth managers and financial planners. And, so, I connected her with
my [personal] financial planner, so now he‟s her client, so it‟s helping them as well.
So, as I get to know my clients better and get to know their businesses and their
personalities, I can make connections as well and potentially refer them business.
The presence of sharing business connections and resources is not a novel idea in buyerseller relationship literature. However, the dominance of the personal resource and connection
sharing that appeared in the data suggest that TARs extend beyond the scope of the standard
requirements or expectations of business-focused relationships. Sharing personal resources with
other is indicative of a deeper level relationship between parties.
Goal sharing. As discussed in the previous section on goal sharing, salespeople and
clients in trusted advisor relationships participate in an extensive amount of goal sharing.
Apparent in these data is the presence of both business goals and personal goals being divulged.
Kay recounted her relationship with one of her major clients. When the relationship began, the
prospective customer firm had only ten employees, which was below the threshold for Kay to
take the firm on as a client. However, she continued to engage with the firm owner and
discovered that the individual‟s long-term goals were to develop a much larger firm. A decade
later, this firm is a large account for Kay. The depth of Kay‟s relationship with the business
owner allowed them to develop a financially successful partnership over time. On the personal
side, goal sharing revolved around discussions such as future career moves and aspirations for
their children. This personal goal sharing reflected the personal mutual disclosure present in the
relationship.
Problem solving. Salespeople often commented on helping customers solve problems.
Some of the standard problems related to business issues, such as handling special account
requests, training a new employee outside the regular schedule, or helping the client through a
staffing transition. Ron described his reputation with his customers as a problem solver:
“One of my clients calls me Mr. Wolfe, which was Harvey Keitel‟s character. He was the
guy who fixed the problems. Listen to this; I don‟t want to look at fixing problems as a
negative sense. I think fixing problems in the sense that when you have had experience,
let me put it this way, I feel a responsibility within this organization to try as the best I
could to share the knowledge that I have in a way that will help this company become
more successful.”
Though salespeople and clients referred to many examples of business issues being resolved,
problem solving was not limited to business activities. Kay, for example, helped her client‟s
husband find a job and Chad helped client‟s improve their golf scores. Numerous other examples
emerged in the data suggesting that the trusted advisor relationships is a substantial source of
problem solving for both sides of the dyad at both the business and personal levels.
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The presence of these meta themes demonstrates the depth of trusted advisor
relationships and is indicative of the deep social bonding that occurs in these relationships.
Unlike traditional buyer-seller connections, individuals engaged in TARs place emphasis on
knowing their dyadic partner on a personal level. These relationships are rooted in each party‟s
investment in each other‟s personal and business success.
TAR: Antecedents
With the development of the trusted advisor relationship concept and definition, a
discussion of the a priori and emergent antecedents to this new relationship type is appropriate.
Based on the review of literature presented earlier, two a priori antecedents of a trusted advisor
are discussed – a focus on business tasks and sharing high-quality information. It is important to
note that given the limited study of trusted advisor, the small number of known antecedents is
not surprising. This research complements and extends the existing research with the emergence
of three new antecedents from the data – common ground, economic value, and reputation of the
salesperson and selling firm. Table 7 shows a comparison of the a priori and emergent
antecedents and consequences in the trusted advisor and trusted advisor relationship constructs.
A priori
The extant literature on trusted advisors offered two primary antecedents to becoming a
trusted advisor – a focus on business activities and sharing high-quality information. Though
these themes are present in the literature, the data from this qualitative study failed to fully
support these a priori antecedents as described in the literature. Discussion on how each fit into
the conceptualization of trusted advisor relationships follows below.
Focus on business tasks. The model of trusted advisor presented by Neu, Gonzalez, and
Pass (2011) focused heavily on the efficiency of business activities in a relationship. The authors
defined these activities as frequent communication, responsiveness to requests from clients, and
timely sharing of business information. This theme, however, was not prevalent in the qualitative
data. For instance, Bill, a long-time client, noted that he and his salesperson focus more on social
interactions than business interactions, “And, I will also tell you, when he and I go out to lunch,
half the time, he buys lunch and have the time I buy lunch. No! I never do [write off the lunch as
a business expense]. I never do. When he and I go out to lunch, that‟s me, that isn‟t business.”
Salespeople often noted that though they do contact clients on business-related topics, the
majority of their communications with clients revolve around personal issues or interactions.
Though business gets done effectively in TARs, the efficiency of business tasks is not a highly
relevant theme in the data.
Sharing high-quality information. In the literature, the primary antecedent to develop a
trusted advisor-partner relationship is providing high-quality information that is timely, relevant,
frequent, and responsive (Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass 2011). Information is specifically defined by
these authors as knowledge useful to the partner relative to the core business system of the client
and can include advice from the salesperson. Though sharing information is a strong theme in the
qualitative data, the information exchange process is not necessarily an antecedent to formation
of the relationship, but becomes part of the process of sharing information and contacts. Kay
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noted that there is a lot of reciprocity in her TARs. First, she described how sharing information
and business connections with her customers help her better serve clients:
“But, my whole goal is, now you‟re engaged with us and we know that is going to help
your business, now, how else can we help? Who else can I connect you to? And, so I do
an awful lot of that and I think that makes a big difference in my relationships with a
client if I can introduce them to a possible client or some sort of preferred vendor or some
resource in town that I know or connect them with somebody that‟s going to help them
market their business better.”
She also cited the value of information coming back from her clients in the form of information
about individual firms or the industry that helps her stay ahead of the competition and changes in
the market. In this study, sharing high-quality information is important, but more appropriately
considered part of the conceptualization of TARs, not an antecedent to their development.
Emergent
Though the data did not fully support the a priori antecedents of trusted advisor
relationships, constructs that lead to the development of trusted advisor relationships did emerge
from the data. Three antecedents that emerged from the data are – common ground, economic
value, and the reputation of the salesperson and selling firm. A discussion of each with evidence
from the data follows.
Common ground. The strongest construct identified in the data was common ground.
Defined in this research as the similarity or natural fit between the salesperson and client, as well
as commonalities between their firms, common ground appeared as a critical indicator of TAR
initiation and development. Ed, regional sales manager, commented about the importance of
similarity in the initial stages of a relationship:
“…there‟s a natural attraction to people that you call on that buy our product that all
have the same affiliation as far as the business part of it goes, but the social aspects,
the hobbies, the interests, are different so that you develop kind of a different
relationship with a certain group of people that you talk to that‟s beyond the
business meeting. And, it‟s stronger than the relationship that you have with others.”
Clients highlight the need for a natural fit as well. Bill noted,
“And, I can tell immediately if these are long-term, now, if I‟m saying these are not
going to be personal or we aren‟t going to party together, that doesn‟t mean that they
aren‟t good salesmen and that we aren‟t going to do business together and they don‟t get
my business, it‟s just that and doesn‟t go beyond a certain level.
Economic value. Building relationships on natural fit is not enough in the context of
B2B sales relationships. To build this type of relationship, each party also has to recognize the
potential economic value in the relationship. Grewal, Monroe and Krishnan (1996) define
economic value as a reflection of both acquisition and transaction value.
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TABLE 7: A PRIORI AND EMERGENT THEMES –
ANTECEDENTS AND CONSEQUENCES

For instance, Heath, a salesperson, highlighted the need to walk away from prospective
clients when he felt that there would be no economic value to him or even to the prospective
client in establishing a relationship. He feels that establishing accounts with clients that will
either be unsatisfied with the value of the over the long term will result in a dissolved
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relationship and will not allow him to develop a TAR. Economic value was the driving force in
Leslie‟s decision to initiate a relationship with Clay and his firm.
“We were in a tight spot we had to go with [salesperson‟s company] and I was
completely skeptical of what they had to bring to the table. I was thinking all along
that there are hidden costs they are going to come in here and raise these rates right
off the bat and then six months from now we are going to be paying triple what we
are paying now, and he was very patient. He answered every question that I had.”
Clay‟s ability to answer Leslie‟s questions clarified the economic value he could bring to her
firm, while also demonstrating his expertise and knowledge of the products he was selling.
Reputation of the salesperson & selling firm. Finally, the reputation of the salesperson
and the firm they represent was a driver of relationship formation. Corporate reputation is a value
judgment about a company‟s attributes and performance (Gray and Balmer 1998). Salesperson
reputation is defined as customers‟ impressions or perceptions of an individual firm
representative‟s public esteem or high regard (Weiss, Anderson, and MacInnis 1999).
Mike, the owner of a manufacturing firm, learned about his eventual salesperson Ron
from a fellow business owner and family member who shared information he received from Ron
during a sales call. Mike described the process,
“Yes, I needed a service and I had a cousin who used them. He said, „It looks like a
good thing. Why don‟t you sign up?‟ This and that. I said, „Okay, I‟ll tell you what. I
investigated it a little bit. If you are going sign up with them let me know how it is in
a year.‟ And, I waited a year for him to go full circle. He liked the service. Then, I
signed up with them.”
Mike relied on his network of business contacts and the reputation that Ron had built within that
network to decide whether or not to pursue the relationship. Over time, Mike became the person
who perpetuated Ron‟s good reputation with other business leaders.
From the salesperson‟s perspective, Kay makes it a goal to establish a reputation in the
industry, which facilitates meeting new people and potential clients. Ross commented about the
need to establish a reputation of being open to building relationships and argued that entire
industries can develop a negative reputation that damages individual salespeople, “So, if you
went to a, what would be a salesman, if you went to a used car salesman, they have a reputation,
they don‟t want to build a relationship.” From both the client and salesperson perspectives, the
reputation of the selling firm and selling firm representative are important antecedents of
relationship development.
TAR: Consequences
Results also suggested several consequences of TARs. Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass‟s (2011)
analysis of trusted advisor, which again demonstrates the limited investigation in this area,
identified four favorable salesperson-focused outcomes – loyalty to the TA, share of partner‟s
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business, referrals to other decision makers, and high-quality information, as well as two
customer-focused outcomes – decision making process and effectiveness of decision-making
outcome. It is interesting to note, that none of the consequences discussed by these authors
included a negative outcome or assessment of the „dark side‟ of these relationships. A discussion
of the degree of support found for these constructs is provided below, along with exploration of
five new themes that emerged from the qualitative data – sales performance, relationship specific
investments, satisfaction, limited bandwidth, and emotional exhaustion. The emergent themes
find support in the data, as well as sales and RM literature outside the trusted advisor context
(See Table 7 for summary).
A priori
The six antecedents of trusted advisors defined by Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass (2011) loyalty, share of partner‟s business, referrals to other decision makers, decision making process,
high-quality information, and effective decision-making outcomes – supported to varying
degrees in the qualitative data. Each are presented with a discussion of the existing definition of
the construct and support from salespeople and client study participants.
Loyalty. Loyalty of the client to the salesperson is supported as an outcome of relational
activities both supported in relationship marketing literature (Palmatier, Scheer, and Steenkamp
2007) and in the data. In buyer-seller relationships, two types of loyalty are important – loyalty
to the salesperson and loyalty to the selling firm. Loyalty to the salesperson is a person-to-person
loyalty or interpersonal loyalty reflected in the customer‟s intentions to continue to purchase
from that salesperson in the future (Reynolds and Beatty 1999). Loyalty to the firm refers to a
client‟s intentions to purchase from the firm in the future and their commitment to maintaining
the relationship.
In the data, both types of loyalty were present. Bill captured the essence of loyalty to the
salesperson, “I mean, listen to what I said, I‟m in my third life with Robert. He‟ll follow me
forever, and it‟s not because of [company], remember, I didn‟t say [company] will follow me
forever, Robert will.” TARs also engendered loyalty to the selling company with clients, such as
when Mike noted that working with the selling firm changed the reputation of his own company
and though he knows the firm‟s services are expensive, he realizes that the company is worth
staying maintaining a long term relationship.
Share of partner’s business. Related to the loyalty present stemming from these
relationships, share of the partner‟s business was supported as an objective outcome of TARs.
Share of the partner‟s business is well identified as an outcome in much relationship marketing
literature (Anderson and Narus 1990; Reynolds and Beatty 1999; Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, and
Evans 2006) and defined as the portion of a customer‟s total business that is allotted to a specific
firm or salesperson. As expected, salespeople, such as Chad, commented that over time
customers with strong relationships with the company tend to adopt additional services from his
firm. Similarly, Kathryn mentioned that she makes it a point to contact her TARs as soon as the
company offers new products and services as they are the most likely to have sufficient trust and
confidence in the selling firm to increase their business with the selling firm.
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Referrals to other decision makers. Referrals and word of mouth are strongly supported
as outcomes of trusted advisor relationships in both relationship marketing and sales literature
(Palmatier 2008; Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, and Evans 2006). Word of mouth is defined as the
likelihood of a customer positively referring the seller to another potential customer (Reynolds
and Beatty 1999). Referrals are defined as the communication of information between a sender
and receiver that results in the receiver making a purchase (Ryu and Feick 2007).
In trusted advisor relationships, the data tell us that referrals and word of mouth are very
strong themes. Kay recounts that 99.9 percent of her new business comes from referrals from
existing customer. Kathryn commented, “I think the strongest thing for me is that the relationship
brings a lot of referrals and it keeps me in the front of people‟s minds as well.” She also stated
that 100% of her new customers are from referrals stemming from strong relationships with
customers. Clients also noted their role in spreading positive word of mouth and facilitating
referrals for the salesperson with which they have a TAR. Fran described Ron‟s ability to meet
customer needs and go above and beyond the call of duty, “And, because of that, that‟s why he‟s
in the million dollar sales, because he gets referred. He doesn‟t have to make a cold call
anymore.“ In addition to facilitating referrals to from existing clients to new clients, TARs also
facilitate referrals to decision makers within the selling firm (Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass 2011).
Bill described how he, like other clients, facilitates account penetration for his salesperson by
helping him make contacts within the buying firm to help make the sale, “…what I basically
have done is because of the relationship I‟ve made the introduction, I‟ve opened the door for
Robert, but it‟s going to be the controller that makes the decision...”
In addition to referrals helping the salespeople build their business, the salespeople often
are able to connect their clients with other business people. Kathryn explained that her in-depth
knowledge of a particular client‟s business allowed her to make a referral that resulted in new
business for that client. She asserted that this type of referral is only possible in relationships
where she knows the client and their business intimately. In both referrals and word of mouth,
the value of trusted advisor relationships to the salesperson is critical to their sales performance
and business success.
Decision making process. An efficient decision-making process producing effective
decisions was supported as an outcome of TARs in the qualitative study in this research. Neu,
Gonzalez, and Pass (2011) define this construct as the salesperson‟s contribution to enhancing
procedural rationality through generating and processing information and activating resources
that are relevant to the partner‟s decisions. Salespeople and client noted that their level of
connection with the other party made decision-making easier and quicker. Both Robert and Bill
described how sharing information early in their relationship led to more efficient decision
making later in the relationships. Robert explained that early in their relationship, Bill was a
“numbers cruncher” and required a detailed analysis of every service that Robert brought him.
Over time, their mutual sharing of information early in the relationship led to Bill accepting
future offers with fewer questions and less number crunching, thus speeding up the decisionmaking process while still producing quality business outcomes for both parties.
High-quality information. The decision-making process was generally facilitated by the
sharing of high-quality (sometimes confidential) information, as described in the case of Robert
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and Bill. In the qualitative data of this research, the sharing of information and secrets identified
as a function of the TAR, not an outcome of the relationship. This finding in contrast to Neu,
Gonzalez, and Pass‟s (2011) conceptual model, which presents a model of high-quality
information from the salesperson as an antecedent and high quality information from the client as
an outcome. Trusted advisor relationships, according to the data, are based on sharing of
information during the relationship, which is a fundamental part of the dyad. So, though this a
priori theme was supported, where the construct of high-quality information sharing falls in the
conceptual model differs from the TA literature.
Effectiveness of decision-making outcome. Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass (2011) suggest
that effective decisions are a customer-focused outcome of trusted advisors. The authors define
this construct as the salesperson‟s ability to come up with the right decision at the right price and
drive decision outcomes. The data in the current study implied that outcomes are important to
both the salesperson and their client. However, this theme was not strongly present and no
specific examples of this construct appear in the data.
Emergent
Other outcomes of TARs not identified by the existing trusted advisor work (Neu,
Gonzalez, and Pass 2011) emerged in the data and are supported in existing RM and sales
literature. The emergent themes included the positive consequences of sales performance,
relationship specific investments, and satisfaction and two negative consequences of limited
bandwidth, and emotional exhaustion. As previously noted, the dark side of various relationship
types, including those that are purportedly strong ones, has not been revealed in prior research,
including the limited work focused on TAs. In this data, however, the paradox of these
relationships became apparent as participants discussed balancing the positive and negative
outcomes of these relationships. Literature and data to support each construct are presented in
this section (See Table 7 for summary).
Sales performance. Sales performance, an objective outcome established in literature
(Babakus, Cravens, Johnston, and Moncrief 1999; Reynolds and Beatty 1999; Palmatier, Dant,
Grewal, and Evans 2006) was evident in the data, however, not addressed in existing trusted
advisor literature. Literature defines sales performance as having outcome and behavioral
components that include the activities and strategies salespeople use to complete their job
responsibilities, as well as their effort to produce results (Babakus, Cravens, Johnston, and
Moncreif 1999). The criteria for assessing sales performance are instrumental to individual firms
(Brown and Peterson 1994).
Consistent with most sales literature, participant interviews frequently mentioned their
relationships leading to positive sales performance. Ron recounted multiple examples of how he
has been able to develop long-term TARs with clients that have allowed him to have successful
sales performance year to year. Robert noted that at company performance reward retreats the
top salespeople in attendance are routinely the same each year. He described the commonalities
among the top sales performers:
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“Then, if you got all the guys that qualify on a regular basis together in one room, what I
am always impressed with is the level of empathy and curiosity that those people have.
There just seems to be a real passion, for lack of better word, for understanding that
person‟s business and what‟s going on within and what makes that company go and get
better. And, what can we do, what parts of our services can we insert there to make that
company even better. And, that‟s kind of a thing I‟ve always tried to pattern, not to say
hey, let‟s go out to a movie, but I really have a passion about helping you with your
business – that kind of relationship.”
The salesperson‟s ability to develop deep relationships lead to sales success year after year as the
TAR perspective to selling focuses on long-term goals and selling at the appropriate margins to
retain customers.
Relationship specific investments. Relationship specific investments (RSIs) are also an
established outcome of relationship marketing strategies in the literature. The literature defines
relationship specific investments as tangible or intangible investments made by a firm that are
tailored to a channel relationship and are therefore difficult to transfer to another relationship
without substantial cost (Williamson 1985). Ghosh and John (1999) offer that investments in
relationships play a role realizing value propositions and achieving competitive advantage in
interfirm relationships. Further, Rokkan, Heide, and Wathne (2003) find that specialized
investments assets produce greater-than-normal returns for the receiver, the receiver may refrain
from opportunistic actions against the other party. The authors also discovered that strong norms,
such as are present in TARs, shift relationship investments from potential liabilities to having a
bonding effect.
Satisfaction. In literature, two types of satisfaction are applied to B2B channels
relationships. Economic satisfaction is defined as a channel member's positive affective response
to economic rewards from the relationship with its partner, such as sales volume and margins
(Geyskens, Steenkamp, and Kumar 1999). This type of satisfaction deems the relationship a
success with respect to goal attainment, effectiveness and productivity of the relationship, and
financial outcomes. Noneconomic satisfaction is a channel member's positive affective response
to the noneconomic or psychosocial aspects of its relationship. In this way, the partner‟s feel that
the interactions with the exchange partner are fulfilling, gratifying, and easy, appreciates the
contacts with its partner, and, on a personal level, likes working with the partner because it
believes the partner is concerned, respectful, and willing to exchange ideas. In this research,
economic satisfaction for the salesperson is well represented in the objective outcomes such as
sales performance and share of customer‟s business (Geyskens, Steenkamp, and Kumar 1999).
For the client, economic satisfaction goes beyond the financial terms of the exchange, but is also
reflected in the benefits of the products or services they purchase from their exchange partner.
Mike described how doing business with his salesperson‟s firm has saved him money in other
areas of his business:
“I went through the launch class of the Goldman-Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses
Program. And, they had a mini-MBA with classes every week on something else and one
was on Legal and HR. And, I, there were 22 other people, and they didn‟t really have
anything, and I went in with my policy handbook and I sat down with legal advisors and I
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had nothing to discuss because I had everything covered. That‟s because when I started
with [the company] we went into all this stuff and set up policy and it‟s all established
and there. I use their counseling statements with employees and I cover my bases. I
haven‟t laid anyone off since 1983.”
Noneconomic satisfaction is also evident on both sides of the dyad. Salespeople, like
Kathryn, specifically described the psychosocial benefits of her client relationships:
“You just enjoy their company. You laugh, or you might have something in common
with them or golf, or perhaps, I don‟t have children, but people like to talk about what‟s
going on in their families or how their golf game is doing or if they are playing sports. If
there‟s something you have in common, then people like to talk about it. So, I like to get
work done, but I have a relationship with you aside from that as well.”
Kay explained that building relationships with clients was a way to reach out to people with
whom she might not otherwise get a chance to have social interactions:
“I joke with them that I‟m going to hang out with all y‟all because all of my friends are
dying and I‟m tired of going to funerals, I want to go to a few divorces or births or
something. I don‟t want to go to any more of these things and we just kind of laugh about
it. But, there is about, in my, in these game nights, there‟s probably about a third of these
gals that are under 40, and I do a certain amount of mentoring with folks, so that, it just
happens, I think it‟s a personality click, it‟s easier. I think when you try to force it, it‟s
just too uncomfortable for both parties.”
Customers also note the psychosocial benefits of relationships with salespeople. Bill
described his relationship with Robert in terms of their interpersonal interactions:
“And, he‟s trying to find out my goals and what I am looking for because there is always
more than a person says, always motive or always sub currents, there‟s always other stuff
and he just knows. And, he has a sense of humor, didn‟t take himself too seriously. You
know, and he caught on to me right away. He‟s one of the few Republicans I like.”
He continued, stating that he “just likes the guy” when referring to Robert and that the start of
their relationship was like “falling in love.” Leslie thought of Clay similarly, “Getting to know
you personally. I think that‟s a responsibility, not just having a business relationship but forming
a personal relationship as well, so that you have some sort of bond.” This evidence of both
economic and noneconomic satisfaction supports the literature and demonstrates the role TARs
serve in generating benefits in B2B relationships.
Limited bandwidth. Also apparent in the data were negative consequences of trusted
advisor relationships, which represent the dark side of trusted advisor relationships. In this
research, one such dark side to TARs concerned limited bandwidth, which is defined as the time
constraints of individuals. Robert described the dilemma he faces in developing TARs, “I think it
goes back to just not having enough time. If I tried to have a Bob and Bill [TAR] relationship
with every business owner I wouldn‟t sell anything. I mean I would, but I mean, something
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would have to give.” The consistent reference of clients to their salesperson going “above and
beyond,” answering calls on weekends, and working while on vacation demonstrates the
substantial time and psychological commitments that salespeople make to serving clients.
Emotional exhaustion. A second dark side TARs consequence concerns emotional
exhaustion, and it was a clear theme that emerged in the data. Salespeople often commented on
making choices between family life and work life, admitting that they had to set boundaries and
try to limit the quantity of in-depth relationships, like TARs, they develop with clients.
Emotional exhaustion, defined in the literature as feelings of being emotionally overextended
and drained by contact with other people (Leiter and Maslach 1988), occurred most often in the
data when individuals were trying to balance their business and home lives. Robert described the
need to balance his emotional commitment to customers with the emotional and time needs of
his family:
“What happens then [if an individual tries to build too many TARs] is work interferes
with your personal life. Then a decision has to be made, do I go out building my business
relationships or work on my relationship with my wife and kids? Once I‟m done with
work and then handle my personal life I really don‟t have time to go out with different
clients. It is a fine line.”
Kay summarized the struggle businesspeople face in developing relationships, “And, you
know, I meet people that I like that it‟d be nice to spend time with away from work, but I‟ve got
a husband and grandkids, I‟ve got other obligations.” These negative consequences found in the
data are indicative of the paradox – balance of positive and negative outcomes – of trusted
advisor relationships and suggest that the „dark side‟ of relationships discussed in the
relationship marketing literature (Grayson and Ambler 1999; Noordhoff et al. 2011) also plays a
role in TARs.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Identifying new strategies for building customer relationships is a goal of salespeople and
selling firms around the world. Companies able to develop competencies in managing customer
relationships are often leaders in their industry and can use their relationship management skills
as a competitive advantage in the marketplace. The advantages of being the company that does
customer relationships best are so prolific; however, that some companies leap to the next big
thing without sufficiently analyzing whether the newest technique makes sense or will work for
their customers. In the case of „trusted advisors,‟ many firms have jumped on the bandwagon in
identifying their salespeople as trusted advisors without understanding what the term means
(Brodie 2008, “AWS Trusted Advisor – Beta,” 2013). Further, firms and salespeople alike have
forgotten that the customer plays a critical role in determining what kind of role a salesperson
can serve for them and what type of relationship they will form with the salesperson (Green
2012). As discussed in the deficiencies identified in the relationship marketing and sales
literature, academics are also overlooking some of these critical points. The role of the current
research is to move practitioners and academics forward into understanding how trusted advisor
relationships represent a unique dyad type that exists in the business world, but that has not been
identified, labeled, or widely used. Filling the gap in the understanding of trusted advisor
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relationships provides an opportunity for better understanding how to engage customers and best
serve their needs. The following discussion addresses how the results of the qualitative study
respond to the gaps identified in the academic research in sales and relationship marketing.
Deficiency 1
Utilizing grounded theory and exploring a priori and emergent themes drawn from a
qualitative study, strong support for a dyadic view of buyer-seller relationships was discovered.
The construct and its antecedents and consequences were revealed, including a „dark side‟ of
TARs reflected in negative consequences of these in-depth relationships. These discoveries make
major contributions to the study of buyer-seller relationships by addressing the three deficiencies
identified in the literature. Deficiency 1, the lack of a definition of trusted advisor relationships,
was answered through an analysis of qualitative data and an extensive review of the relevant
literature. This process contributed to the development of a definition of TARs to reflect the
depth and complexity of this relationship:
“A trusted advisor relationship is one in which both parties have an in-depth
understanding of each other‟s business and personal goals; collaborate to achieve joint
desired outcomes and formulation and implementation of customized solutions; engage in
social interactions outside their buyer-seller roles; and develop meaningful emotions
toward each other.”
With this definition in mind, an assessment of how this construct compares with other
types of relationships in the literature is important. The two major literatures reviewed in this
research were relationship marketing and sales (See Tables 1 and 2). Trusted advisor
relationships represent a cross-section of the many types of relationships discussed in these
literatures. In sales, key account management and consultative selling are strategies that
represent best practices for managing client accounts and improving sales performance. However,
much of the discussion of relationships in these interactions lack detailed attention to emotions
and the deep social bonding that occurs in TARs. In fact, the limited trusted advisor literature
ignores emotions and social bonding completely. In the relationship marketing literature, the
category of expressive relationships details relationships that contain a significant amount of
social bonding and intrinsically motivated interactions, however, the application of these
relationships in a business context is more difficult. Trusted advisor relationships represent the
unique portion of buyer-seller relationships that balance the functionality of business and
exchange with the experiential and emotional benefits of personal and social bonds.
Deficiency 2
Deficiency 2, the lack of a dyadic perspective of TARs, was answered by conducting a
qualitative study that included both salespeople and their clients as participants. This allowed for
themes to emerge that were relevant to both the buyer and seller. This process provided a more
holistic view of the relationship and incorporating multiple perspectives aided in uncovering
nuances of relational interactions that would not have been available without comparing both
party‟s observations to one another. This process also offered necessary conditions for
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relationships such as trusted advisor relationships to exist, such as a desire to help one another, a
level of expertise from both parties, and an opportunity to interact beyond business interactions.
In addition to leading to a definition and conceptualization of what a trusted advisor
relationship is, the dyadic study also contributed to understanding what the relationship is not.
Both salespeople and customers were able to differentiate trusted advisor relationships from
other types of relationships. Participants used terms such as special and unique to describe TARs
and easily contrasted these relationships from others in their portfolio. Without the dyadic
investigation of these issues, the two-sided perspective would be lost and a depth of
understanding gone with it.
Deficiency 3
Using a dyadic study also contributed to addressing Deficiency 3, the failure to fully
consider the interpersonal elements of buyer-seller relationships. The data analysis process
uncovered the meta themes of business and personal layers of the trusted advisor relationship, as
well as the strong presence of intense emotions between parties. This finding is in stark contrast
to the conceptualization of trusted advisor that utilizes a highly functional definition of the
construct. Much of the relationship marketing literature also separates business and personal
relationships into two categories without understanding that in certain cases, these relationship
layers overlap to form both a highly functional, but also personally rewarding combination.
The interpersonal elements of the relationship are consistent with social capital theory,
which suggests that social capital in many forms combines to create relationships. Understanding
both the personal and business components of the relationship allow for a conceptualization of
trusted advisor relationships that encompass the complexities of such an intense buyer-seller
relationship. Further, the uncovering of the personal component of the relationship allowed for
exploration of the benefits received from such relationships that extend beyond the work place.
Answering this deficiency also uncovered the presence of a dark side or negative
consequences stemming from TARs. The „dark side‟ of buyer-seller relationships is often
overlooked with researchers and practitioners focusing on the positive business outcomes, such
as sales performance and revenue, without considering the downside of intense relationships.
Understanding the „dark side‟ is particularly important for sales managers, as they need to
understand how TARs impact the overall portfolio, time management, and territory management
issues their salespeople face. In the case of TARs, these buyer-seller relationships require not
only business expertise and commitment to their craft, but also require salespeople to engage in
emotional connections with customers. It is in the best interest of sales managers to understand
these complexities to understand what they are asking of their sales force in developing these
types of relationships.
Overall, addressing these three deficiencies in the academic literature provides a clear
contribution of this research to understanding TARs. The conceptualization of trusted advisor
relationships is key for both marketing researchers and sales practitioners to understanding the
impact of such intense buyer-seller relationships on the business world and how to capitalize on
the benefits of these key customers.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Based on the data from the qualitative study, a priori and emergent themes, and review of
the literature, the author developed a conceptual framework of trusted advisor relationships that
is guided by social capital theory. Based on the premise that social capital or the goodwill
emerging from social relationships or can be harnessed by an individual and/or collective for
some benefit (Adler and Kwon 2002), SCT provides a three-dimension structure by which to
examine buyer-seller relationships (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). Though a number of theories
are used in RM, sales, and trusted advisor literature, these theories allow researchers to explore
only pieces of buyer-seller relationships.
For example, transaction cost analysis (Rindfleisch and Heide 1997) and the
commitment–trust theory of relationship marketing (Morgan and Hunt 1994) focus heavily on
the business side of the relationship. The existing work in trusted advisor mentions contingency
theory as an explanation for the importance of matching a TA‟s service activities with conditions
in the partner‟s environment (Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass 2011). However, the theory is not
integrated with their findings. In contrast, the multiple dimensions of social capital theory allow
a broader look at the many components of complex buyer-seller relationships. A discussion as to
how both the business and personal components of TARs discovered through the analyses of the
qualitative data map to this theory is offered.
Social capital theory has been successfully utilized in the RM and sales literatures to
explore buyer-seller relationships and identify the mechanisms at work inside these relationships.
Though SCT can be used to understand interactions at the individual and collective level
(Rodriguez, Peterson, and Krishnan 2012), this research is specifically interested in
understanding the mechanisms at work at the individual level inside trusted advisor relationships,
a specific type of buyer-seller dyad. Mapping the themes that emerged from the data to the
dimensions of SCT is useful in understanding how this theory can offer a structure in which to
view the data. SCT also offers support for viewing the dyad type under investigation in this
research as a trusted advisor relationship because social capital is described as being owned
jointly by the parties in a relationship (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). Under this view, the current
conceptualization of a trusted advisor that describes these intense relationships in terms of the
salesperson being the trusted advisor (Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass 2011) fails to pay credence to the
shared ownership of the capital generated in these dyads.
This research contends that TARs are represented as a “buyer-seller dyad” that
encompasses both the business and personal dimensions to the relationship. Research in buyerseller relationships in social capital theory has primarily focused on the business side of these
dyads with emphasis on outcomes such as partner opportunism (Wang, Li, Ross and Craighead
2013), profit margin on sales, and share of wallet (Hughes, Le Bon, and Rapp 2013). Existing
literature has not, however, explored the more personal nature of buyer-seller dyads that
develops over time and generates social capital beyond that which is used in business. Generally,
the literature has combined any aspects of social capital generation related to friendship or social
interactions into the relational dimension. However, this assumption does not account for many
characteristics evident in TARs, such as the existence of extra role behaviors of a personal nature,
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such as sharing the name of a hairstylist or recommending a restaurant for an anniversary dinner,
or the sharing of personal goals unrelated to the business interaction.
These findings suggest that the three dimensions recognized in social capital theory –
structural, cognitive, and relational – may operate in TARs on both a business and personal level.
This extension adds a layer of complexity to the current view of SCT, but is appropriate given
the complexity of TARs. Researchers note that social capital cannot be traded easily and
friendships and obligations do not transfer from one person to the next (Nahapiet and Ghoshal
1998). Research also offers, however, that an individual can transfer social capital from one
relationship type to another, such as using friendships for gathering business information and
business for helping a social connection (Adler and Kwon 2002). Social capital can also be
substituted for other types of capital (Adler and Kwon 2002), which further strengthens the
argument for encouraging salespeople to develop social capital that they may exchange later to
solve problems and gain information. Therefore, because social capital is both appropriable
(Coleman 1988) and convertible (Bourdieu 1985), the presence of a personal and business side
of a dyad would be indicative of another layer of complexity in the relationship, which is an asset
in buyer-seller relationships and allows both parties to increase their social capital.
To illustrate how the dimensions of social capital can be appropriated to both a business
and personal side of a TAR as described above, Table 8 provides a categorization of the themes
emerging from the qualitative study of TARs to the dimensions of social capital theory across the
personal and business perspectives. This table graphically demonstrates how the a priori and
emergent individual themes previously discussed and in Tables 5 and 7 are categorized across
the structural, cognitive, and relational dimensions of SCT. This conceptualization also includes
both meta themes found in the data and previously presented in Table 6 and so addresses the
dimensions of SCT across both the personal and business levels of the dyad.
Analyzing the themes using social capital theory contributes to the conceptual definition
of trusted advisor relationships and aids in understanding how these buyer-seller relationships
operate. The findings of this research are summarized and integrated with insights from
relationship marketing and sales literature in the model is presented in Figure 1. The
consequences of this model include both the positive and negative outcomes of TARs, thus
acknowledging the „dark side‟ of these dyads.
CONTRIBUTIONS
The trusted advisor literature to date has focused on defining trusted advisors from the
individual salesperson‟s perspective rather than account for perspectives from both sides of the
dyad. However, buyer-seller relationships, particularly in the B2B sales markets, often involve
and require major contributions by each party for success. Thus, the purpose of this research was
to examine buyer-seller dyads and explore the depth of these relationships. To the best of the
researcher‟s knowledge, this is the first research to define trusted advisor relationships. These
findings demonstrate that while trust is a component of TARs, it is only one component of what
makes a TAR. Participants discussed trust as important to this dyad type, but often did so in
conjunction with many of the other components identified, thus suggesting trust along does not
make a TAR. The potential for trusted advisor relationships is present when trust occurs along
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with components such as intense emotions, mutual disclosure, and social bonds. This research is
also the first to analyze the potential favorable and unfavorable implications of these
relationships on both salespeople and sales organizations. In doing so, this research brings the
literature a new perspective on the extent to which salespeople should be encouraged to pursue
trusted advisor relationships.
In addition, the salesperson-client data in this study enabled the development of an
understanding of the value of social capital in sales relationships, and, in particular, how social
capital from both the business and personal sides of the relationship worked together to produce
a variety of outcomes. Given the depth of interactions between salespeople and their clients in
TARs, these relationships can be an excellent source of positive outcomes at both the individual
and firm level and potentially negative outcomes. The findings from this study support this
contention. Knowing what motivates the development of these relationships enables the sales
organization to increase its chances of creating these relationships with buyers or better manage
the relationships to reduce risks.
Interestingly, the benefits of trusted advisor relationships are not all positive. Consistent
with other recent relationship marketing literature investigating the „dark side‟ of business
relationships, this research identifies negative consequences for the buyer and seller, as well as
their firms. The depth of trusted advisor relationships contributes to a commitment to the dyadic
partner that can, at times, induce emotional exhaustion, a depletion of time resources, and a loss
of objectivity in the business relationships. At the firm level, TARs contribute to sales
performance, however, the added value of gathering new knowledge from the partner wanes over
time as new information is depleted. Consequently, the investigation of outcomes for both sides
of the dyad brings attention to the need for balance in the number of relationship types that both
buyers and sellers develop in B2B exchanges.
The approach that a salesperson takes in fulfilling his or her sales responsibilities has
clear ramifications on the development and utilization of social capital present in trusted advisor
relationships. As supported in social capital theory literature, salespeople are capable of
maximizing benefits of the relationship by layering social capital derived from business
interactions with social capital derived from personal interactions. The presence of clearly
identifiable personal and business sides of the relationship suggests that salespeople must
develop skills beyond expertise and trust with buying partners. Additionally, the importance of
natural fit and common goals suggests that both parties in the dyad must assess where on the
relationship continuum best meets the buyer‟s and seller‟s needs. In other words, whether the
partner is interested in a fully developed trusted advisor relationship or would prefer a
transactional relationship to ensure the other party is extending effort to the same ends.
Theoretical Contributions
This research extends theory in relationship marketing and sales by responding to three
major deficiencies identified in the relationship marketing and sales literature – 1) uncovering a
definition of trusted advisor relationships, 2) exploring the dyadic nature of B2B sales
relationships, and 3) investigating the interpersonal aspects of relational interactions. Further,
this research explored how TARs can be understood using social capital theory.
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In response to deficiency one, a lack of definition of trusted advisor relationships, this
research answered four research questions: What is a trusted advisor relationship? How is it
different from other relationship types and constructs in the relationship marketing literature?
How is it different from other salesperson types and constructs in the salesperson literature?
What are the measurable components of a TAR?
Utilizing existing research and qualitative data of salespeople and client, this research defines a
trusted advisor relationship as:
“A trusted advisor relationship is one in which both parties have an in-depth
understanding of each other‟s business and personal goals; collaborate to achieve joint
desired outcomes and formulation and implementation of customized solutions; engage in
social interactions outside their buyer-seller roles; and develop meaningful emotions
toward each other.”
The differences between TARs and other relationship types, including the TA described
by Neu and his colleagues (Neu and Brown 2005; Neu, Gonzalez, and Pass 2011), identified in
the RM and sales literature emerge in this definition. The importance of business goals and

FIGURE 1: CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF TRUSTED ADVISOR RELATIONSHIPS
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TABLE 8: MAPPING SOCIAL CAPITAL THEORY TO
TRUSTED ADVISOR RELATIONSHIPS
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outcomes in the relationship take TARs out of the category of expressive relationships, which are
exclusively social and personal. In fact, these data suggest that the business dimension must be in
place prior to any personal dimension evolving. However, the presence of a personal side of the
business relationship and individual emotions suggests that though TARs are founded on the
need for a business exchange, these relationships develop into a complex, layered relationship.
Perhaps this process is circular. The social capital derived from the personal side of the
relationship facilitates and improves the business relationship and vice versa. The presence of
this personal layer suggests that TARs are different from sales strategies such as transactional
selling or key account management. Instead, TARs are representative of relationships that are not
exclusively business or personal, but a combination of both that connect the buyer and seller
more deeply and generate both positive and negative outcomes.
Developing a grounded theory definition of trusted advisor relationships also contributes
to the RM and sales literature by identifying components of TARs that are measurable (See
Table 7). Explicating the constructs inherent in the conceptualization of TARs allowed for the
development of a conceptual model (See Figure 1) to be tested in future empirical studies.
Measuring such a model will allow practitioners and academics to better understand the role
TARs play in facilitating business success and avoiding failures.
In response to deficiency two, the failure to explore the dyadic nature of B2B
relationships, this research answered two research questions: How do participants – buyer and
seller – describe and recognize different relationship types? What are the requirements for such a
relationship to develop?
The existing relationship marketing literature on trusted advisors provides a limited
definition of trusted advisors that does not consider a dyadic perspective of the type of
relationship that stems from trusted advisor behaviors. The definition of TARs presented in this
research gives light to the complexity of this relationship type and suggests how interpersonal
and business layers overlap in these relationships. The use of a qualitative study allowed the
researcher to gain in-depth insights into the way that buyers and sellers describe and recognize
different relationships types and how these relationships develop. Consistently, salespeople and
customers separated transactions from relationships and strictly business relationships from
TARs. Participants also acknowledged that they had a process for determining how TARs would
develop and what they could do, if they desired such a relationship, to facilitate relationship
growth. For theory, this suggests that B2B relationships cannot be understood or assessed by
only one side of the dyad. A full understanding can only be derived from analysis of both the
buyer and seller‟s perspectives on the conceptualization of the relationship type.
In response to deficiency three, failure to consider interpersonal aspects of relational
interactions, two research questions were addressed: How is the relationship level determined in
the dyad and what role does the buyer play in making this determination? How does the personal
aspect of the relationship with the accompanying thoughts, emotions, and behavioral tendencies
of dyad participants impact perceptions or development of the relationship?
Congruent with the importance of studying buyer-seller relationships from a dyadic
perspective is the exploration of how the level of the relationship is determined. In the case of
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TARs, the data provide evidence that the buyer and seller‟s desires for a relationship that extends
beyond a transactional exchange must match. Further, TARs exist only in cases where both
parties are also comfortable with interpersonal disclosure. In the sales literature, national account
management, relationship selling, and strategic account management focus on business activities
and processes with much less emphasis on interpersonal facets such as natural fit, emotions, and
desire to impact the other‟s life. This investigation of trusted advisor relationships indicates that
TARs are a bridge between expressive relationships detailed in RM literature and businessfocused relationships found in sales literature. TARs contain both interpersonal and business
components, which work simultaneously. Further, the presence of emotions in sales relationships
is very new to sales literature where outcomes such as sales performance and share of wallet
have traditionally dominated versus relationships with outcomes such as satisfaction with the
relationship and emotional exhaustion. This suggests that the sales literature needs to more fully
integrate interpersonal emotions into the understanding of dyadic buyer-seller relationships to
truly understand what is happening in these relationships.
Finally, in addition to addressing the deficiencies explored in the literature, this research
makes a substantial contribution to social capital theory by exploring a personal and a business
side of B2B relationships. The data in this research suggest that social capital is drawn from both
the personal and business sides of the relationship and used in both sides of the relationship. In
SCT literature, social capital from one relationship can be used in another type of relationship
with the same person (Adler and Kwon 2002). In the case of TARs, this two-sided relationship
overlaps to form strong, in-depth relationships with both business and personal outcomes. In this
context, business-focused extra role behaviors generate business social capital and personalfocused extra role behaviors generate personal social capital. Over time, the social capital is used
where needed to improve the relationship and associated outcomes.
Managerial Contributions
The research findings herein are managerially stimulating with regard to B2B marketing
and the sales function. First, the discovery of a definition of trusted advisor relationships allows
practitioners to discern how TARs are different from other relationship types present in their
portfolio of exchange partners. The identification of the components of TARs also helps
salespeople assess whether or not they are engaging in TARs, thus helping them assess
expectations and performance requirements for developing or maintaining the relationship. This
is an important process for the salesperson, as they must identify clients for whom there is
substantial fit or desire for this type of relationship (Richards and Jones 2009). Second, the
nature of TARs as a true dyad that requires the consent, interest, and contributions of each party
to form emphasizes the importance of the identification process. Pursuing a TAR with a client
interested in a transactional exchange may alienate a customer or drive away potential accounts.
Finally, this research contributes to understanding the interpersonal side of business
relationships. The personal side of their relationships with business partners impacts salespeople
and customers, and to ignore this component of these relationships is to ignore a major source of
social capital or potential business advantage. The presence of interpersonal components in the
relationship suggests that buyers and sellers should seek to do business with individuals that they
feel they can develop a personal connection. These issues also impact territory alignment
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decisions being made by sales managers. When deploying salespeople, a quick assessment by
managers of personality and goal fit between the salesperson and potential client can go a long
way in advancing the development of TARs and encouraging the development of an
interpersonal relationship with the associated social capital benefits.
Firms are perpetually looking for answers on how to capitalize on buyer-seller
relationships, improve sales, save money, and increase the benefits of their business activities.
Considering the variety of individual versus firm level and positive versus negative outcomes of
TARs is critical to understanding their benefits and costs within a firm. Sales performance is
important to the salesperson and client, as well as to each of their firms. All parties want to see
sales performance improve. However, it is a cost-benefit type of decision; each party must
balance the improved sales performance or higher share of business with the rising expectations
and loss of time resources that often occur with intense interactions in trusted advisor
relationships. For sales managers, understanding this balance is particularly important in
determining how to incentivize salespeople and what type of customer interactions to encourage.
Sales managers that encourage the development of TARs must consider the toll on emotions,
time, and other resources TARs have and if these resources are best being used on one intense
relationship or multiple transactional relationships. The findings of this research suggest that
properly used, trusted advisor relationships can provide substantial benefits at the firm and
individual level for buyers and sellers.
CONCLUSION
In summary, this research in Essay 1 provides significant theoretical and managerial
implications. Using grounded theory and in-depth interviews with salespeople and their B2B
clients, this research identified a definition of trusted advisor relationships, the importance of a
dyadic perspective in studying relationships, and the prominent role of interpersonal interactions
and emotions. Further, this research mapped the qualitative data to the dimensions of social
capital theory to understand how the components of TARs could be understood from a
theoretical perspective supported in marketing and management literature. The research
presented here demonstrates that TARs are an important area of investigation in both practice
and research and provides a conceptual model for future investigation of this relationship type.
In the next essay, the researcher builds on the findings of the qualitative study by
empirically testing a set of relationships proposed in the conceptual model (Figure 1). Using data
from practicing salespeople, this investigation will support the generalizability of the findings in
this study and validate the definition of trusted advisor relationships. Further, new managerial
and theoretical implications concerning the salespeople and sales organizations and positive and
negative will be identified through the empirical testing of the model.
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ESSAY TWO: EMPIRICALLY MEASURING TRUSTED ADVISOR RELATIONSHIPS
OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
Based on published academic research, trusted advisor relationships have not been
conceptualized or operationalized for empirical study. Essay 1 addressed the conceptualization of
TARs and offered a definition of the relationship based on buyer and seller feedback. Essay 2
now aims to address other major deficiencies identified in the literature including a lack of a
measurement tool for the construct as noted in Deficiency 1, understanding how TARs are
recognized by dyad partners as noted in Deficiency 2, and investigating how the personal aspect
of the relationship contributes to the dyad from Deficiency 3. Of central importance in these
deficiencies is identifying how to operationalize and measure the multi-faceted TAR construct.
Therefore, Essay 2 focuses on developing measures by which the TAR construct can be assessed
in empirical studies. The measures will draw on themes that emerge from the qualitative data in
Essay 1 to assess the many components of TARs.
As many transactional and relational dyads are defined in the literature, a primary
research question addressed in the measure development process of Essay 2 is demonstrating
discriminant validity between TAR and existing measures of other relationship types and sales
techniques from the relationship marketing and sales literature. Drawing from these two
disciplines allows the research to explore the nuances between TARs and other dyad types, such
as expressive relationships and commercial friendships, as well as how the construct contributes
to the sales literature differently than concepts such as customer orientation.
Essay 2 will first present the research questions of interest in the conducted studies, as
well as an overview of the research process designed to answer these questions. The remainder
of the essay will be organized into two major sections related to the Pre-Test Study and Main
Study that were conducted to explore the stated research questions. Within each study, the
purpose and predictions of each analysis technique are presented, followed by the findings from
each analysis. Each analysis adds a layer of understanding to the overall characterization and
profile of TARs and each set of findings contributes to the design of the next analysis. This stepby-step approach allows for an understanding of the data from a variety of perspectives. Further,
this process contributed to the overarching purposes of both studies and all analyses is to
operationalize and characterize TAR, identify a specific measurement tool for TAR, and
understand how social capital works in the context of TARs.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In order to examine the range of research questions related to each deficiency identified
in the literature, Essay 2 will focus on a specific set of research questions. The research questions
related to each deficiency of interest in Essay 2 are:
Deficiency #1
 What are the empirically measurable components of a trusted advisor relationship?
 How is TAR different from other relationship types in the relationship marketing
literature?
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 How is TAR different from other constructs in the sales and sales management literature?
Deficiency #2
 How do participants – buyer and seller – describe and recognize different dyad types?
Deficiency #3
 How does the personal aspect of the relationship with the accompanying thoughts,
emotions, and behaviors of dyad participants impact perceptions or development of the
relationship?
STEPS IN RESEARCH PROCESS
1. Used grounded theory to generate list of potential items for measure guided by themes from
the qualitative research and social capital theory.
2. Pre-tested items.
3. Conducted exploratory factor analysis.
4. Conducted confirmatory factor analysis on SCT and trusted advisor relationship measures.
5. Utilize structural equation modeling (if needed) to explore possible second order constructs.
6. Test model for discriminant validity against measures for other dyad types in the literature.
7. Conduct Main Study to validate the measurement tool and test the conceptual model.
The first step in addressing these research questions empirically is addressed through
both a pre-test exploration and main study confirmation of a series of measures by which to
capture the components of social capital present in trusted advisor relationships. Identifying
measures that both represent the constructs of interest derived from the in-depth interviews in
Essay 1 and meet acceptable psychometric properties is a critical element in establishing
empirical means by which to study TARs and the impact of such buyer-seller relationships on
models of sales and relationship marketing. Following sections will address the nature by which
these measures were identified and explored.
The second step in assessing these research questions was identifying a series of
predictions derived from social capital theory and the results from Essay 1 in the context of
trusted advisor relationships (see Table 9). These predictions allow the empirical exploration of
the differences between four types of relationships across the components of SCT from both
business and personal perspectives. Of the four relationship types studied in this analysis,
transactional exchanges are designated as the baseline dyad that represents a basic, businessfocused interaction between buyer and seller. The additional three relationship types are
expected to demonstrate significant differences compared to the transactional exchange. In the
case of expressive relationships, the researcher predicts that personal-focused relational,
cognitive, and structural dimensions of SCT will appear as participants in expressive
relationships focus behaviors on personal interactions with structural (basic) business functions
as a secondary purpose. In contrast to expressive relationships, buyers and sellers in extensive
commercial relationships focus behaviors on business interactions with structural (basic)
personal functions serving a secondary or facilitating role in the overall relationship. These
relationships, thus, demonstrate a reduction in mean values of the personal components of SCT,
but a positive increase on business components.
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Finally, participants in trusted advisor relationships engage substantial interactions of
both a business and personal nature. The personal components of structural, cognitive, and
relational social capital all show an increase from both expressive and extensive commercial
relationships to trusted advisor relationships based on the increased intensity and sharing of
personal information that occurs in TARs compared to other relationship types. The structural
and cognitive business dimensions of social capital present in TARs, however, are expected to
plateau and have no significant differences between extensive commercial relationships and
trusted advisor relationships. Support for this prediction comes from the presence of strong
personal components of TARs that is expected to attenuate increases in the business components
of the relationship. The structural dimension, for example, refers to the channels or connections
that firms use for information and resource flows and is seen in the system or pattern of linkages
between people (Adler and Kwon 2002; Hughes, Le Bon and Rapp 2013). These linkages are
generally derived from market and/or hierarchical relations (Adler and Kwon 2002), which
decrease in importance and impact as social relations become more apparent in the relationship.
Therefore, though TARs are expected to have high levels of structural business social capital,
these high levels are expected to be similar to the levels seen in extensive commercial
relationships, so no significant change is expected between the two relationship types. Similarly,
cognitive business social capital is predicted to have no significant difference between extensive
commercial and trusted advisor relationships. In the case of cognitive business social capital, the
presence of strong norms in trusted advisor relationships suggests less reliance on cognitive
decision making about the relationship is required when standards of conduct that mark
interactions are present (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987). Norms, as expected patterns of behavior
(Lipset 1975), establish standards of conduct and set the ground rules for business interactions
(Dwyer, Schurr and Oh 1987). Due to the presence of strong norms in TARs, the cognitive
business dimension, though expected to show a high mean level, is not expected to increase
significantly from the mean score on the dimension in extensive commercial relationships.
Concurrent with the results of the qualitative study in Essay 1, the predictions in Table 9
address the mean differences in social capital expected to be present between relationship types
present in relationship marketing and sales literatures.
PRE-TEST METHODOLOGY
To address the research questions, both a pre-test and main study were conducted. The
pre-test study allowed a test of survey procedures, a preliminary investigation of constructs, and
an analysis of support of variation across relationship types. Analysis of pre-test data allowed the
researcher to investigate the construct reliability of scales adapted from prior research (see
Appendix B), as well as analysis of the measures to refine the measures for the main study. The
main study (page 79) included confirmatory analyses to confirm the dimensionality and examine
the reliability and validity of the measures in the study. Further, the two studies allowed the
identification of a set of measures that characterize trusted advisor relationships and differentiate
these relationships from other relationship types present in the literature.
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TABLE 9: PREDICTIONS OF MEAN DIFFERENCES OF SOCIAL CAPITAL THEORY
DIMENSIONS ACROSS RELATIONSHIP TYPES

Personal

---

Business

---

Personal

---

Business

---

Personal

---

Business

X

X

Relational
X
X

X
X

Cognitive
X

X

X

X

X

---

X

X

X

Transactional
Exchange

Expressive
Relationship

Extensive
Commercial
Relationship

Trusted
Advisor
Relationship

Structural

Note: Legend for the table is provided below.
X = Indicates difference in the mean from Transactional Exchange
---> = Predicted significant differences in means (X) between two groups
Green arrow = increase in mean between groups; Red arrow = decrease
Blue line = no difference in means between groups predicted
Sample
The research setting for this study was an Executive MBA program of a Southeastern
university. The participants in this program are full-time business professionals. The collection
of data from business professionals in a variety of firms, industries, and backgrounds was
important in generalizing the measures of the study across a variety of settings and relationship
types. Further, the data used within this research come from both salespeople and clients engaged
in exchange relationships.
All 126 members of the program were surveyed for this research and the survey designed
used qualifying questions to eliminate both individuals that do not interact with buyers or sellers
outside their firm and individuals that do not engage in business-to-business sales interactions.
Usable responses to the survey were received from 33 respondents. This represents an overall
response rate of 26%. The average age of participants was 33 years old and the sample was 72%
male. Participants had an average of 7.6 years of experience in their current industry and had
worked for their current company for an average of 5.5 years. 63.6% of respondents represented
firms of over 5,000 employees. Of the 33 respondents, 12 self-selected their role as „buyers‟
within their firm and 21 identified as „sellers.‟ Each respondent completed measures on two
relationships resulting in 66 relationships for analysis. Four relationships, however, were
excluded from analysis due to high leverage values that exceeded acceptable values when
multiple sets of independent variables were regressed on various dependent variables. A total
sample size of 62 was used in subsequent analyses.
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Of the original 66 relationships, 21 self-selected as Transactional Exchanges, 12 as
Expressive Relationships, 20 as Extensive Commercial Relationships, and 13 as Deep Business
and Personal Relationships (TARs) (See Figure 2, page 69). The Deep Business and Personal
Relationship label was used instead of the TAR designation so subjects could later respond to a
question asking which of these relationship types they would call a trusted advisor relationship.
In addition to classifying the type of relationship in which they were engaged, participants
identified the stage of the relationship – 10 self-selected as being in the Exploration stage of their
relationship with the other party, 23 as being in the Expansion stage, and 33 as being in the
Commitment/Continuing stage (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987 stages of relationship development).
Survey Procedures
Data was collected through an online survey and each participant was asked to respond to
items related to two business-to-business sales relationships in which they were engaged due to
their professional role at their firm. The first qualifying question determined whether individuals
were eligible for the survey by asking about their role within their firm – “Do you interact with
representatives from other firms in your role with your company? (B2B such as vendors,
salespeople, sellers, clients, or B2C customers, etc.).” If respondents answered no on this item,
then they were directed out of the survey and thanked for their time. Those qualified for the
study were next asked more details about their role to determine whether they viewed the client
or salesperson version of the survey – “Would you describe yourself as a buyer or seller in the
context of the majority of your business interactions?” and included definitions of each role. The
survey was distributed to participants via an email from the Director of the MBA program
introducing the research project with the survey link (See Appendix E for sample survey.). This
method was used to encourage participation as the request came from a familiar and vetted
contact instead of a university with which the participants had no affiliation. Participants were
entered into a drawing for an iPad as an incentive to complete the study.
Next, to get to the dyad-specific questions, respondents were asked to give the name of
one individual for each of four types of B2B relationships – transactional exchange, expressive
relationship, extensive commercial relationship, and deep business and personal relationship
(Figure 2). After identifying one person in each category, respondents that self-selected as sellers
(buyers) were asked to describe relationships with two of the clients listed (salespeople) and
were asked to respond on the remainder of measures for each relationship. The process of having
respondents self-identify the type of relationships in which they are engaged demonstrates that
both buyers and sellers recognize different relationship types and can separate their exchange
partners into categories. Additionally, participants in both roles demonstrated the ability to
identify, describe, and respond to questions about two different relationships supporting
Deficiency 2 that states that a dyadic understanding is important in analyzing B2B relationships.
Measures
Existing measures for concepts captured in the trusted advisor relationship construct
based on Essay 1 qualitative data, such as loyalty, trust, and honesty were utilized in the pre-test.
Additionally, new items were developed drawing from the qualitative data to capture the unique
aspects of the construct derived from Essay 1, such as economic value and empathy, to create an
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exhaustive list of possible items to measure TARs. A full list of measures used in the pre-test is
included in Appendix F, including the origin of the measure and reported alpha from previous
research. Construct reliabilities (Cronbach‟s alpha) for each scale utilized in the current study are
listed in Table 9. Constructs not meeting the recommended Cronbach‟s alpha value of .7 for
construct reliability are highlighted. In the case of variables where a construct reliability of .7
was not met, notes of planned remedy for the execution of the Main Study are included in Table
9. Descriptive statistics for the data included in Table 10.
Missing Data
Because the survey was designed to allow participants to skip questions (rather than force
responses and potentially have them quit the study), an analysis of missing data issues was
necessary. Missing data was ignorable with no cases or variables missing more than 10% of data
(Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson 2010). Frequencies on each item showed only two variables
missing more than one data point – Problem Solving 2 (Personal – “goes out of his/her way to
solve my personal problems if able) was missing three cases and Expertise 3 (Personal –
“unknowledgeable… knowledgeable”) was missing two cases. As a remedy to the small amount
of missing data, subsequent analyses were executed by replacing missing data with the mean
from that variable by relationship type. For instance, if a case was missing Problem Solving 2
(personal), then the relationship type of that case (transactional, expressive, etc) as reviewed and
the missing data point was replaced with the mean from other relationships of the same type.
PRE-TEST RESULTS
Two sections of results from exploratory analyses of pre-test data are included. First,
exploratory factor analyses (EFA) and an analysis of construct reliability were conducted to test
the validity of the measures of the data collected in the pre-test. Understanding the individual
measures and how they work together through EFA contributes to answering Deficiency 1 –
defining TARs and comparing them to other relationship types – by answering research
questions related to 1) assessing the empirically measurable components of a trusted advisor
relationship, and 2) exploring how the TAR different from other relationship types and
constructs in the relationship marketing literature. Second, MANOVA analyses help to answer
the Deficiency 2 research question – how do sellers describe and recognize different relationship
types? – by reviewing responses across relationship types and looking for patterns within the
data. These analyses provide evidence for needed improvements to the survey tool for the main
study data collection, offer evidence for measures that characterize trusted advisor relationships,
and serve as preliminary support to differentiate TARs from other relationship types.
Exploring a Structure for Social Capital Theory Constructs
Purpose and Predictions
In order to determine whether the data support the model of trusted advisor relationships
derived from grounded theory and the analysis of Social Capital Theory from Essay 1 and to
respond to Deficiency 1 in the literature to identify measurable components of TARs, an
exploratory factor analysis was conducted. Specifically, the researcher uses the EFA to explore
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how the structural, relational, and cognitive components of SCT and personal and business meta
themes develop in the data. Based on the theoretical support of the analysis, the researcher would
expect to see six factors appear representing structural business, structural personal, cognitive
business, cognitive personal, relational business, and relational personal.
Process and Findings
An EFA was performed using principal axis factoring and an oblique rotation as the
structure derived from this data will later be used in a confirmatory factor analysis and structural
equation modeling, which permit correlation between variables making an oblique rotation more
appropriate than an orthogonal rotation in this analysis. A series of analyses began with an EFA
of all items for the three dimensions of social capital theory across both the business and
personal context. The original model achieved significance on Bartlett‟s Test of Sphericity
(p=.000), which suggests that there are correlations in the data set that are appropriate for factor
analysis. However, they failed to meet the .5 threshold for the KMO measure of sampling
adequacy (.49) suggesting that not all of the variables in the analysis are sufficiently correlated
with other variables in the analysis (Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson 2010). This result is
consistent with the presence of non-significant variable correlations reported in Table 10 and
suggests that some variables need to be removed from the model. After assessing the Anti-Image
Correlation Matrix to determine which items did not meet the .5 threshold for measures of
sampling adequacy (MSA), seven items were deleted from the EFA due to low MSA values –
ProbSB3, ExpB1, TrustB2, TrustP1_revcode, GoalP1_revcode, GoalB1_revcode, and TrustB1_
revcode. Each item represents a measure that demonstrated a construct reliability value below
the .70 threshold (Fornell and Larcker 1981), which further supports their exclusion from the
analysis. Removing these items improved the overall model KMO to .785 and resulted in all
individual items having an MSA value above .5.
The EFA produced seven factors that are somewhat consistent with the structural
business, structural personal, cognitive business, cognitive personal, relational business, and
relational personal factors expected based on theory. For instance, Factor 3 includes items from
the empathy and personal disclosure constructs, which are components of the relational
dimension of social capital theory. Factor 4 represents the relational dimension for the business
part of the relationship. In both cases, trust items failed to group with the appropriate factor,
however, this is expected based on the poor construct reliability of the trust items and that three
trust items (two business and one personal) were eliminated from the analysis based on low
MSA values. Supplementing the trust items used in the pre-test with another established scale in
Study 1 aims to remedy these problems with the trust items. Factor 6 represents the cognitive
dimension of the business relationship with the remaining business goal sharing and business
problem solving items loading together to form this factor. Though Factors 1 and 7 both consist
of items representing the structural and cognitive dimensions of the personal relationship,
remedying measures that performed poorly in the analysis of the pre-test should help identify
these factors. Overall, the EFA begins to answer the research question “What are the empirically
measurable components of a TAR?” to respond to Deficiency 1.
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FIGURE 2: RELATIONSHIP TYPE DEFINITIONS
Assessing Patterns of Mean Differences Across Social Capital Theory Constructs
Purpose and Predictions
In addition to exploring the structure of the items representing the social capital theory
dimensions of trusted advisor relationships, a goal of Essay 2 and the pre-test is to respond to
Deficiency 1 to identify measurable components of TARs and to investigate how TARs are
different from other relationship types in the literature. The purpose of using MANOVA to
assess these data is to investigate the differences between the relationship types studied in the
pre-test. Additionally, MANOVA will allow the researcher to investigate patterns of results
across relationship types for each of the variables in the model.
The survey design presented subjects with four relationship types in which to categorize
their existing buyer-seller relationships. Each relationship type presented a different combination
of business and personal elements (Figure 2). Transactional exchange represented interactions
that are of a strictly business nature, expressive relationships are largely composed of personal
interactions, extensive commercial relationships are intense business relationships with little
personal interactions, and deep business and personal relationships are trusted advisor
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relationships consisting of strong business and personal ties. Because each relationship type
consists of differing levels of business versus personal interactions, the responses of participants
on measures should reflect these differing levels. In transactional relationships, respondents
should have low scores on personal elements (such as empathy and personal goal sharing) and
moderate scores on business elements, such as goal sharing and problem solving. Conversely,
expressive relationships should demonstrate high scores on personal elements and low scores on
business elements. To investigate the pattern of results for each construct across relationship
types a multivariate analysis of variance was conducted.
TABLE 9: CONSTRUCT RELIABILITY – PRE-TEST*
Items Notes:

Essay 2
Extra Role Behaviors (B)
Goal Sharing (B)
Problem Solving (B)
Trust (B)
Expertise (B)
Disclosure (B)
Extra Role Behaviors (P)
Goal Sharing (P)
Problem Solving (P)
Trust (P)
Expertise (P)
Disclosure (P)
Empathy
Essay 3
Salesperson Reputation
Similarity
Buyer Dependence
Economic Value
WOM
Satisfaction with Relationship

0.880
0.665
0.562
0.101
0.354
0.863
0.966
r=.366
r=.847
0.735
0.982
0.950
0.888

6
3
3
3
3
4
6
2
2
3
3
4
4

Replace with different scale.
Add scale from Price & Arnould 1999.
Replace with different scale.

Replace with different scale.

0.886
4
0.837
3
3
Replace with Jaworski & Kohli 1993.
0.373
0.893
4
r=.726
2
0.904
3
(B) = Business; (P) = Personal; Bolded indicates measures identified for refinement
*Table includes all measures for Essay 2 and Essay 3.
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TABLE 10: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS & CORRELATIONS – PRE-TEST
a

Constructs
Mean
Essay 2
5.61
1 Extra Role Behaviors (B)
6.26
2 Goal Sharing (B)
5.41
3 Problem Solving (B)
5.66
4 Trust (B)
Expertise
(B)
5.64
5
Disclosure
(B)
3.57
6
3.58
7 Extra Role Behaviors (P)
4.86
8 Goal Sharing (P)
4.08
9 Problem Solving (P)
5.98
10 Trust (P)
5.27
11 Expertise (P)
Disclosure
(P)
3.85
12
Empathy
4.91
13
Essay 3
4.23
14 WOM
Satisfaction
with
Relationship
5.65
15
5.94
16 Salesperson Reputation
4.73
17 Similarity
5.34
18 Economic Value
4.23
19 Buyer Dependence
a
N=62
*p < .01 ; **p < .05

SD

1

1.12
.89
1.03
1.05
1.04
1.85
2.07
1.75
2.04
1.19
1.54
2.31
1.30

1.00
.61*
.58*
.54*
.41*
.38*
.52*
.47*
.43*
.51*
.65*
.59*
.66*

1.85
1.36
1.18
1.38
1.29
1.33

.57*
.76*
.54*
.48*
.65*
.29**

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

1.00
.45* 1.00
.59* .27** 1.00
.52* .29** .67*
.22 .28* .14
.26** .35* .34*
.33** .17 .49*
.20 .24 .36*
.60* .35* .54*
.58* .41* .58*
.24 0.26** .35*
.24 .32** .30**

1.00
.28**
.29**
.40*
.22
.48*
.49*
.28**
.27**

1.00
.61*
.51*
.44*
.17
.47*
.51*
.27**

1.00
.81*
.85*
.33*
.71*
.84*
.63*

1.00
.71*
.31**
.69*
.73*
.55*

1.00
.18
.67*
.76*
.54*

1.00
.51* 1.00
.40* .69* 1.00
.46* .63* .84* 1.00

.34*
.46*
.50*
.26**
.41*
.10

.42*
.27**
.37*
.19
.23
.18

.58*
.64*
.31*
.61*
.22
.06

.39*
.56*
.51*
.57*
.13
.06

.44*
.54*
.50*
.51*
.08
.13

.34*
.24*
.39*
.51*
.03
.05

.34*
.57*
.67*
.42*
.28**
-.05

.20
.42*
.37*
.23
.48*
.16

4

.47*
.38*
.52*
.33*
.24
.25**
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10

11

.53*
.63*
.67*
.63*
.24
.18

12

.58*
.64*
.59*
.61*
.22
.24

13

.60*
.71*
.60*
.56*
.42*
.24

14

1.00
.54*
.63*
.39*
.40*
.36*

15

16

17

18

19

1.00
.68* 1.00
.67* .57* 1.00
.53* .33* .34* 1.00
.14 .16 .11 .42* 1.00

Process and Findings
The „Mean Differences Across Social Capital Theory Constructs‟ (Table 11) shows a
significant (p-values below .05) impact of relationship type on each dependent measure in the
model (personal and business components of the social capital dimensions) with the exception of
GoalShar_Bus and Expertise_Bus. Observed power exceeds .8 for all variables except
Expertise_Bus (.361), GoalShar_Bus (.616), ProbSolv_Bus (.715), and Trust_Bus (.688). Effect
sizes range from .069 (Expertise_Bus) to .427 (ERB_Bus), however, all exceed the .04 threshold
for practically significant results (Ferguson 2009). The low observed power value, lack of
significance, and small effect size for Expertise_Bus are all additional evidence that the items
used to measure this construct should be reconsidered or replaced for the main study data
collection. Overall, these results suggest that there are significant mean differences on all but two
of the variables in analysis due to relationship type.
A review of the profile plots allows investigation of the pattern of effects of relationship
type on each variable. As previously mentioned, transactional exchanges (relationship type 1)
should score low on personal-focused components and moderate to high on business-focused
components. For example, the profile plot for the GoalShar_Bus and GoalShar_Pers show a
higher mean value for the business version of the variable than the personal version. Expressive
relationships should show reverse patterns with lower values on business components and higher
values on personal components. This pattern is shown when comparing Trust_Bus to Trust_Pers
for expressive relationships (relationship type 2).
In addition to reviewing the profile plots for patterns across the same relationship type,
the plots also offer insight into patterns across relationship types. Empathy, for instance, is a
component of the personal side of the relationship based on the qualitative research from Essay 1.
The profile plot for empathy demonstrates an expected pattern that transactional exchanges and
extensive commercial relationships (both more business focused than personal focused) have
lower scores for Empathy than expressive relationships and TARs, which both have a strong
personal component to the relationship (See Figure 3). This pattern holds for all of the personal
components except goal sharing and expertise providing some support for the difference in the
business and personal dimension across relationship types.
The MANOVA results demonstrate that there are significant differences on many
variables across relationship type and the profile plots give some indication of the pattern of
these differences across relationship type. However, these results do not specify whether or not
the differences between transactional exchanges and expressive relationships are significant, or if
the differences between extensive commercial relationships and TARs are significant, and so on.
Therefore, a series of t-tests on this set of variables by each set of relationship types is required.
Figure 4 shows the same profile plot for empathy, but also includes the t-test results indicating
significance of differences between each relationship type. These results demonstrate that though
the pattern of results is expected for the set of relationships, not all of the differences are
statistically significant. The differences between transactional relationships and each of the other
three relationship types are significantly different. The difference between expressive
relationships (2) and TARs (4) on empathy is not statistically different, however, this is expected
as both relationships have high levels of personal components. The lack of statistical difference
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between expressive relationships (2) and extensive commercial relationships (3) suggests that
though extensive commercial relationships are more focused on business activities, personal
interactions are still valued in these more intense relationships. A key takeaway from the
MANOVA and t-test analyses is that the differences that buyers and sellers see between
extensive commercial relationships and trusted advisor relationships are subtle. This is consistent
with the misuse and broad application of the TAR term by practitioners and supports Deficiency
1 in that a definition and understanding of what TARs actually are is critical to using the term
appropriately in B2B relationships. This „muddy‟ understanding of TARs versus extensive
commercial relationships is also evident in participants‟ responses to the question of which
relationship type definition would they associate with the term trusted advisor relationship (of
the four definitions given in the study, see Figure 2). Of 33 participants, 3 selected expressive
relationship, 16 selected the extensive commercial relationship, and 14 selected the deep
personal and business relationship (TAR). These data also suggests that a clear understanding of
TAR is needed.
TABLE 11: MEAN DIFFERENCES ACROSS
SOCIAL CAPITAL THEORY CONSTRUCTS – PRE-TEST
Partial
Mean
F
Sig.
Eta
Square
Squared
10.831 14.424 .000
.427
Extra Role Behaviors (B)
1.943
2.638
.058
.120
Goal Sharing (B)
3.103 3.232 .029
.143
Problem Solving (B)
3.064 3.061 .035
.137
Trust (B)
1.526 1.434 .242
.069
Expertise (B)
13.853 4.788 .005
.137
Disclosure (B)
32.546 11.513 .000
.373
Extra Role Behaviors (P)
22.962 11.220 .000
.367
Goal Sharing (P)
23.672 7.488 .000
.279
Problem Solving (P)
4.914
4.007
.012
.172
Trust (P)
10.764 5.603 .002
.225
Expertise (P)
46.917 14.725 .000
.432
Disclosure (P)
14.183 13.524 .000
.412
Empathy
PRE-TEST SUMMARY
The exploratory analyses of the pre-test data contributed to an understanding of how
TARs can be measured empirically, which responds to Deficiency 1 identified in the literature
(the lack of definition and understanding of the construct). Understanding the components of a
trusted advisor relationship is key to understanding how the relationship can be used as a
moderator in a larger model of B2B relationships in Essay 3. The various types of analysis all
point to the need for improved measures in data collection for Essay 3. Specifically, a new
measure of trust, broadened measures of goal sharing and problem solving, and less reliance on
reverse coded items are required improvements. The findings from the Pre-Test contributed to
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improved measurement of the constructs in the Main Study and allowed for a much improved
survey design for the data collection process.

FIGURE 3: PROFILE PLOT – EMPATHY BY RELATIONSHIP TYPE

***

***

***
***
***
***

FIGURE 4: PROFILE PLOT – EMPATHY BY RELATIONSHIP TYPE
WITH T-TEST RESULTS
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FIGURE 5: MODEL OF TRUSTED ADVISOR RELATIONSHIPS
MAIN STUDY METHODOLOGY
In addition to the pre-test study conducted to allow a test of survey procedures, a
preliminary investigation of constructs, and an analysis of support of variation across
relationship types, a main study was conducted using measures supported in the pre-test. The
main study provided additional support for the dimensionality, reliability, and validity of the
final measures of the constructs of interest. Further, this study aided in identifying a set of
measures that characterize trusted advisor relationships and differentiate these relationships from
other relationship types present in the literature.
Sample
Main study participants were drawn from the professional employer organization utilized
in Essay 1. The goal of the data collection was to survey individual salespeople to explore the
components that characterize trusted advisor relationships and how these relationships impact
models of relationship marketing existing in the current literature. The sales force surveyed
consists of a variety of individual backgrounds, geographic locations, tenure in sales, tenure with
the firm, gender, and ethnicity, which will strengthen the generalizability of the results of these
analyses across a variety of B2B relationships. The use of a single firm allows for better control
against other mitigating influences, such as the firm‟s control systems, the assessment of
multiple outcome measures, the technology that is required to be used by the salespeople, and
various compensation systems (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Paine, and Bachrach 2000).
Utilizing an online survey, 181 salespeople (56% response rate) participated in the study.
Of the 181 responding salespeople, 69% were men and 80.7% identified as white or Caucasian,
6.6% as African-American, 3.6% as Hispanic, 1.9% Asian, and 5.5% other. The average
organizational tenure among participants was 4.5 years and 33.7% of them had been with the
company for five years or more. The average tenure in the sales profession was 7.5 years with
55.2% of them having been in the sales field for five years or more. Moreover, 65% had
bachelor's degrees, and 14.4% graduate degrees.
The survey design asked each salesperson to report on relationships with two separate
clients based on a set of definitions of different relationship types – transactional exchange,
expressive relationship, extensive commercial relationship, and deep business and personal
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relationship (see Figure 2). After identifying one person in each category, respondents were
assigned by the software two of these relationships for which the remainder of the questions
would be answered. In this process, subjects could enter names for any combination of the four
categories and Qualtrics would assign two of the relationships for the study. This allowed
subjects that felt that they did not engage in a particular relationship type to „skip‟ a category or
categories. For example, an individual could enter names for transactional, expressive, and deep
business and personal, then would be assigned one of three combinations – transactional and
deep business and personal, expressive and deep business and personal, or transactional and
expressive. This allowed all subjects to respond about relationships with which they could
identify and did not force a response for unutilized relationship types.
Based on the survey design allowing subjects to only respond regarding relationship
types they selected, 56 subjects did not complete the study about a deep personal and business
relationship (TAR). These subjects responded about a combination of transactional exchange,
expressive relationship, and extensive commercial relationship. Cluster Analyses of all cases
resulted in the identification of a clear transactional exchange cluster and a trusted advisor
relationship cluster, however, clusters representing the expressive and extensive commercial
relationship did not demonstrate the theoretically supported pattern of means. Additional
analyses excluding those subjects that did not respond about a TAR, however, resulted in a set of
four clusters that supported the conceptual definitions of each relationship type described in the
literature. These results suggest that in the absence of trusted advisor relationships as an anchor
for which to judge their relationships, subjects were unable to clearly distinguish between the
relationship types with mixed levels of business and personal social capital.
Research in anchoring and adjustment of evaluations supports the inability of subjects to
judge one relationship in comparison to another without a starting point or anchor evaluation
(Yadiv 1994). Judgment research has demonstrated in a variety of contexts, such as perceptions
of price claims (Biswas and Burton 1993), belief change (Einhorn and Hogarth 1985), clinical
judgment (Friedlander and Stockman 1983), that subjects rely on a anchoring and adjustment
process in making multiple judgments. A three-stage process of scanning options, selecting an
anchor, then anchoring and adjusting judgments accounts for the impact of ratings of two focal
items or ideas (Yadiv 1994). In this research, subjects scan the four relationship types, then select
an anchor relationship and make judgments on the two types of relationships. In cases where
TARs were not present as an exemplar for the cognitive category of relationships (Herr 1989),
other relationship types did not serve as a sufficient anchor for subjects to adjust their judgments.
In the case of subjects that responded based about a TAR, these individual‟s selfclassification of their trusted advisor relationship corresponded with the empirical classification
of TAR in 72.8% of cases and transactional exchange self-classifications corresponded with the
empirical classifications in 76.47% of cases. However, for subjects not identifying a TAR, the
empirical clustering process identified 25 TARs present in the data though no subject identified a
relationship as a TAR and 37 cases identified as transactional exchanges when only 25 where
identified as such in the empirical classifications. Additionally, when asked to apply the „trusted
advisor relationship‟ label to one of the four relationship types presented in the study (Figure 2),
62% of individuals that had identified and responding regarding a deep business and personal
relationship selected trusted advisor relationship as an appropriate label for this category when
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asked. This further suggests that the TAR construct is agreed upon by the majority of the
subjects and is a useful anchor for comparative judgments. Based on this anchoring and
adjustment process, the lack of appropriate exemplar anchor for subjects that did not respond
about a TAR, and the lower rate of matching between the self and empirical classifications, the
subjects that did not respond regarding TARs were excluded from subsequent analyses resulting
in a total sample of 250 relationship cases. A summary of the number of relationships identified
in each category of relationship types is provided in Table 12.
TABLE 12: COUNT OF RELATIONSHIP TYPES – SELF CLASSIFICATION
Relationship Type (Self Classification)
Transactional Exchange
Expressive Relationship
Extensive Commercial Relationship
Trusted Advisor Relationship

N=361

N=250

76
72
88
125

39
36
50
125

Survey Procedures
The survey tool for the Main Study utilized the same measures as the pre-test, minus
those found not to meet required psychometric properties (see Appendix F), and subjects were
asked to complete the survey regarding two separate buyer-seller relationships as described in
the Pre-Test Survey Procedures (page 66). Utilizing contacts within the customer firm, an email
introducing the research project with the survey link was distributed to salespeople. The message
included an executive sponsorship of the study from the Vice President of Sales. Additionally,
the Vice President of Sales encouraged participation in the survey at the company‟s National
Sales Convention immediately prior to the launch of the study. Both forms of executive
sponsorship were designed to improve response rates.
Measures
The measures for the Main Study were the same as those utilized in the pre-test with the
improvements discussed in the Results section of Essay 2, such as adding a second measure of
trust due to low construct reliability in the pre-test and adding items to the Goal Sharing,
Problem Solving, Market Turbulence, Competitive Intensity, and Technological Turbulence
measures to reduce specification problems in subsequent structural equation modeling analysis.
A full list of measures used in the Main Study is listed in Appendix F, including the origin of the
measure and reported alpha from previous research. The participating firm also provided
demographic data for the salespeople.
Missing Data
Because the survey was designed to allow participants to skip a question (rather than
force responses and potentially have them quit the study), an analysis of missing data issues was
conducted. Missing data was ignorable with no cases or variables missing more than 10% of data.
As a remedy to the small amount of missing data, subsequent analyses were executed by
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replacing missing data with the mean from that variable by relationship type as described in the
Missing Data section in the Pre-Test Methodology.
Common Method Variance
With regard to common method bias, because the study focuses on salesperson selfreported data, the researcher recognized the potential for such bias and took several steps to
minimize its effects. First, in designing the survey instrument, Feldman and Lynch's (1988)
recommendations for countering "self-generated validity" were followed by careful placement of
survey questions, pretesting with the subject population, and use of terms and phrases naturally
used by the respondents. Further, the focal constructs did not appear in the hypothesized order
(antecedents -> mediating variables consequences). Second, common method bias was modeled
following procedures outlined by Lindell and Whitney (2001) and Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee,
and Podsakoff (2003). Specifically, a common method factor was estimated in which each
manifest item was hypothesized to have an equal loading on the method factor in addition to a
loading on its theoretic construct. An additional construct – market turbulence – was included in
the model that shares the same common method because they were included in the survey, but
was not included in the proposed model.
Two techniques were utilized to examine CMV in the data. First, an unmeasured latent
common methods variance factor was added to the confirmatory factor analysis of the theoretical
constructs and the common factor was demonstrated to account for 14.44% of variance in the
model offering support that CMV is not a concern in this data (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, and
Podsakoff 2003). Second, a marker variable was added to the model and assessed for common
variance with the other constructs in the model (Lindell and Whitney 2001; Richardson,
Simmering, and Sturman 2009; Ye, Marinova, and Singh 2007). The resulting analysis
demonstrates that 12.25% of the variance in the model is shared between the marker and other
substantive constructs in the model. Though researchers do not widely agree on a specific
threshold for an acceptable amount of common method variance, 12.25% is far below the
average found in several studies of CMV. In a study of 70 construct validation studies, Cote and
Buckley (1987) found the average amount of CMV present to be 26%. Similarly, Williams, Cote,
and Buckley (1989) found that about 25% of the variance accounted for each the sampled studies
was due to method. Using these studies as a benchmark, the researcher asserts that CMV is not a
concern in the current model.
MAIN STUDY RESULTS
A variety of analyses were utilized to investigate the research questions supporting
Deficiencies 1, 2, and 3. First, a measurement model was established using confirmatory factor
analyses to respond to Deficiency 1 by exploring the empirically measureable components of
TARs. This process also allowed for refinement of the measures used in the pre-test and ensured
that the measures used met standards of construct validity. Second, a taxonomy of relationship
types was identified using cluster analysis. These analyses were conducted in response to the
research question in Deficiency 1 related to identifying how relationship types differ empirically,
as well as identifying how sellers recognize these different relationship types as identified in
Deficiency 2. In addition to identifying relationship types empirically, analysis of variance and t78

tests were utilized to responded to Deficiency 3 by exploring patterns of means across the
business and personal components of the relationship types present in the data. This process
allowed for a profiling of each relationship type and comparison of the empirical data to
theoretically based predictions about each relationship type. Finally, discriminant validity
between the components of social capital and other relationship types and constructs in the
literature was established. Together, these analyses offer a profile of how social capital operates
in a variety of relationships and what balance of business and personal social capital best
characterizes various relationship types.
Establishing a Measurement Model & Construct Validity of Social Capital Theory
Purpose and Predictions
The series of confirmatory factor analysis conducted on the Main Study data serve to
respond to Deficiency 1 by 1) establishing the construct validity of the measures utilized in the
study and 2) uncovering the most appropriate measurement model by which components of
TARs can be measured empirically. Therefore, to purify the reflective measures used in
subsequent analyses, a confirmatory factor model (CFA) based on the structure suggested in the
pre-test exploratory factor analysis was conducted. The confirmatory factor model consisted of
thirteen latent constructs representing the components of social capital theory derived from the
qualitative data in Essay 1 and tested in the pre-test data of this essay. The CFA model will serve
as support that the empirical data of the Main Study uncovers the model of trusted advisor
relationships derived from grounded theory. The theoretical basis of the analysis suggests that
the researcher would expect to see thirteen distinct first-order latent constructs in the model
representing both business and personal versions of Extra Role Behaviors, Expertise, Goal
Sharing, Problem Solving, Trust, Disclosure, and a personal version only of Empathy. Together,
these constructs represent the three dimensions of SCT – structural, cognitive, and relational –
across both sides of the relationship, business and personal. The conceptual relationships
between first order and second order constructs are shown in the Model of Trusted Advisor
Relationships in Figure 5. The CFA analyses demonstrate that the measures meet standards of
psychometric properties required to use the measures in other forms of analysis.
Process and Findings
The data was analyzed using confirmatory factor analysis. All of the measurement
models will be assessed through a set of criteria relating to model validity, as well as convergent,
construct, and nomological validity of individual constructs. To assess model validity, three
measures of overall model fit will be used – absolute model fit as measured by the χ2 value,
degrees of freedom and associated significance levels, relative fit as measured by the
comparative fit index (CFI), and scaled absolute fit measure as measured by the root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA). Though the χ2 value is the only measure for which a
statistical significance level can be determined, the value of this measure of model fit is
substantially impacted by study characteristics such as model complexity and sample size.
Therefore, the value of χ2 as a statistical assessment of model fit is limited (Hair, Black, Babin,
and Anderson 2010) and a number of alternative measures have been suggested. Researchers
recommend that the CFI measure have values greater than .90 (Netemeyer, Bearden, and Sharma
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2003) and RMSEA values should be below .08 (Browne and Cudeck 1993). The validity of
subsequent models were assessed according to these recommendations and will report a χ2 value,
degrees of freedom, associated significance levels, CFI and RMSEA measures for each model.
Convergent, construct and nomological validity of individual constructs were also tested.
To assess convergent validity, Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson 2010 suggests indicator
loadings on their hypothesized constructs should be statistically significant and greater than .70.
Construct validity was assessed through composite reliability (CR) and average variance
extracted (AVE) measures for each construct, which should be above the recommended criteria
of .70 and .50, respectively (Bagozzi and Yi 1988; Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson 2010;
Fornell and Larcker 1981). Examining the statistical significance of relationships among
hypothesized constructs and the discriminant validity among all constructs assessed nomological
validity. Hypothesized relationships should exhibit significant correlations, although the final
assessment of relationships will occur in structural model testing.
A set of four models was analyzed to explore the appropriate structure of the components
of social capital theory for subsequent analysis. Each model tested a competing structure
supported by the theoretical background of the conceptual model. The following sections will
include rationale, procedures, and results for each measurement model. However, Table 13 offers
a summary of the models analyzed.
TABLE 13: SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENT MODELS
Normed
Model
x2
df
Sig.
CFI RMSEA
2
x
Violations
Model 1: First-Order 1413.99
Latent Constructs
Model 2: Second1752.12
Order Factors - 6
Latent Constructs
Model 3: Second2394.66
Order Factors - 3
Latent Constructs
Model 4: SecondOrder Factors - 2
Latent Constructs

1941.9

624

0.000

2.27

0.916

0.071

712

0.000

2.46

0.891

0.077

763

0.000

3.14

0.927

0.093

688

0.000

2.82

0.866

0.086

Standardized
loading > 1;
correlation > 1
Standardized
loading > 1;
correlation > 1

CFA Model 1: First-Order Constructs. The first model investigated measurement
properties and structure of the individual level constructs – extra role behaviors, expertise, goal
sharing, problem solving, trust, disclosure, and empathy. This analysis explored the presence and
discriminant validity of the personal and business components of each construct resulting in an
analysis of thirteen constructs in the model.
The confirmatory factor model resulted in dropping ten items from a pool of 52 items with low
factor loadings or high cross-loadings. The resulting measurement model is shown in Figure 6.
All paths from each indicator to the corresponding latent construct are significant (Table 14).
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Though the chi-square statistic [χ2 = 1413.99, (df=624), p=.000] is significant, other fit statistics
satisfied the recommended criteria and support the resulting model (normed χ2 = 2.27
confirmatory fit index = .916, and root mean square error of approximation = .071) (Gerbing and
Anderson 1988). Each observed indicator loads significantly (p<.001) on the intended latent
construct. Three items fell slightly below .70, which included one measure of Disclosure
Personal, Goal Sharing Personal, and Empathy (Table 14). Otherwise, all item loadings
exceeded .70 and composite reliabilities and average variance extracted for each construct were
above the recommended criteria of .70 and .50, respectively (See Table 16). Exceeding these
criteria demonstrates convergent validity for the constructs (Bagozzi and Yi 1988). Composite
reliabilities and construct reliabilities (Cronbach‟s alpha) for each scale utilized in the current
study are listed in Table 16 and exceed recommended standards further supporting the
convergent and construct validity of the measures and demonstrating reliability of the measures.
As evidence of discriminant validity, the average variance extracted (AVE) (Table 16) from each
construct exceeds the squared correlation (Table 15) between constructs (Fornell and Larcker
1981). In support of nomological validity, all constructs were positively and significantly (p
< .05) correlated (Table 15). Descriptive indicators for measures utilized in the main study,
including those utilized in Essay 3, are included in Table 17.

FIGURE 6: CFA MODEL 1: FIRST-ORDER CONSTRUCTS1

1

Covariances between latent constructs and error terms on indicators not depicted for clarity of graphic purposes.
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TABLE 14: CFA MODEL 1 – STANDARDIZED FACTOR LOADINGS
Estimate Standardized Loading S.E.
C.R.
ERBB5
<--- ERBBusiness
1.000
0.778
ERBB3
<--- ERBBusiness
0.951
0.805
.072 13.257
ERBB2
<--- ERBBusiness
0.928
0.807
.070 13.296
ERBB1
<--- ERBBusiness
0.775
0.817
.057 13.487
ERBP1
<--- ERBPersonal
1.000
0.883
ERBP2
<--- ERBPersonal
1.122
0.901
.053 21.175
ERBP3
<--- ERBPersonal
1.215
0.937
.052 23.184
ERBP5
<--- ERBPersonal
1.138
0.848
.061 18.592
GoalShP1
<--- GoalSharPers
1.000
0.858
GoalShP2
<--- GoalSharPers
0.735
0.783
.051 14.486
GoalShP3
<--- GoalSharPers
0.522
0.663
.045 11.478
GoalSharB3 <--- GoalShareBus
1.000
0.897
GoalSharB2 <--- GoalShareBus
1.016
0.953
.042 24.022
GoalSharB1 <--- GoalShareBus
0.922
0.836
.050 18.408
ProblSolvB2 <--- ProbSolvBus
0.992
0.824
.068 14.619
ProbSolvB1 <--- ProbSolvBus
1.000
0.853
TrustB3
<--- TrustBus
1.000
0.856
TrustB2
<--- TrustBus
0.942
0.918
.050 18.869
TrustB1
<--- TrustBus
0.769
0.817
.048 15.886
TrustP1
<--- TrustPers
1.000
0.829
TrustP2
<--- TrustPers
1.229
0.961
.061 20.116
TrustP3
<--- TrustPers
1.217
0.907
.065 18.610
ProbSolvP1
<--- ProbSolvPers
1.000
0.962
ProbSolvP2
<--- ProbSolvPers
0.997
0.887
.044 22.726
ExpertiseP1
<--- ExpertisePers
1.000
0.954
ExpertiseP2
<--- ExpertisePers
0.949
0.939
.031 31.003
ExpertiseP3
<--- ExpertisePers
0.918
0.945
.029 31.827
ExpertiseB4 <--- ExpertiseBus
1.000
0.944
ExpertiseB3 <--- ExpertiseBus
1.097
0.996
.027 40.720
ExpertiseB2 <--- ExpertiseBus
1.030
0.928
.035 29.452
DisclosureP1 <--- DisclosurePers
1.000
0.895
DisclosureP2 <--- DisclosurePers
1.098
0.941
.047 23.572
DisclosureP4 <--- DisclosurePers
1.004
0.815
.058 17.426
Empathy1
<--- Empathy
1.000
0.662
Empathy2
<--- Empathy
1.298
0.921
.106 12.283
Empathy3
<--- Empathy
1.196
0.895
.099 12.084
DisclosureB4 <--- DisclosureBus
1.000
0.569
DisclosureB2 <--- DisclosureBus
1.055
0.775
.124 8.544
DisclosureB1 <--- DisclosureBus
1.198
0.733
.144 8.294
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***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

TABLE 15: CFA MODEL 1 – CONSTRUCT CORRELATIONS

ERBBusiness

<>

ERBPersonal

0.317

Sq
Corr
0.100

ERBBusiness

<>

GoalSharPers

0.351

0.123

GoalShareBus

<>

Empathy

0.179

0.032

ERBBusiness

<>

GoalShareBus

0.577

0.333

GoalShareBus

<>

DisclosureBus

0.253

0.064

ERBBusiness

<>

ProbSolvBus

0.640

0.410

ProbSolvBus

<>

TrustBus

0.392

0.154

ERBBusiness

<>

TrustBus

0.584

0.341

ProbSolvBus

<>

TrustPers

0.312

0.097

ERBBusiness

<>

TrustPers

0.250

0.063

ProbSolvBus

<>

ProbSolvPers

0.249

0.062

ERBBusiness

<>

ProbSolvPers

0.331

0.110

ProbSolvBus

<>

ExpertisePers

0.092

0.008

ERBBusiness

<>

ExpertisePers

0.173

0.030

ProbSolvBus

<>

ExpertiseBus

0.057

0.003

ERBBusiness

<>

ExpertiseBus

0.160

0.026

ProbSolvBus

<>

DisclosurePers

0.203

0.041

ERBBusiness

<>

DisclosurePers

0.295

0.087

ProbSolvBus

<>

Empathy

0.290

0.084

ERBBusiness

<>

Empathy

0.454

0.206

ProbSolvBus

<>

DisclosureBus

0.408

0.166

ERBBusiness

<>

DisclosureBus

0.527

0.278

TrustBus

<>

TrustPers

0.592

0.350

ERBPersonal

<>

GoalSharPers

0.775

0.601

TrustBus

<>

ProbSolvPers

0.316

0.100

ERBPersonal

<>

GoalShareBus

0.082

0.007

TrustBus

<>

ExpertisePers

0.414

0.171

ERBPersonal

<>

ProbSolvBus

0.189

0.036

TrustBus

<>

ExpertiseBus

0.438

0.192

ERBPersonal

<>

TrustBus

0.319

0.102

TrustBus

<>

DisclosurePers

0.472

0.223

ERBPersonal

<>

TrustPers

0.519

0.269

TrustBus

<>

Empathy

0.580

0.336

ERBPersonal

<>

ProbSolvPers

0.795

0.632

TrustBus

<>

DisclosureBus

0.572

0.327

ERBPersonal

<>

ExpertisePers

0.551

0.304

TrustPers

<>

ProbSolvPers

0.468

0.219

ERBPersonal

<>

ExpertiseBus

0.001

0.000

TrustPers

<>

ExpertisePers

0.605

0.366

ERBPersonal

<>

DisclosurePers

0.687

0.472

TrustPers

<>

ExpertiseBus

0.248

0.062

ERBPersonal

<>

Empathy

0.550

0.303

TrustPers

<>

DisclosurePers

0.535

0.286

ERBPersonal

<>

DisclosureBus

0.632

0.399

TrustPers

<>

Empathy

0.576

0.332

GoalSharPers

<>

GoalShareBus

0.182

0.033

TrustPers

<>

DisclosureBus

0.501

0.251

GoalSharPers

<>

ProbSolvBus

0.264

0.070

ProbSolvPers

<>

ExpertisePers

0.469

0.220

GoalSharPers

<>

TrustBus

0.457

0.209

ProbSolvPers

<>

ExpertiseBus

0.067

0.004

GoalSharPers

<>

TrustPers

0.629

0.396

ProbSolvPers

<>

DisclosurePers

0.688

0.473

GoalSharPers

<>

ProbSolvPers

0.794

0.630

ProbSolvPers

<>

Empathy

0.506

0.256

GoalSharPers

<>

ExpertisePers

0.540

0.292

ProbSolvPers

<>

DisclosureBus

0.618

0.382

GoalSharPers

<>

ExpertiseBus

0.135

0.018

ExpertisePers

<>

ExpertiseBus

0.269

0.072

GoalSharPers

<>

DisclosurePers

0.592

0.350

ExpertisePers

<>

DisclosurePers

0.583

0.340

GoalSharPers

<>

Empathy

0.689

0.475

ExpertisePers

<>

Empathy

0.504

0.254

GoalSharPers

<>

DisclosureBus

0.656

0.430

ExpertisePers

<>

DisclosureBus

0.470

0.221

GoalShareBus

<>

ProbSolvBus

0.820

0.672

ExpertiseBus

<>

DisclosurePers

0.160

0.026

GoalShareBus

<>

TrustBus

0.303

0.092

ExpertiseBus

<>

Empathy

0.198

0.039

GoalShareBus

<>

TrustPers

0.174

0.030

ExpertiseBus

<>

DisclosureBus

0.236

0.056

GoalShareBus

<>

ProbSolvPers

0.086

0.007

DisclosurePers

<>

Empathy

0.712

0.507

GoalShareBus

<>

ExpertisePers

0.074

0.005

DisclosurePers

<>

DisclosureBus

0.790

0.624

GoalShareBus

<>

ExpertiseBus

0.039

0.002

Empathy

<>

DisclosureBus

0.625

0.391

Corr
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GoalShareBus

<>

Corr

Sq Corr

DisclosurePers

0.071

0.005

TABLE 16: CONSTRUCT RELIABILITY
& COMPOSITE RELIABILITY – MAIN STUDY

Essay 2
Extra Role Behaviors (B)
Expertise (B)
Goal Sharing (B)
Problem Solving (B)
Trust (B)
Disclosure (B)
Extra Role Behaviors (P)
Expertise (P)
Goal Sharing (P)
Problem Solving (P)
Trust (P)
Disclosure (P)
Empathy (P)
Business
Personal
Essay 3
Salesperson Reputation
Similarity
Seller Dependence
Economic Value
WOM
Satisfaction with Relationship
Commercial Friendship
Customer Orientation

Average
Variance
Extracted



Items

Composite
Reliability

.874
.969
.922
r=.703
.890
.709
.937
.962
.811
r=.853
.922
.908
.860
.815
.920

4
3
3
2
3
3
4
3
3
2
3
3
3
6
7

.901
.958
.930
.893
.917
.795
.939
.963
.827
.902
.945
.918
.889
.815
.916

.70
.88
.82
.72
.79
.57
.79
.90
.62
.82
.85
.79
.73
.44
.61

.900
.730
.704
.872
.955
.936
r=.74
.93

3
3
3
3
3
4
2
5

.907
.488
.485
.692
.879
.797
.849
.939

.77
.74
.73
.87
.96
.94
.71
.66

The analysis of Model 1 allowed for the test of the psychometric properties of the
individual items and first order constructs of social capital across the business and personal
components of buyer-seller relationships. Establishing this model as a baseline allows the further
analysis of these constructs in additional models to explore second order construct structures.
CFA Model 2: Second-Order Constructs – 6 Latent Factors. The second model
investigated measurement properties and structure of the constructs according to the dimensions
of social capital theory – structural, cognitive, and relational – across the business and personal
components separately. This analysis explored the presence and discriminant validity of the
personal and business components of each dimension of SCT resulting in an analysis of a six
second-order construct model. The measurement model is shown in Figure 7.
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All paths from each indicator to the corresponding latent construct are significant (Table
18). Though the chi-square statistic [χ2 = 1752.124, (df=712), p=.000] is significant, other fit
statistics satisfied the recommended criteria and support the resulting model (normed χ2 = 2.46,
confirmatory fit index = .891, and root mean square error of approximation = .077) (Gerbing and
Anderson 1988). Each observed indicator loads significantly (p<.001) on the intended latent
construct. However, other problems in the model suggest the model is not suitable for further
analysis. First, the loading of Expertise Business on the second-order factor of Structural
Business is .251, which is well below the .70 threshold for acceptable loadings. Combined with a
loading for Extra Role Behaviors Business (.627) below .70, this suggests that the second-order
construct of Structural Business is not well represented in the model. Second, the standardized
loading of Problem Solving Business on the second-order construct of Cognitive Business
(1.007) exceeds 1 indicating a problem with the model. Construct correlations are found in Table
19. Due to these major limitations in the model, this model does not effectively demonstrate a
second-order construct structure by which to further analyze these constructs.

FIGURE 7: CFA MODEL 2 – SECOND-ORDER CONSTRUCTS
– 6 LATENT FACTORS2

2

Covariances between latent constructs and error terms on indicators not depicted for clarity of graphic purposes.
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TABLE 17: FIRST ORDER CONSTRUCTS DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS & CORRELATIONS – MAIN STUDY
Constructs a
Essay 2
1 Extra Role Behaviors (B)
2 Goal Sharing (B)
3 Problem Solving (B)
4 Trust (B)
5 Expertise (B)
6 Disclosure (B)
7 Extra Role Behaviors (P)
8 Goal Sharing (P)
9 Problem Solving (P)
10 Trust (P)
11 Expertise (P)
12 Disclosure (P)
13 Empathy
Essay 3
14 WOM
15 Satisfaction with Relationship
16 Salesperson Reputation
17 Similarity
18 Economic Value
19 Seller Dependence
a
N=362
**p<.01; *p<.05

Mean SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

4.71
6.08
6.65
6.52
6.66
6.17
4.48
6.94
5.35
6.02
5.96
4.92
4.66

.66
.84
.92
.99
.74
1.14
1.36
1.15
1.39
1.14
.89
1.58
.96

1.00
.717**
.796**
.682**
.337**
.557**
.414**
.538**
.478**
.388**
.352**
.323**
.492**

.717**
1.00
.897**
.505**
.231**
.374**
.193**
.422**
.237**
.316**
.249**
.148**
.297**

.796**
.897**
1.00
.542**
.294**
.510**
.306**
.479**
.364**
.383**
.254**
.278**
.402**

.682**
.505**
.542**
1.00
.566**
.596**
.337**
.539**
.358**
.634**
.502**
.416**
.603**

.337**
.231**
.294**
.566**
1.00
.332**
0.07
.259**
.139**
.357**
.385**
.185**
.305**

.557**
.374**
.510**
.596**
.332**
1.00
.573**
.627**
.568**
.521**
.524**
.799**
.707**

.414**
.193**
.306**
.337**
0.07
.573**
1.00
.747**
.853**
.554**
.549**
.699**
.561**

.538**
.422**
.479**
.539**
.259**
.627**
.747**
1.00
.822**
.717**
.584**
.590**
.735**

.478**
.237**
.364**
.358**
.139**
.568**
.853**
.822**
1.00
.517**
.464**
.649**
.520**

.388**
.316**
.383**
.634**
.357**
.521**
.554**
.717**
.517**
1.00
.648**
.516**
.633**

.352**
.249**
.254**
.502**
.385**
.524**
.549**
.584**
.464**
.648**
1.00
.579**
.589**

.323**
.148**
.278**
.416**
.185**
.799**
.699**
.590**
.649**
.516**
.579**
1.00
.746**

.492**
.297**
.402**
.603**
.305**
.707**
.561**
.735**
.520**
.633**
.589**
.746**
1.00

.424**
.200**
.295**
.530**
.321**
.522**
.457**
.466**
.407**
.499**
.492**
.506**
.574**

.545**
.360**
.448**
.608**
.376**
.617**
.487**
.499**
.422**
.517**
.519**
.525**
.575**

.596**
.451**
.487**
.625**
.550**
.517**
.355**
.526**
.381**
.502**
.545**
.398**
.552**

.362**
.219**
.279**
.346**
.136**
.473**
.431**
.407**
.396**
.350**
.300**
.469**
.455**

.472**
.315**
.415**
.379**
.250**
.483**
.382**
.448**
.344**
.457**
.375**
.372**
.433**

.183**
0.06
.124 *
.163**
0.09
.161**
.146**
.163**
.115 *
.151**
0.10
.122 *
.185**

5.20
5.92
6.51
4.83
5.52
4.31

1.55
1.32
.84
1.42
1.31
1.56

.424**
.545**
.362**
.472**
.596**
.183**

.200**
.360**
.219**
.315**
.451**
0.06

.295**
.448**
.279**
.415**
.487**
.124 *

.530**
.608**
.346**
.379**
.625**
.163**

.321**
.376**
.136**
.250**
.550**
0.09

.522**
.617**
.473**
.483**
.517**
.161**

.457**
.487**
.431**
.382**
.355**
.146**

.466**
.499**
.407**
.448**
.526**
.163**

.407**
.422**
.396**
.344**
.381**
.115 *

.499**
.517**
.350**
.457**
.502**
.151**

.492**
.519**
.300**
.375**
.545**
0.10

.506**
.525**
.469**
.372**
.398**
.122 *

.574**
.575**
.455**
.433**
.552**
.185**

1.00
.708**
.465**
.533**
.511 **
.225**

.708**
1.00
.509**
.587**
.594**
.221**

.511 **
.594**
.291**
.452**
1.00
.143**

.465**
.509**
1.00
.406**
.291**
.178**

.533**
.587**
.406**
1.00
.452**
.357**

.225**
.221**
.143**
.178**
.357**
1.00
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TABLE 18: CFA MODEL 2 – STANDARDIZED FACTOR LOADINGS
Standardized
Estimate
S.E.
C.R.
Loading
ERBBusiness <--- StructuralBus
1.000
0.627
ExpertiseBus
<--- StructuralBus
0.309
0.251
0.072 4.322
ERBPersonal
<--- StructuralPers
1.000
0.861
ExpertisePers <--- StructuralPers
0.473
0.641
0.047 10.025
GoalShareBus <--- CognitiveBus
1.000
0.845
ProbSolvBus
<--- CognitiveBus
1.114
1.007
0.128 8.699
GoalSharPers <--- CognitivePers
1.000
0.910
ProbSolvPers <--- CognitivePers
1.122
0.879
0.080 14.021
TrustBus
<--- RelationalBus
1.000
0.722
DisclosureBus <--- RelationalBus
0.973
0.786
0.140 6.937
TrustPers
<--- RelationalPers
0.464
0.708
0.046 10.006
DisclosurePers <--- RelationalPers
1.000
0.848
Emp
<--- RelationalPers
0.522
0.781
0.057 9.088
ERBB5
<--- ERBBusiness
1.000
0.802
ERBB3
<--- ERBBusiness
0.941
0.821
0.067 14.014
ERBB2
<--- ERBBusiness
0.877
0.786
0.066 13.292
ERBB1
<--- ERBBusiness
0.733
0.797
0.054 13.512
ERBP1
<--- ERBPersonal
1.000
0.882
ERBP2
<--- ERBPersonal
1.124
0.902
0.053 21.185
ERBP3
<--- ERBPersonal
1.217
0.939
0.053 23.173
ERBP5
<--- ERBPersonal
1.134
0.845
0.062 18.432
GoalShP1
<--- GoalSharPers
1.000
0.868
GoalShP2
<--- GoalSharPers
0.716
0.771
0.052 13.806
GoalShP3
<--- GoalSharPers
0.510
0.656
0.046 11.123
GoalSharB3
<--- GoalShareBus
1.000
0.898
GoalSharB2
<--- GoalShareBus
1.009
0.947
0.042 23.749
GoalSharB1
<--- GoalShareBus
0.929
0.843
0.050 18.706
ProblSolvB2
<--- ProbSolvBus
1.182
0.799
0.108 10.893
ProbSolvB1
<--- ProbSolvBus
1.220
0.846
0.107 11.362
TrustB3
<--- TrustBus
1.000
0.850
TrustB2
<--- TrustBus
0.948
0.918
0.052 18.287
TrustB1
<--- TrustBus
0.781
0.823
0.049 15.838
TrustP1
<--- TrustPers
1.000
0.828
TrustP2
<--- TrustPers
1.231
0.961
0.062 19.904
TrustP3
<--- TrustPers
1.218
0.907
0.066 18.542
ProbSolvP1
<--- ProbSolvPers
1.000
0.951
ProbSolvP2
<--- ProbSolvPers
1.019
0.897
0.047 21.791
ExpertiseP1
<--- ExpertisePers
1.000
0.950
87

P
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

ExpertiseP2
ExpertiseP3
ExpertiseB4
ExpertiseB3
ExpertiseB2
DisclosureP1
DisclosureP2
DisclosureP4
Empathy1
Empathy2
Empathy3
DisclosureB4
DisclosureB2
DisclosureB1

<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<---

(TABLE 18: CONTINUED)
Standardized
Estimate
Loading
ExpertisePers
0.956
0.942
ExpertisePers
0.922
0.945
ExpertiseBus
1.000
0.945
ExpertiseBus
1.095
0.995
ExpertiseBus
1.030
0.928
DisclosurePers
1.000
0.888
DisclosurePers
1.118
0.951
DisclosurePers
1.010
0.814
Empathy
1.000
0.664
Empathy
1.301
0.926
Empathy
1.186
0.890
DisclosureBus
1.000
0.545
DisclosureBus
1.103
0.774
DisclosureBus
1.286
0.753

S.E.

C.R.

0.031 30.965 ***
0.029 31.340 ***
0.027 40.608 ***
0.035 29.633 ***
0.049 23.039 ***
0.059 17.163 ***
0.106 12.247 ***
0.099 12.027 ***
0.139
0.164

7.938
7.845

TABLE 19: CFA MODEL 2 – CONSTRUCT CORRELATIONS

StructuralBus
StructuralBus
StructuralBus
StructuralBus
StructuralBus
StructuralPers
StructuralPers
StructuralPers
StructuralPers
CognitiveBus
CognitiveBus
CognitiveBus
CognitivePers
CognitivePers
RelationalBus

<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->

StructuralPers
CognitiveBus
CognitivePers
RelationalBus
RelationalPers
CognitiveBus
CognitivePers
RelationalBus
RelationalPers
CognitivePers
RelationalBus
RelationalPers
RelationalBus
RelationalPers
RelationalPers
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P

Correlation

Squared
Correlation

0.536
0.963
0.596
1.253
0.704
0.179
0.996
0.760
0.928
0.249
0.518
0.286
0.746
0.851
0.996

0.287
0.927
0.355
1.570
0.496
0.032
0.992
0.578
0.861
0.062
0.268
0.082
0.557
0.724
0.992

***
***

CFA Model 3: Second-Order Constructs – 3 Latent Factors. To further investigate
the presence of a second-order model by which to analyze the dimensions of social capital theory,
a third model was investigated. This model explored the measurement properties and structure of
the constructs according to the dimensions of SCT – structural, cognitive, and relational. This
analysis explored the presence and discriminant validity components of each dimension of SCT
resulting in an analysis of a three second-order construct model. The measurement model is
shown in Figure 8.
All paths from each indicator to the corresponding latent construct are significant (Table
16). However, a significant chi-square statistic [χ2 = 2394.656, (df=763), p=.000] combined with
other fit statistics not meeting recommended criteria (normed χ2 = 3.14, confirmatory fit index
= .827, and root mean square error of approximation = .093) suggest the model is not suitable for
further analysis. Additionally, the standardized loading of Problem Solving Business on the
second-order construct of Cognitive (1.054) exceeds 1 indicating a problem with the model
(Table 20). Due to these major limitations in the model, this model does not effectively
demonstrate a second-order construct structure by which to further analyze these constructs.

FIGURE 8: CFA MODEL 3 – SECOND-ORDER CONSTRUCTS
– 3 LATENT FACTORS3
3

Error terms on indicators not depicted for clarity of graphic purposes.
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TABLE 20: CFA MODEL 3 – STANDARDIZED FACTOR LOADINGS
Standardized
Estimate
S.E.
C.R.
P
Loading
ExpertiseBus
<--- Structural
1.000
0.295
ERBBusiness
<--- Structural
2.156
0.517
0.537 4.016
***
ExpertisePers
<--- Structural
2.651
0.628
0.614 4.320
***
ERBPersonal
<--- Structural
4.489
0.677
1.033 4.347
***
GoalShareBus
<--- Cognitive
0.825
0.936
0.086 9.630
***
GoalSharPers
<--- Cognitive
0.269
0.233
0.082 3.275 0.001
ProbSolvPers
<--- Cognitive
0.245
0.127
0.114 2.154 0.031
ProbSolvBus
<--- Cognitive
1.000
1.054
Empathy
<--- Relational
1.049
0.803
0.160 6.558
***
DisclosurePers <--- Relational
1.891
0.825
0.257 7.359
***
TrustPers
<--- Relational
0.907
0.709
0.133 6.814
***
TrustBus
<--- Relational
0.907
0.679
0.136 6.662
***
DisclosureBus
<--- Relational
1.000
0.832
ERBB5
<--- ERBBusiness
1.000
0.812
ERBB1
<--- ERBBusiness
0.704
0.776
0.054 13.081 ***
ERBP1
<--- ERBPersonal
1.000
0.885
ERBP2
<--- ERBPersonal
1.125
0.907
0.052 21.471 ***
ERBP3
<--- ERBPersonal
1.210
0.937
0.052 23.088 ***
ERBP5
<--- ERBPersonal
1.123
0.839
0.062 18.209 ***
GoalShP1
<--- GoalSharPers
1.000
0.688
GoalShP2
<--- GoalSharPers
1.091
0.932
0.102 10.688 ***
GoalShP3
<--- GoalSharPers
0.733
0.748
0.069 10.686 ***
GoalSharB2
<--- GoalShareBus
1.067
0.937
0.051 20.907 ***
GoalSharB1
<--- GoalShareBus
1.000
0.849
ProblSolvB2
<--- ProbSolvBus
0.962
0.700
0.085 11.349 ***
TrustB3
<--- TrustBus
1.000
0.847
TrustB2
<--- TrustBus
0.961
0.927
0.053 18.113 ***
TrustB1
<--- TrustBus
0.776
0.816
0.050 15.567 ***
TrustP1
<--- TrustPers
1.000
0.829
TrustP2
<--- TrustPers
1.229
0.960
0.062 19.887 ***
TrustP3
<--- TrustPers
1.219
0.908
0.066 18.573 ***
ProbSolvP1
<--- ProbSolvPers
1.000
1.083
ProbSolvP2
<--- ProbSolvPers
0.787
0.788
0.267 2.951 0.003
ExpertiseP1
<--- ExpertisePers
1.000
0.954
ExpertiseP2
<--- ExpertisePers
0.949
0.939
0.031 30.943 ***
ExpertiseP3
<--- ExpertisePers
0.918
0.945
0.029 31.729 ***
ExpertiseB2
<--- ExpertiseBus
1.000
0.962
ExpertiseB1
<--- ExpertiseBus
0.469
0.619
0.040 11.687 ***
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DisclosureP1
DisclosureP2
DisclosureP4
Empathyathy1
Empathyathy2
Empathyathy3
DisclosureB4
DisclosureB2
DisclosureB1
GoalSharB3
ProbSolvB1
ProbSolvB3
ProbSolvB5
ERBB2
ERBB3
ExpertiseB3

<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<---

(TABLE 20: CONTINUED)
Standardized
Estimate
Loading
DisclosurePers
1.000
0.883
DisclosurePers
1.132
0.957
DisclosurePers
1.016
0.814
Empathy
1.000
0.663
Empathy
1.291
0.918
Empathy
1.197
0.897
DisclosureBus
1.000
0.546
DisclosureBus
1.121
0.789
DisclosureBus
1.257
0.737
GoalShareBus
1.076
0.904
ProbSolvBus
1.000
0.747
ProbSolvBus
0.551
0.218
ProbSolvBus
1.008
0.933
ERBBusiness
0.861
0.782
ERBBusiness
0.944
0.834
ExpertiseBus
0.989
0.960

S.E.

C.R.

P

0.050 22.792
0.060 17.050

***
***

0.106 12.192
0.099 12.063

***
***

0.140 7.985
0.162 7.771
0.055 19.491

***
***
***

0.163
0.064
0.065
0.066
0.040

***
***
***
***
***

3.370
15.681
13.209
14.235
24.993

TABLE 21: CFA MODEL 3 – CONSTRUCT CORRELATIONS
Squared
Correlation
Correlation
Structural
<--> Cognitive
0.329
0.108
Structural
<--> Relational
1.053
1.109
Cognitive
<--> Relational
0.293
0.086
Model 4: Second-Order Constructs – 2 Latent Factors. The fourth model investigated
measurement properties and structure of the constructs according to the meta themes found in the
qualitative study of Essay 1 – business and personal. This analysis explored the presence and
discriminant validity of the personal and business components of the relationship resulting in an
analysis of a two construct model. The resulting measurement model is shown in Figure 9.
All paths from each indicator to the corresponding latent construct are significant (Table
22). Though the chi-square statistic [χ2 = 1941.9, (df=688), p=.000] is significant, other fit
statistics satisfied the recommended criteria and support the resulting model (normed χ2 = 2.82
confirmatory fit index = .866, and root mean square error of approximation = .086) (Gerbing and
Anderson 1988). Each observed indicator loads significantly (p<.001) on the intended latent
construct. Three items fell slightly below .70, which included one measure of Disclosure
Personal, Goal Sharing Personal, and Empathy (Table 22). One construct loading from Expertise
Business to Business (.252) was below the recommended standard, however, because all other
loadings on the Business construct exceeded .70 and because Expertise Business is a key
theoretical variable, the construct was retained. Otherwise, all item loadings exceeded .70 and
composite reliabilities and average variance extracted for each construct were above the
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recommended criteria of .70 and .50, respectively (See Table 16). Exceeding these criteria
demonstrates convergent validity for the constructs (Bagozzi and Yi 1988). All constructs were
positively and significantly (p < .05) correlated (Table 23).

***

***

***

***

Relational Personal

Relational Business

***

Cognitive Personal

***

Structural Personal

Cognitive Business Structural Business

The second-order model with two latent constructs – business and personal –
demonstrates model fit statistics within acceptable ranges, offers better model fit than competing
models, and supports discriminant validity between constructs as predicted (See discussion on
page 106). Further, the two second-order construct structure supports the discovery of the
business and personal components of buyer-seller relationships in the qualitative investigation in
Essay 1. For these reasons, this model will be used to explore the presence of multiple
relationship types in the data as determined by the level of business and personal social capital in
each relationship type.

FIGURE 9: CFA MODEL 4 – SECOND-ORDER CONSTRUCTS-2 LATENT FACTORS4

4

Error terms on indicators not depicted for clarity of graphic purposes.
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TABLE 22: CFA MODEL 4 – STANDARDIZED FACTOR LOADINGS
Estimate
ERBBusiness
ExpertiseBus
GoalShareBus
ProbSolvBus
TrustBus
DisclosureBus
Emp
DisclosurePers
TrustPers
ProbSolvPers
GoalSharPers
ExpertisePers
ERBPersonal
ERBB5
ERBB3
ERBB2
ERBB1
ERBP1
ERBP2
ERBP3
ERBP5
GoalShP1
GoalShP2
GoalShP3
GoalSharB3
GoalSharB2
GoalSharB1
ProblSolvB2
ProbSolvB1
TrustB3
TrustB2
TrustB1
TrustP1
TrustP2
TrustP3
ProbSolvP1
ProbSolvP2
ExpertiseP1

<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<---

Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
ERBBusiness
ERBBusiness
ERBBusiness
ERBBusiness
ERBPersonal
ERBPersonal
ERBPersonal
ERBPersonal
GoalSharPers
GoalSharPers
GoalSharPers
GoalShareBus
GoalShareBus
GoalShareBus
ProbSolvBus
ProbSolvBus
TrustBus
TrustBus
TrustBus
TrustPers
TrustPers
TrustPers
ProbSolvPers
ProbSolvPers
ExpertisePers

1.000
0.238
0.735
0.984
0.890
0.800
0.558
1.042
0.497
1.043
0.957
0.488
1.000
1.000
0.939
0.886
0.739
1.000
1.124
1.213
1.131
1.000
0.710
0.502
1.000
1.019
0.932
1.037
1.000
1.000
0.949
0.762
1.000
1.235
1.218
1.000
1.014
1.000
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Standardized
Loading
0.820
0.252
0.634
0.752
0.684
0.697
0.740
0.793
0.678
0.838
0.891
0.655
0.853
0.799
0.816
0.792
0.801
0.884
0.904
0.937
0.844
0.872
0.769
0.649
0.893
0.952
0.841
0.843
0.834
0.856
0.925
0.809
0.827
0.963
0.906
0.954
0.894
0.951

S.E.

C.R.

P

0.067
0.092
0.118
0.108
0.131
0.063
0.089
0.051
0.079
0.075
0.048

3.541
7.977
8.319
8.232
6.129
8.859
11.673
9.669
13.231
12.825
10.135

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

0.068
0.067
0.055

13.816
13.329
13.510

***
***
***

0.053
0.052
0.061

21.323
23.160
18.406

***
***
***

0.052
0.046

13.764
10.980

***
***

0.045
0.051
0.090

22.833
18.438
11.498

***
***
***

0.052
0.049

18.283
15.542

***
***

0.062
0.066

19.861
18.473

***
***

0.048

21.149

***

ExpertiseP2
ExpertiseP3
ExpertiseB4
ExpertiseB3
ExpertiseB2
DisclosureP1
DisclosureP2
DisclosureP4
Empathy1
Empathy2
Empathy3
DisclosureB4
DisclosureB2
DisclosureB1

<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<---

(TABLE 22: CONTINUED)
Standardized
Estimate
Loading
ExpertisePers
0.955
0.942
ExpertisePers
0.921
0.945
ExpertiseBus
1.000
0.945
ExpertiseBus
1.095
0.995
ExpertiseBus
1.030
0.928
DisclosurePers
1.000
0.883
DisclosurePers
1.128
0.954
DisclosurePers
1.022
0.818
Emp
1.000
0.668
Emp
1.307
0.936
Emp
1.162
0.877
DisclosureBus
1.000
0.541
DisclosureBus
1.140
0.796
DisclosureBus
1.261
0.734

S.E.

C.R.

P

0.031
0.029

30.941
31.434

***
***

0.027
0.035

40.573
29.608

***
***

0.050
0.060

22.500
17.165

***
***

0.106
0.096

12.386
12.058

***
***

0.152
0.171

7.509
7.392

***
***

TABLE 23: CFA MODEL 4 – CONSTRUCT CORRELATIONS
Squared
Correlation
Correlation
Personal
<--> Business
0.567
0.322
Exploring A Taxonomy of Relationship Types
Purpose and Predictions
In addition to exploring the structure of the items representing the social capital theory
dimensions of trusted advisor relationships, a goal of Essay 2 is to respond to Deficiency 1 and to
investigate how TARs are different from other relationship types in the literature. Additionally,
in response to Deficiency 2, this analysis aims to identify how buyers describe and recognize
different relationship types. Through the use of Cluster Analysis, these data are assessed to
investigate the differences in the data that suggest the presence of different relationship types
based on the business and personal factors identified in the confirmatory factor analysis.
Specifically, cluster analyses are used to form groups by identifying cases that have
similar evaluations of the business and personal components of their buyer-seller relationship.
Analyzing the clusters formed will allow investigation into Deficiency 1 and offer evidence of
how buyers describe and recognize different relationship types. Additionally, this analysis seeks
to identify groups with substantial between-cluster variation to demonstrate that the relationship
types are significantly different and demonstrate properties similar to the theoretical definitions
of relationship types in the literature. The cluster analysis will also provide empirically derived
clusters representing different relationships types for use in subsequent analysis as a grouping
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variable for the cases in the data and to investigate patterns of results across relationship types.
Based on the definitions of relationship types offered in the literature and the relationship types
described to participants in the study, four clusters are expected to emerge in the data. The four
clusters are predicted to follow the pattern of means shown in Table 24 with trusted advisor
relationships represented by a cluster with high cluster centers for both business and personal
components, extensive commercial relationships represented by a cluster with a high cluster
center for business and a lower cluster center for personal, expressive relationships represented
by a cluster with a high cluster center for personal and a lower cluster center for business, and
transactional exchange represented by a cluster with low mean scores on both business and
personal components. Such findings would be consist with existing characterizations of
extensive commercial relationships, expressive relationships, and transactional exchanges in the
literature, as well as the definition of TARs derived from the qualitative inquiry in Essay 1.
TABLE 24: CLUSTER PATTERN OF MEANS PREDICTIONS
Relationship Type Cluster
Business Mean Personal Mean
Transactional Exchange
Low
Low
Expressive Relationship
Low
High
Extensive Commercial Relationship
High
Low
Trusted Advisor Relationship
High
High
Process and Findings
A taxonomic analysis of relationship types was performed via a k-means cluster analysis
of subject‟s summated score on the second-order constructs of business and personal identified
in CFA Model 4. Using random seed initial cluster centers, a four-cluster solution was identified.
The mean scores of the four clusters (Table 25) support the pattern of predictions presented in
Table 24. As expected, Cluster B shows high mean scores on both components (TAR) and
Cluster D shows the lowest mean scores on both components (Transactional Exchange). The
identification of Clusters A and C partially supports the predicted mean score patterns. Cluster A
shows a high mean score on business with a lower score on personal, and Cluster C shows a
personal mean score higher than the extensive commercial relationship and a business mean
score lower than the extensive commercial relationship. However, to fully support the
predictions, the cluster representing Expressive Relationships would be expected to show a
personal mean score higher than the business mean score. However, due to limited sample sizes
in each cluster, subsequent analyses will pool Transactional Exchanges, Expressive
Relationships, and Extensive Commercial Relationships for comparison with TARs. The cluster
analysis provides support for the identification of trusted advisor relationships as distinct from
the other three relationship types present in the data, which responds to Deficiency 1 as evidence
of how TARs are different from other relationship types in the literature. In addition to the mean
score pattern in Table 25 corresponding with predictions and the definition of TARs, the Error
Bar graphs in Figures 10 and 11 show that the confidence intervals for the mean scores do not
overlap across relationship types demonstrating significant differences between the groups.
Figure 12 represents cluster membership by business and personal factors.
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Business
Personal
Cluster Size
Corresponding
SelfClassification

TABLE 25: EMPIRICAL CLUSTER PROFILES
Cluster
A
B
C
D
6.38
6.80
6.04
5.23
4.52
6.57
5.66
3.53
43
Extensive
Commercial
Relationship

F Ratio
94.87
491.02

Sig.
.000
.000

114
76
17
Trusted
Expressive Transactional
Advisor
Relationship
Exchange
Relationship

*Cluster labels are based on the pattern of means corresponding with relationship types
utilized in subject self-classification.

A
B
C
D
FIGURE 10: ERROR BAR CHART – CLUSTER MEAN SCORES BY BUSINESS
In addition to responding to Deficiency 1 by providing evidence of the distinction
between TARs and other relationship types, the Cluster Analysis responds to Deficiency 2 – how
do buyers describe and recognize different relationship types. When compared to the empirical
classifications of relationships based on the Cluster Analysis, respondent classifications of their
own relationship type matched in 72.81% of cases for trusted advisor relationships, 27.91% of
cases for extensive commercial relationships, 22.37% of cases for expressive relationships, and
76.47% of cases for transactional exchanges. These figures suggest that buyers are, in fact,
capable of identifying trusted advisor relationships compared to other relationship types. Further,
the significant differences between these relationship types on both the business and personal
constructs support the use of these factors as distinguishing characteristics by which to identify
groups of relationships within the data.
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A
B
C
D
FIGURE 11: ERROR BAR CHART – CLUSTER MEAN SCORES BY PERSONAL

Cluster
Membership

Business

Transactional
Expressive
Extensive
TAR

Personal
FIGURE 12: SCATTERPLOT – CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP
BY BUSINESS & PERSONAL FACTORS
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Assessing Patterns of Means Across Relationship Type Clusters
Purpose and Predictions
In order to assess differences between relationship types across variables of interest in the
Main Study, a series of ANOVAs were conducted. These analyses serve several purposes. First,
in response to Deficiency 1, these analyses contribute to understanding how TARs are different
from other relationship types in the relationship marketing literature. Second, in response to
Deficiency 3, these analyses investigate the pattern of effects of both the business and personal
components of trusted advisor relationships. Third, this section compares results of analyses
from the taxonomy of empirically classified relationship clusters with the typology of selfclassified relationship clusters to examine differences in patterns of means based on clustering
method.
Process and Findings5
Comparing a Taxonomy on Social Capital Theory Constructs. The ANOVA tests
between the empirically classified relationship clusters (Table 26) shows a significant (p-values
below .05) impact of relationship type on each measure in the model (personal and business
components of the social capital dimensions). Observed power exceeds .947 for all measures.
Effect sizes range from .065 (Expertise_B) to .658 (ERB_P), however, all exceed the .04
threshold for practically significant results (Ferguson 2009). Overall, these results suggest
significant mean differences on all of the variables in the analysis based on relationship type.
Figures 13 through 20 depict the pattern of means graphically across the dimensions of SCT, as
well as across the business and personal factors identified in the confirmatory factor analysis to
identify relationship type clusters.
The MANOVA results demonstrate that there are significant differences on all of the
social capital variables across relationship type as depicted in the Profile Plots in Figures 13
through 20, however, these results do not specify whether or not the differences between
transactional exchanges and expressive relationships are significant, or if the differences between
extensive commercial relationships and TARs are significant, and so on. Therefore, a series of ttests on these variables by each set of relationship types was conducted. The results of these tests
are included in Table 24 by each set of relationship types.
The results offer evidence that relationships characterized by high levels of both business
and personal social capital (TARs) show significantly different mean patterns across all variables
and factors with the exception of Expertise and Goal Sharing when compared to the extensive
commercial relationship cluster. The prediction that both structural business and cognitive
business dimensions would show no significant difference in mean scores between extensive
commercial relationships (Cluster 3) and trusted advisor relationships (Cluster 4) based on an
increased reliance on social interactions and norms in TARs was only partially supported. In two
5

In this section, the references to cluster numbers have been transformed to correspond with the self-classified
relationship types for ease of comparison. Therefore, Cluster 1 refers to transactional exchanges, Cluster 2 refers to
expressive relationships, Cluster 3 refers to extensive commercial relationships, and Cluster 4 refers to trusted
advisor relationships.
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of the four constructs, no significant difference between groups was found (Expertise Business
and Goal Sharing Business). This finding suggests that the presence of norms and shift to the
personal components of the relationship only partially attenuate the presence of increasing mean
scores on business dimensions of the relationship.
The non-significant differences on Expertise Business, Goal Sharing Business, and
Problem Solving Business between transactional exchanges (Cluster 1) and expressive
relationships (Cluster 2) represent the low level of business interactions in these types of
relationships. Both relationships require minimum business interactions and Expressive
Relationships place a greater emphasis on personal interactions as noted by the higher mean
scores on personal constructs than business constructs in these relationships.
The mean differences between expressive relationships (Cluster 2) and extensive
commercial relationships (Cluster 3) show a non-significant difference on the Expertise Business
construct, however, the pattern of means on both Expertise and Extra Role Behaviors increase
from Cluster 2 to Cluster 3 providing partial support of the predictions for these relationships.
The remaining non-significant t-test in Table 26 suggests a non-significant difference in the
TABLE 26: ANOVA TESTS BETWEEN EMPIRICALLY
CLASSIFIED RELATIONSHIP CLUSTERS
T-Test for Equality of Means
Tests of BetweenSignificance of Means Between
Subjects Effects
Relationship Types
Construct
Partial
F
Sig.
Eta
4&1 4&2 4&3 1&2 1&3
Squared
Rel
ERB_B
35.236 **
.301
**
**
**
**
**
Type_ Expertise_B
5.724 **
.065
**
*
0.125 0.326
*
Cluster GoalShar_B
16.852 **
.170
**
**
0.091 0.493
*
ProbSolv_B
32.376 **
.283
**
**
*
**
0.317
Trust_B
49.320 **
.376
**
**
**
**
**
Disclosure_B
54.882 **
.401
**
**
**
**
**
ERB_P
157.475 **
.658
**
**
**
**
*
Expertise_P
71.142 **
.465
**
**
**
**
0.404
GoalShar_P
98.066 **
.545
**
**
**
**
**
Trust_P
65.878 **
.445
**
**
**
**
*
Disclosure_P
116.704 **
.587
**
**
**
**
**
Empathy_P
79.784 **
.493
**
**
**
**
**
ProbSolv_P
120.974 **
.596
**
**
**
**
*
Business
92.228 **
.529
**
**
**
**
**
Personal
491.015 **
.857
**
**
**
**
**
*p<.01
*p<.05
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2&3
*
0.268
**
**
0.148
0.383
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

means on Expertise Personal between transactional exchanges (Cluster 1) and extensive
commercial relationships (Cluster 4). Though no predictions were made about the means
between these relationships on this construct, this finding is consistent with the focus on business
interactions in both of these relationship types as is evidenced by the means for each of these
relationship types on the business factor exceeding the means on the personal factor.
The Business and Personal factors derived from the CFAs and used as variables to group
relationship types in the Cluster Analysis are also presented in Table 26, Table 27, and Figures
19 and 20. The pattern of means across the Business and Personal factors further supports the
characterizations of the relationship types demonstrating the highest means on business and
personal for trusted advisor relationships (Cluster 4), and the lowest means on both constructs for
transactional exchanges (Cluster 1). Additionally, expressive relationships (Cluster 2) show a
higher mean score for the personal dimension compared to the business, which is indicative of
the focus of this relationship type on personal interactions. Extensive commercial relationships
(Cluster 3) demonstrate an opposite pattern indicative of the focus on business interactions. The
significant differences between means provide further support for the use of these factors as
identifying characteristics of the various relationship types of interest. Descriptive statistics for
clusters by construct are available in Appendix G.
TABLE 27: ANOVA TESTS BETWEEN SELF-CLASSIFIED
RELATIONSHIP CLUSTERS
T-Test for Equality of Means
Tests of BetweenSignificance of Means Between
Subjects Effects
Relationship Types
Construct
Partial
F
Sig.
Eta
4&1 4&2 4&3 1&2 1&3
Squared
Rel
ERB_B
12.715 **
.134
**
*
0.106 0.063
**
Type_
Expertise_B
3.003
*
.035
*
0.987 0.272 0.053 0.153
Self
GoalShar_B
1.236 .297
.015
0.074 0.446 0.553 0.371 0.307
ProbSolv_B
4.461 **
.052
**
0.350 0.603
0.021
*
Trust_B
25.389 **
.236
**
0.200
**
**
**
Disclosure_B 26.361 **
.243
**
**
**
**
**
ERB_P
21.788 **
.210
**
0.164
**
**
**
Expertise_P
13.676 **
.143
**
0.689 0.066
**
**
GoalShar_P
9.963 **
.108
**
*
**
*
0.053
Trust_P
19.007 **
.188
**
0.290
**
**
**
Disclosure_P 52.095 **
.388
**
*
**
**
**
Empathy_P
29.460 **
.264
**
**
**
**
**
ProbSolv_P
19.919 **
.195
**
**
*
**
**
Business
25.193 **
.226
**
**
**
**
**
Personal
42.062 **
.339
**
*
**
**
**
**p<.01 *p<.05
100

2&3
0.248
0.336
0.895
0.737
0.314
0.320
0.071
0.170
0.684
0.088
**
0.309
0.873
0.091
0.845

Comparing a Typology on Social Capital Theory Constructs. In addition to exploring
the patterns of means across constructs and factors of social capital across relationship types, the
analysis of mean differences using the empirically derived relationship clusters versus the
respondent identified relationship clusters offers additional insight into the abilities of
respondents to label various relationship types in which they are engaged. To investigate the
pattern of means in the self-classified clusters, a MANOVA and series of t-tests were conducted
as described above, but using the self-identified relationship clusters. The results of these
analyses are presented in Table 27. The substantial number of non-significant mean differences
contrary to theoretically based predictions between relationship types suggest that respondents
have a more difficult time classifying the two relationship types with mixed levels of business
and personal social capital compared to the two relationship types with the highest or lowest
levels of social capital. The match between self-classification to empirical classification
mentioned previously supports this finding. Respondent‟s classifications of their relationship
type matched the Cluster Analysis empirical classification in 72.81% of cases for trusted advisor
relationships, 27.91% of cases for extensive commercial relationships, 22.37% of cases for
expressive relationships, and 76.47% of cases for transactional exchanges. Descriptive statistics
for clusters by construct are available in Appendix H.

TABLE 28: MEAN DIFFERENCES OF SOCIAL CAPITAL THEORY
DIMENSIONS ACROSS RELATIONSHIP TYPES

Personal

---

Business

---

Personal

---

Business

---

Personal

---

Business

X

X

Relational
X
X

X
X

Cognitive
X

X

X

X

X

---

X

X

X

Transactional
Exchange

Expressive
Relationship

Extensive
Commercial
Relationship

Trusted
Advisor
Relationship

Structural

Note: Legend for the table is provided below.
X = Indicates difference in the mean from Transactional Exchange
---> = Predicted significant differences in means (X) between two groups
Green arrow = increase in mean between groups; Red arrow = decrease
Blue line = no difference in means between groups predicted
Solid Arrow/Line = Prediction Supported
Dashed Arrow/Line = Prediction Partially Supported
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Summary
Key takeaways from the MANOVA and t-test analyses include findings supporting a
predominant portion of the predictions made regarding the pattern of means expected in each
relationship type across the dimensions of social capital theory (Table 28). This illustrates the
multi-faceted nature of buyer-seller relationships and supports the presence of various types of
social capital in various amounts across a variety of relationships. Further, in combination with
the Cluster Analysis, these results support the further exploration of the differences in these
relationship types across models of buyer-seller relationships.
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FIGURE 13: PROFILE PLOT – BUSINESS
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FIGURE 14: PROFILE PLOT – STRUCTURAL BUSINESS
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Estimated Marginal Means
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FIGURE 15: PROFILE PLOT – COGNITIVE BUSINESS
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FIGURE 16: PROFILE PLOT – RELATIONAL BUSINESS
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Personal
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FIGURE 17: PROFILE PLOT – PERSONAL
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Discriminant Validity Within Nomological Network
Purpose and Predictions
In addition to establishing a measurement model to identify relationship types for use in
additional analysis, the confirmatory factor analysis will provide for a comparison of
relationships characterized by high levels of social capital, such as trusted advisor relationships,
with existing constructs in the sales and relationship marketing literatures. First, the researcher
establishes empirically that social capital is not a characteristic that a salesperson can
demonstrate in an exchange, such as customer orientation, but contributes to specific relationship
types at different levels of social capital. Second, data from the main study will support the
conceptualization of social capital as distinct from an existing relationship type in the literature,
commercial friendship. A brief discussion of the definition of each term is provided prior to the
analysis that will establish the discriminant validity of business and personal social capital.
Customer Orientation. The concept of salesperson customer orientation (CO) has been
well tested since its introduction by Saxe and Weitz (1982) and is very important in the
implementation of the marketing concept (Martin and Bush 2006). Defined as a commitment to
understanding and meeting a customer‟s needs, interests and ensuring long-term customer
satisfaction (Saxe and Weitz 1982; Homburg, Muller, and Klarmann 2011), CO has been
established as an antecedent to customer satisfaction (Brady and Cronin 2001), customer trust
(Swanson, Kelley, and Dorsch 1997), and long-term selling firm performance (Day 1994).
Further, customer orientation has been demonstrated to have positive effects on customer value
across a variety of industries and cultures (Blocker, Flint, Myers, and Slater 2011). Customer
orientation is usually presented in opposition to a selling orientation in salespeople. To contrast a
customer orientation, a selling orientation is defined as a firm or salesperson‟s focus on seeking
to stimulate demand for products produced, rather than organizing activities and products in
response to customer needs (Saxe and Weitz 1982).
This research proposes that customer orientation is distinct from trusted advisor
relationships in two major ways. First, customer orientation is a characteristic of a salesperson.
Salespeople with a high customer orientation focus on meeting customers‟ needs, interests and
ensuring long-term customer satisfaction with their clients (Saxe and Weitz 1982). Trusted
advisor relationships, in contrast, describe the relationship between the salesperson and customer.
TARs require the consideration of the interactions between two specific people that generate
social capital and facilitate business and personal activities. A salesperson that has a high
customer orientation may still not engage in a TAR due to a customer‟s lack of interest or ability
to engage in such a relationship. In such a case, customer orientation would still be present
through the salesperson, but a TAR would not be developed. Second, the construct of customer
orientation does not account for personal interactions within a buyer-seller relationship. The rich
literature exploring customer orientation is focused on salespeople helping customers achieve
business goals and outcomes (Brady and Cronin 2001; Blocker et al 2011). Personal goals and
outcomes, however, are not a focus of salespeople engaged in customer orientation.
Based on these two key conceptual differences between the constructs, following
analyses will explore the differences between customer orientation and components of social
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capital theory. Specifically, customer orientation is predicted to demonstrate discriminant
validity with both the business and personal dimensions of social capital. Subsequently
supporting that TARs consisting of both types of social capital are a relationship distinct from a
salesperson‟s customer orientation.
Commercial Friendship. Marketing relationships described as regular and ongoing
interactions over time and entailing some form of mutual dependence, along with components of
friendship such as commercial affection, intimacy, social support, loyalty, and reciprocal gift
giving are the essence of commercial friendships (Price and Arnould 1999). Commercial
friendships, include many components of the friendship described by Heide and Wathne (2006)
such as enjoying interactions with each other, feeling close to one another during the exchange,
and sharing thoughts with the other party. However, commercial friendships rely heavily on the
norm of reciprocity as a guiding tenet. In these relationships, both parties provide extras to the
other during the exchange such as preferential treatment and special services. Further, the
relationship is rooted in the desire of each party to achieve their business goal.
This research proposes that commercial friendship is a distinct construct from customer
orientation. A primary difference between the constructs is that though trusted advisor
relationships are also focused on the desire of each party to achieve business goals, TARs also
integrate each member of the dyad‟s personal goals. Further, individuals involved in TARs
engage in other personal interactions, such as interacting outside of the context of their business
roles and participating in social activities unrelated to their business interests. In Price and
Arnould‟s (1999) exploration of commercial friendships, these relationships were clearly limited
to the confines of the businesses in which the participants operated and did not extend outside the
work context. Based on these conceptual differences between the constructs, following analyses
will demonstrate empirically that commercial friendships displays convergent validity with the
business component of social capital in TARs. However, the personal component of social
capital demonstrates discriminant validity from commercial friendship demonstrating that the
commercial friendship construct accounts for only a portion of the social capital developed in
TARs and does not account for the depth of the relationship beyond the business context.
Process and Findings
To assess discriminant validity, the AVE of each construct of interest was compared to
the squared correlations among each pair of constructs under investigation. Discriminant validity
between the two constructs was supported if the squared correlation was greater than both of the
AVE values (Fornell and Larcker 1981). Analysis was conducted at both the first-order construct
level and the second-order factor level to fully explore the nomological network of the constructs
in the conceptual model.
Commercial friendship and customer orientation were first examined for discriminant
validity from the 13 first-order constructs representing the dimensions of social capital theory –
extra role behaviors, expertise, goal sharing, problem solving, trust, disclosure, and empathy.
Though no predictions were made specifically about these relationships, demonstrating
differentiation at this level supports the use of these first-order constructs for developing the
business and personal factors to be used in the structural model analysis of Essay 3. Each of the
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13 constructs demonstrated discriminant validity from commercial friendship and customer
orientation. AVE values and the squared correlation value for each of the 13 first-order
constructs with customer orientation and commercial friendship are provided in Table 29.
Discriminant validity was also tested between customer orientation and commercial
friendship, and the second-order factors of business and personal. The results support predictions
of discriminant validity demonstrating that customer orientation (AVE=.662) is distinct from
both the business (AVE=.44, squared correlation with CO=.368) and personal (AVE=.61,
squared correlation with CO=.091) components of social capital. This distinction between
constructs supports that the social capital contributing to TARs is distinct from customer
orientation as a salesperson characteristic. The analysis of discriminant validity of commercial
friendships also supports predictions such that commercial friendships (AVE=.71) are found to
be discriminant from the personal component of social capital (AVE=.614, squared correlation
with commercial friendship=.446). However, as predicted, commercial friendship (AVE=.71)
did not display discriminant validity from the business component (AVE=.434, squared
correlation with commercial friendship=.59). These findings support the theoretical definition of
commercial friendships that are bound by business interactions, but do not extend into a personal
relationship. Trusted advisor relationships consisting of both the business and personal
components of social capital offer an added layer of the buyer-seller relationship extending
beyond the commercial friendship and customer orientation constructs present in the literature.
Establishing how relationships characterized by the dimensions of social capital theory
place the constructs in the nomological network of relationship marketing and sales. Additionally,
these analyses support the research question of Deficiency 1 – how is TAR different from other
constructs in the relationship marketing and sales literatures. By testing the discriminant validity
between the components of SCT that characterize trusted advisor relationships and constructs
from the literature such as customer orientation from the sales literature and commercial
friendships from the relationship marketing literature, the researcher can further establish the
distinctiveness of the constructs of study.
DISCUSSION
This essay addresses Deficiencies 1, 2, and 3 by responding to a series of five research
questions and developing a comprehensive measure of the trusted advisor relationship construct.
Further, this essay places TARs in the nomological network of existing relationship marketing
and relational sales constructs by exploring the differences between social capital theory
constructs and existing constructs in the literature. The measurement model developed in this
research contributes to academic literature by providing a tool with which to measure
salesperson-customer relationships in such a manner that both business and personal social
capital of the relationship are captured. The managerial implications from this essay include the
identification of the components required to develop high-level relationships such as trusted
advisor relationships. Finally, this essay guides the classification of relationship types as a
moderator of models of business-to-business relationships by identifying differences between
relationship types, supporting respondents‟ ability to differentiate between relationships, and
validating the structure provided by SCT to understand TARs.
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TABLE 29: TESTING DISCRIMINANT VALIDITY
WITHIN NOMOLOGICAL NETWORK
Squared Corelation of
Average
Squared Correlation
Construct with
Variance
of Construct with
Commercial
Extracted
Customer Orientation
Friendship
Extra Role Behaviors (B)
0.70
0.329
0.176
Expertise (B)
0.88
0.056
0.015
Goal Sharing (B)
0.82
0.130
0.219
Problem Solving (B)
0.72
0.192
0.146
Trust (B)
0.79
0.383
0.158
Disclosure (B)
0.57
0.476
0.267
Extra Role Behaviors (P)
0.79
0.262
0.068
Expertise (P)
0.90
0.181
0.036
Goal Sharing (P)
0.62
0.324
0.075
Problem Solving (P)
0.82
0.215
0.032
Trust (P)
0.85
0.189
0.069
Disclosure (P)
0.79
0.377
0.051
Empathy (P)
0.73
0.491
0.101
Business
0.44
0.572
0.476
Personal
0.61
0.416
0.164
Salesperson Reputation
0.77
0.434
0.352
Similarity
0.74
0.540
0.112
Seller Dependence
0.73
0.059
0.001
Economic Value
0.87
0.305
0.105
WOM
0.96
0.348
0.074
Satisfaction with Relationship
0.94
0.621
0.151
Commercial Friendship
0.71
--0.417
Customer Orientation
0.66
0.417
---
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ESSAY THREE: EXPLORING THE IMPACT OF TRUSTED ADVISOR
RELATIONSHIPS ON A MODEL OF RELATIONSHIP MARKETING
OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of Essay 3 is to extend the research in Essay 1 and Essay 2 and focus on two
major issues. The first objective is to assess existing theoretical relationships often studied in
relationship marketing and sales literature, such as the relationship between economic value and
performance outcomes. This research builds on existing models of B2B relationships and
explores in one integrative conceptual model the impact of both individual and relationship
factors on performance and relationship outcomes. Utilizing a conceptual model that combines
antecedents and outcomes that are often studied separately offers insights about relationships
operate across both individual and dyadic factors. The second objective of this research is to
identify how TARs moderate the relationships between the antecedents and consequences of this
theoretically grounded model. This essay explores the role of high social capital relationships as
a moderating variable impacting the relationship between relationship and individual level
antecedents and downstream objective and subjective outcomes measures of interest to managers
in practice. Specifically, Essay 3 uses data from B2B practitioners to test the Conceptual Model
of B2B Buyer-Seller Relationships in Figure 21.
The conceptual model draws on both relationship marketing and sales literatures to
identify an overall framework of B2B relationships that consider the dyadic nature of TARs.
There are two overarching categories of antecedents – individual factors and relationship factors.
For the individual factors, the framework considers salesperson‟s reputation and the similarity
between parties. The relationship factors are the economic value derived from the exchange and
the dependence of each party on the other‟s business. Together, individual and relationship
factors are particularly important given the dyad is of interest in this research.
Outcomes of the model include both performance outcomes and relationship outcomes,
again relevant to the dyad and the firm in which each party in the relationship operates.
Performance outcomes are of particular interest to sales managers and are metrics that are closely
monitored by firms as measures of success at the individual, account, and company levels.
Relationship outcomes represent the subjective outcomes of relationships that are not included
by most firms when assessing relationships, but that are important outcomes for the members of
the relationship. As evidenced in the qualitative investigation of Essay 1, relationship outcomes
provide many of the non-financial rewards of building business relationships, such as satisfaction
with the relationship, word of mouth, and general positive emotions on the part of dyad members.
Existing research on buyer-seller relationships overlooks these outcomes and, thus, undervalues
the interpersonal component of business relationships (Blocker, Houston, and Flint 2012). Over
time, however, relationship outcomes serve as important drivers of relational behaviors.
Exploring these outcomes will allow practitioners to better understand the role relationships with
customers play in salesperson performance.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Essay 3 extends the work in the first two essays and responds to a major deficiency
uncovered in the literature. Specifically, this essay addresses four research questions related to
Deficiency 3 – the lack of emphasis on the human element of business relationships.
Deficiency #3
 How does the personal aspect of the relationship with the accompanying thoughts,
emotions, and behaviors of dyad participants impact perceptions or development of the
relationship?

FIGURE 21: CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF B2B BUYER-SELLER RELATIONSHIPS
STEPS IN RESEARCH PROCESS
1. Refine survey tool using results from Pre-Test and Main Study in Essay 2.
2. Gather data to empirically test conceptual model presented in Figure 21.
3. Analyze data using structural equation modeling to empirically test the conceptual model of
B2B buyer-seller relationships and the moderating effects of TARs on theoretically grounded
and important relationships established in the literature.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK & HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
The conceptual framework for this research starts with an understanding of the
antecedents and consequences of relationship marketing in the context of sales interactions.
Guided by meta-analysis work by Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, and Evans (2006) and the literature
supporting relationship marketing and B2B sales relationships, the researcher has developed a
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model that assesses both individual and dyadic antecedents to relational outcomes. This model
contributes to the relationship marketing and sales literature by extending existing literature in
these areas and considering the moderating effects of relationship types, including trusted
advisor relationships, to explore the boundaries of such models across various levels of social
capital. The impact of trusted advisor relationships is investigated on both subjective and
objective performance outcomes to establish the importance of understanding the types of
relationships in which salespeople and buyers are engaged. Individual factors, constructs specific
to each dyad partner, and relationship factors, constructs relating to the actual relationship
between the two parties, together contribute to an overall understanding of B2B sales
relationships. The following sections first address the overall model of B2B relationships, then
study the impact of TARs on the overall model.
Individual Factors
Salesperson Reputation
In both transactional and relational exchanges, customers rely on available market
knowledge to guide decision-making about potential business partners. Social capital theory
specifically suggests that individuals rely on privileged access to information from other
member‟s of their network when assessing business problems (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998).
Included in this information are frequently reputational endorsements about actors involved in
the network (Granovetter 1973; Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998), such as a seller. A supplier‟s
reputation is defined as the extent to which firms and people in the industry believe a supplier is
honest and concerned about its customers and generally reflects how well a firm has done in the
eyes of the marketplace (Doney and Cannon 1997; Weiss, Anderson, and MacInnis 1999).
Extending this idea to the individual salesperson, this research defines salesperson reputation as
the extent to which people in the industry believe a salesperson is honest and concerned about
his/her customers and generally reflects how well this salesperson has performed in the eyes of
the marketplace. The importance of a strong reputation in business-to-business interactions is
well studied in the marketing literature and a strong reputation has been associated with myriad
positive outcomes related to the selling firm, the salesperson, and the client firm.
Eberl and Schwaiger (2004) cite a “good” reputation as a tool to generate benefits to
multiple stakeholders and such “good” reputations exist at both the firm and salesperson level.
Strong reputations at multiple levels provide benefits for selling firms including higher customer
retention (Caminiti 1992; Preece et al. 1995), and, thus, result in increased repurchases and
higher product prices (Shapiro 1983). Combined, these factors lead to both higher income as well
as lower costs via a reduction of both the capital costs (Beatty and Ritter 1986). Further,
personnel costs are reduced through reduced personnel fluctuation (Caminiti 1992; Dowling
1986; Eidson and Master, 2000; Nakra, 2000). In short, the variety of benefits of strong supplier
and salesperson reputations has a positive impact on the firm‟s future financial performance
(Eberl and Schwaiger 2004).
A supplier‟s reputation is also positively linked to their credibility (Ganesnan 1994)
suggesting a strong reputation provides substantial benefits to customers. For customers,
information from their social network that suggests a certain supplier has a strong reputation
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serves as a risk-reduction mechanism (Kotha, Rajgopal, and Rindova 2001) increasing their
judgments of the supplier firm‟s trust (Doney and Cannon 1997) and positively impacting
relationship continuity (Wagner, Coley, and Lindeman 2011). Customers also use reputation as
an indirect cue to guide their judgments of trust and formation with a selling firm and the firm‟s
representatives (Swan, Bowers, and Richardson 1999). In addition to reducing risk, firms are
aware of the potential value of engaging suppliers with strong brands recognizing that positive
associations with the brand add value to the purchase and the affiliation with such a supplier
(Ghosh and John 2009). Recent research has also suggested that the value of reputation in the
form of references is high for both buyers and sellers (Kumar, Peterson, and Leone 2013).
In addition to benefits for the customer and the supplier firm, representatives of the
selling firm gain substantial advantages from a strong reputation. Not only do the salespeople
benefit from the increased trust in the firm and customer‟s willingness to continue a relationship
with the firm, but also the strength of the supplier firm‟s reputation positively impacts the
customer‟s future collaboration intention or willingness to collaborate with the supplier on future
projects (Wagner, Coley, and Lindeman 2011). As part of the network associated with the firm,
the salesperson can leverage reputational capital (Aaker, Fournier, and Brasel 2004) and reap the
rewards of higher post-purchase or post-use satisfaction (Aaker 1991) of customers.


H1: Salesperson reputation will positively affect the performance outcomes of a) sales
performance and b) share of wallet.

In addition to the advantages for selling firms, customers, and salespeople derived from a
strong reputation, a salesperson‟s reputation also plays a role in driving relationships and
improving business outcomes. As an actor in a social network, salespeople are expected to
contribute knowledge to the network and generally do so as a motivation for building their
reputation with the network (Wasko and Faraj 2005). Social capital theory suggests that such a
reputation builds the salesperson‟s social capital, which becomes an important asset that an
individual can leverage to achieve and maintain status within a collective (Jones, Hesterly, and
Borgatti 1997). This status is key given buyers expect salespeople to have a strong reputation in
their industry (Brown, Boya, Humphreys, and Widing 1993). Further, buyers rely on reputation
as an indirect knowledge or affiliation that provides them information about the salesperson and
what to expect from the salesperson (Leana and Van Buren 1999; Anderson and Weitz 1992). In
his discussion of social capital, Putnam (1993) describes a kind of impersonal or indirect trust
that does not rest with knowledge of particular individuals but rather with norms and behaviors
that are generalized to others in the social unit as a whole. Therefore, a strong reputation is a
precursor to a salesperson developing social capital with an individual outside his/her direct
network and increases the other individual‟s confidence in the budding relationship (Burt 2001).
Increased confidence within a salesperson‟s customer base leads to positive word of mouth,
which is defined as the extent to which a customer expresses willingness to recommend a certain
salesperson to others (Price and Arnould 1999). Satisfaction with the relationship, or the degree
to which an exchange partner feels he/she has a good relationship with the other party (De Wulf,
Odekerken-Schroder, and Iacobucci 2001) also benefits from the positive influence of the
confidence in the relationship built on a strong salesperson reputation. Thus:
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H2: Salesperson reputation will positively affect the relational outcomes of a) word of mouth
and b) satisfaction with relationship.

Similarity
Beyond a salesperson‟s existing reputation in the industry, individual factors such as
similarity between the two parties are important in establishing business-to-business
relationships. Defined as a commonality in attitudes, opinions, shared experience, or incidental
characteristic, similarity is well established in the literature as an important factor in relationship
development (Jiang, Hoegg, Dahl, and Chattopadhyay 2010). Research has found that people are
not only more attracted to others with similar attitudes, but are more influenced by such
individuals (Hendrick and Page 1970; Hodges and Byrne 1972; Reagor and Clore 1970). Other
research has examined the role of coincidental similarity, such as attending the same high school,
finding that even information that provides no information on the quality of service the customer
will receive forms a connection between individuals (Sommers 2009).
Research demonstrates that the need for social connectedness and innate human need to
belong drives individuals to establish connections in exchange relationships (Baumeister and
Leary 1995). Further, the relationships established due to the need to connect to others are stable
and enduring, leading to extended relationships. Social capital theory suggests that such
connections within a person‟s social network or being part of a shared network serve as common
ground or similarity that can advance dyadic relationships (Brass and Labianca 1999). Research
in the context of sales interactions has demonstrated that even incidental similarity, or trivial
associations between individuals, can have a persuasive influence in a sales context. Jiang,
Hoegg, Dahl, and Chattopadhyay (2010) found that consumers who found out that they shared
the same birthday or birthplace with the sales representative they interacted with reported more
favorable attitudes and higher purchase intentions.
Additionally, divulging information in sales encounters allows for the genuine discovery
of similarities and also lessens feels of mistrust (Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990). Salespeople
perceived as similar to their customer are also more likely to be successful and have improved
sales effectiveness (Weiner and Mowen 1986; Boles, Johnson, and Barksdale 2000).
Considerable empirical evidence drawn from outside the marketing literature (e.g., social
psychology, counseling, communication) also suggests that similarity among individuals in a
relational context influences relationship satisfaction (e.g., Byme 1969; Tan 1981). Therefore,
similarity serves as important source information in both influencing purchase intentions and
relationship satisfaction. Thus:


H3: Similarity will positively affect the performance outcomes of a) sales performance and
b) share of wallet.



H4: Similarity will positively affect the relational outcomes of a) word of mouth and
b) satisfaction with relationship.
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Relationship Factors
Seller Dependence
Buyer and seller relationships involve costs and benefits (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987).
In any level of exchange relationship, buyers and sellers engage in give and take. Each partner
relies on the other partner for goods and services, revenue, or other types of business support.
Dependence in marketing channels can be defined as the extent to which a partner provides
valued resources for which there are few alternative sources of supply (Dwyer 1984). In the
context of the relationships of study in the current research, dependence can also include
contractual obligations of one party to another and dependence is often a result of relationship
specific investments over time (Heide and John 1992). Dependence can also be viewed as a twosided construct as each party may have a different level of dependence on the other, such as in
the case where a supplier is a sole source or in the case where a supplier has made substantial
capital investments to meet the needs of a buyer.
This dyadic dependence of the buyer and seller generally means that both channel
members have greater stakes in the relationship. Similarly, higher levels of total dependence tend
to enhance the seller's awareness of the buyer's needs in order to keep the relationship intact
(Hibbard, Kumar, and Stern 2001). This desire fuels the relationship development process, as
both parties wish to maintain the relationship and see the benefits of doing so (Kumar, Scheer,
and Steenkamp 1995). Further, disengagement is often not an option in dependent exchanges,
particularly in the face of contractual obligations for each party. Buyers that are relatively
dependent on their seller believe they need to maintain the relationship to achieve their goals
(Buchanan 1992; Frazier 1983), but sellers also feel pressure to maintain the relationship
recognizing the risk associated with lost revenues and unsatisfied clients.
Dependence also changes over the course of the relationship. As changes in
interdependencies and evaluations of the benefits and costs of the relationship occur, these
ongoing processes can increase or decrease as the exchange develops and determine the growth
trajectory of the relationship (Palmatier, Houston, Dant, and Grewal 2013). In addition to
changing over time, dependence is also impacted by whether or not firms are dealing with the
"best" exchange partner (in terms of price, quality, etc.). When buyers are more dependent
because the outcomes associated with a certain seller are higher than those available with another
supplier, the potential for negative attributes of dependence increase (Heide and John 1988). In
cases where symmetrical dependence is present, both parties enjoy both the functional benefits of
the relationship – for the seller, moving inventory and doing business with quality clients and for
the buyer, obtaining needed goods and services – and the financial benefits, such as increased
sales for the selling firm to the buying firm and for the buying firm to its‟ customers. Thus:


H5: Seller dependence will positively affect the performance outcomes of a) sales
performance and b) share of wallet.

In spite of the negative factors associated with dependence in buyer-seller relationships,
in some cases, interdependent relationships exhibit higher trust, stronger commitment, and lower
conflict than relationships with lower levels of interdependence (Kumar, Scheer, and Steenkamp
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1995). However, these positive results of dependence generally come when dependence is
symmetrical or evenly dispersed across parties (Kumar, Scheer, and Steenkamp 1995). When
dependence for one party is higher than the other, weaker partners are more likely to engage in
conflict and dysfunction is more likely to enter into the relationship. Further, high levels of
dependency can negatively impact overall satisfaction with the channel relationship when
associated with negative behaviors and conflict (Frazier, Gill, and Kale 1989). Therefore,


H6: Seller dependence will negatively affect the relationship outcomes of a) word of mouth
and b) satisfaction with relationship.

Economic Value
The foundation of exchange relationships is the transfer of something of value between
two parties (Kotler 1984). Houston and Gassenheimer (1987) argue that value is derived from
goods, services, and the media of exchange among other characteristics. In business, exchange is
predicated on the improvement of value for both parties, particularly economic value. In order
for an exchange to take place, both parties must identify that the other has something that they
want or need and that this good or service is of value to their own firm (Houston and
Gassenheimer 1987). Economic value, defined as the improvement of one or both exchange
partner‟s business situation, drives both the formation and dissolution of exchange relationships
(Gassenheimer, Houston, and Davis 1998). Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh (1987) offer the example of
Toyota and General Motors dissolving their Nova joint venture due to lack of gains and
anticipated improved performance for both firms without the venture. Rules of economics offer
that people evaluate experiences based on outcomes received, which is consistent with the need
to derive economic value in business exchanges (Lind and Taylor 1988).
Economic value can be derived from the value of the specific product, as well as the
overall ratio of perceived quality relative to price or benefits received relative to costs incurred
(Anderson, Fornell and Lehmann 1994; Holbrook 1994). The value of a product or service, the
quality of the product or service, and the other contribution of the exchange to the business
contribution to the functional utility derive from exchange relationships. Sheth, Newman and
Gross (1991) propose that the functional utility derived from characteristics or attributes of a
product, such as reliability, durability, and price are key drivers in decision making. Churchill
and Surprenant (1982) find that product expectations link consumption and satisfaction attitudes,
“customer satisfaction occupies a central position in marketing thought and practice” (pg. 491).
Service management literature also argues that customer satisfaction is the result of a customer‟s
perception of the value received (Hallowell 1996).
Additionally, Fornell, Johnson, Anderson, Cha, and Bryant (1996) argue, “The first
determinant of overall customer satisfaction is perceived quality. . . the second determinant of
overall customer satisfaction is perceived value. . .” (p. 9). Yoo, Donthu and Lee (2000) support
this claim finding that increased value leads to greater perceived quality and customer
satisfaction, which results in brand loyalty and brand equity for firms. This high degree of
association between value and customer satisfaction is based on the amalgamation of service
quality and price attributes for goods (Athanassopoulos 2000). Winsor, Sheth and Manolis
(2004) provide that retailers in particular provide tremendous benefits to consumers by actively
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forming and modifying the goods and services they provide to enhance customer satisfaction.
Based on the fundamental role of economic value in driving exchanges:


H7: Economic value will positively affect the performance outcomes of a) sales performance
and b) share of wallet.



H8: Economic value will positively affect the relationship outcomes of a) word of mouth and
b) satisfaction with relationship.

Moderating Factors
In addition to assessing this conceptual model grounded in theory and empirical evidence,
the second goal of the current research in Essay 3 is to study the impact of the social capital
present in trusted advisor relationships as a moderator. Social capital theory has been shown in
the literature to generate value for firms in a multitude of ways. Empirical work has shown that
the three dimensions of SCT – structural, cognitive, and relational – have a direct and positive
impact on variables of value to firms such competitive intelligence sharing, innovation, resource
exchange, and team environment among others (Hughes, LeBon, and Rapp 2013; DeClereq,
Thongpapanl, and Dimov 2009; Tsai and Ghoshal 1998; Badrinarayanan, Madhavaram, and
Granot 2011). Social capital has also been shown to serve as a moderator. Specifically, extant
work demonstrates that it moderates B2B relationships such that the effects structural, cognitive,
and relational social capital serve as a deterrent to opportunism and strengthen bonding effects,
which subsequently provides a positive impact to both subjective and objective business
outcomes for the focal firm (Wang, Li, Ross, and Craighead 2013).
Marketing literature has recognized that business-to-business relationships are valuable
intangible assets, which constitute social capital that be converted into financial value
(Srivastava, Shervani, and Fahey 1998; Van den Bulte and Wuyts 2007). Work by Xiong and
Bharadwaj (2011) suggests that marketing efforts such as establishing alliances and key
customer relationships generate social capital that contributes to financial capital for firms. This
work further suggests that the mere existence of key customer relationships can create value for
firms and that key customer relationships provide a directly observable effect on company value.
Though the research in social capital has largely focused on the direct effects of such capital in
relationships, recent work has begun to explore how social capital moderates exchange
relationships. Wang, Li, Ross, and Craighead‟s (2013) recent work demonstrates that social
capital moderates the relationship between relationship specific investments and partner
opportunism such that opportunism is reduced in the presence of social capital. Their research
suggests that further investigation of the moderating role of social capital in exchange
relationships can provide intriguing effects as a moderator on the relationships between
individual factors, relationship factors, and key managerial outcomes.
The rich body of research in social capital theory demonstrates that social capital has a
substantial influence on both subjective and objective outcomes for firms. However, research has
not addressed the role of social capital and dyadic relationships in combination on B2B
relationship antecedents and outcomes. Focusing on the dyadic relationship between salesperson
and customer adds a layer of complexity in understanding how social capital works in B2B
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relationships. Though research has studied the role of the three types of social capital as
moderators of transaction cost economics constructs and buyer-seller exchange outcomes and
found that social capital could, in fact, deter opportunism in B2B relationships (Wang, Li, Ross,
and Craighead 201), this model was only tested with data from the purchasing manager of the
selling firm. As social capital is derived from interactions between two parties (Adler and Kwon
2000), this research, like much research using SCT, does not consider the customer‟s perspective
on the social capital dimensions. Further, the model does not assess the quality of the
relationship between the selling firm‟s agent and the buying firm‟s agent, which could vary
dramatically evidenced by the many relationship types discussed in marketing literature.
What is not captured in much SCT research is that varying combinations of social capital
derived from structural, cognitive, and relational dimensions contribute to a variety of
relationship forms, which can impact subsequent outcomes in B2B interactions. In SCT literature,
each dimension of social capital is operationalized in a variety of ways. The structural dimension,
for instance, is operationalized as extra role behaviors, social interactions, and network
configuration, among others (Hughes, LeBon, and Rapp 2013; Wang, Li, Ross, and Craighead
2013; Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). Generally, however, each dimension is analyzed separately
without consideration of how the dimensions work together to form specific relationship types.
For buyer-seller relationships that focus on transactions or short-term interactions, a network
configuration based on the hierarchical structure in each party‟s firm may be a suitable
operationalization of social capital. For buyer-seller relationships based on relationship selling
and long-term orientation, a combination of variables generate structural social capital, such as
extra role behaviors and expertise of the salesperson. Treating the dimensions of social capital as
a group that lead to a relationship type characterized by high or low levels of social, therefore,
captures more accurately how these dimensions have a combined impact or moderating effect on
buyer-seller interactions. Therefore, when high levels of business and personal social capital are
present, the buyer-seller relationship serves a moderating role. Thus:


H9: Relationships characterized by high levels of social capital strengthen the relationship
between individual factors and performance outcomes.



H10: Relationships characterized by high levels of social capital strengthen the relationship
between individual factors and relational outcomes.



H11: Relationships characterized by high levels of social capital strengthen the relationship
between relationship factors and performance outcomes.



H12: Relationships characterized by high levels of social capital strengthen the relationship
between relationship factors and relational outcomes.

Though relationships characterized by high levels of social capital are expected to have
moderating effects on both performance and relationship outcomes, qualitative evidence suggests
that, the moderating effect of these relationships will be greater for relationship outcomes than
performance outcomes.


H13: Relationships characterized by high levels of social capital will result in a larger
increase in relationship outcomes than in performance outcomes.
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When salespeople effectively produce all three dimensions of social capital across both
the business and personal components of a single buyer-seller relationship, the relationship
generates additional value to the firm by mitigating negative behaviors and strengthening the
effect of positive behaviors. In existing SCT literature, social capital has been found to improve
sharing of competitive intelligence in buyer-seller relationships (Hughes, LeBon and Rapp 2013),
as well to generate innovation in B2B relationships (DeClereq, Thongpapanl, and Dimov 2009).
Based on the contributions of social capital to a variety of relationship factors, relationships with
high levels of social capital should benefit from overall significantly higher levels of both
antecedents and outcomes in exchange relationships. Therefore:


H14: Relationships characterized by high levels of social capital will result in higher mean
levels across antecedent and outcome variables than relationships characterized by
lower levels of social capital.

H1a +
H1b +
H2a +
H2b +
H3a +
H3b +
H4a +
H4b +
H5a +
H5b +
H6a H6b H7a +
H7b +
H8a +
H8b +
H9 +
H10 +
H11 +
H12 +
H13 +
H14 +

TABLE 30: SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES6
Salesperson Reputation --> Sales Performance
Salesperson Reputation --> Share of Wallet
Salesperson Reputation --> Word of Mouth
Salesperson Reputation --> Satisfaction with Relationship
Similarity --> Sales Performance
Similarity --> Share of Wallet
Similarity --> Word of Mouth
Similarity --> Satisfaction with Relationship
Seller Dependence --> Sales Performance
Seller Dependence --> Share of Wallet
Seller Dependence --> Word of Mouth
Seller Dependence --> Satisfaction with Relationship
Economic Value --> Sales Performance
Economic Value --> Share of Wallet
Economic Value --> Word of Mouth
Economic Value --> Satisfaction with Relationship
High social capital --> individual factors & performance outcomes
High social capital --> individual factors & relational outcomes
High social capital --> relationship factors & performance outcomes
High social capital --> relationship factors & relational outcomes
High social capital larger increase in relationship outcomes than performance outcomes
High social capital relationships exhibit higher mean levels across antecedents &
outcomes than lower social capital relationship types

6

Hypothesis testing was not conducted for hypotheses related to objective performance outcomes (H3a, H3b, H5a,
H5b, H7a, and H7b due to unavailability of data from participating firm.
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METHODOLOGY
All survey procedures, measures, and sample characteristics were previously presented in
Essay 2 Main Study Methodology (page 75). Descriptive statistics on the measures included in
the study are included in Table 16 of Essay 2.
RESULTS
The data were analyzed using structural equation modeling to first test the model of
antecedents and consequences of B2B exchange in an actual business setting. Second, this study
will explored the role of social capital as a moderator of this model.
Establishing a Measurement Model for B2B Relationships
Purpose and Predictions
To purify the reflective measures used in subsequent analyses, a confirmatory factor
model based on the theoretical structure suggested in the Conceptual Framework was conducted
on the antecedents and outcomes of B2B sales relationships (outlined portion of Figure 12). The
confirmatory factor model consisted of six latent constructs representing the model of
antecedents and consequences of buyer-seller relationships derived from relationship marketing
and sales literatures. The theoretical basis of the analysis suggests that the researcher would
expect to see six distinct latent constructs in the model representing Salesperson Reputation,
Similarity, Seller Dependence, Economic Value, Word of Mouth, and Satisfaction with
Relationship. These constructs are well established in academic literature and have been tested in
a variety of conceptual models and business contexts. The measures, therefore, should
demonstrate high reliability and meet other standards of psychometric properties.
Process and Findings
Model 5: Antecedents and Outcomes. The resulting measurement model is shown in
Figure 22. All paths from each indicator to the corresponding latent construct are significant
(Table 29). Though the chi-square statistic (χ2 = 298.96, (df=137), p=.000) is significant, fit
indexes support the resulting model (normed χ2 = 2.18, confirmatory fit index (CFI) = .956, and
root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .069). Each observed indicator loads
significantly on the intended latent constructs, and each factor‟s composite reliability exceeds
acceptable thresholds (Bagozzi and Yi 1988), demonstrating convergent validity. Composite
reliabilities and construct reliabilities (Cronbach‟s alpha) for each scale utilized in the current
study are listed in Table 12 of Essay 2 and exceed recommended standards, demonstrating
reliability of the measures. As evidence of discriminant validity, AVE from each construct
exceeds the squared correlation between constructs (Table 31) (Fornell and Larcker 1981).
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FIGURE 22: CFA MODEL 5 – ANTECEDENTS AND OUTCOMES 7

TABLE 31: CFA MODEL 5 – STANDARDIZED FACTOR LOADINGS
Standardized
Estimate
S.E.
C.R.
Loading
SPRep4
<--- SalespersonReputation
1.000
0.945
SPRep2
<--- SalespersonReputation
1.043
0.845
0.055 19.003
SPRep1
<--- SalespersonReputation
0.844
0.832
0.046 18.483
Similarity3
<--- Similarity
0.719
0.644
0.088 8.156
Similarity2
<--- Similarity
1.000
0.663
Similarity1
<--- Similarity
1.173
0.781
0.129 9.099
SellerDep1
<--- SellerDependence
1.000
0.836
SellerDep2
<--- SellerDependence
1.011
0.761
0.126 8.027
SellerDep3
<--- SellerDependence
0.547
0.420
0.096 5.722
EconValue3
<--- EconomicValue
0.815
0.775
0.056 14.527
EconValue2
<--- EconomicValue
1.000
0.896
EconValue1
<--- EconomicValue
0.922
0.820
0.059 15.750
WOM1
<--- WordofMouth
1.000
0.875
WOM2
<--- WordofMouth
1.098
0.963
0.044 24.870
WOM3
<--- WordofMouth
1.099
0.972
0.043 25.364
Satisfaction1 <--- SatisfactionRelationship
1.000
0.879
Satisfaction2 <--- SatisfactionRelationship
1.289
0.933
0.057 22.564
Satisfaction3 <--- SatisfactionRelationship
1.304
0.903
0.062 20.963
Satisfaction4 <--- SatisfactionRelationship
1.228
0.853
0.066 18.600

7

Covariances between latent constructs and error terms not depicted for clarity of graphic purposes.
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P
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

TABLE 32: CFA MODEL 5 – CONSTRUCT CORRELATIONS
Squared
Correlation
Correlation
SalespersonReputation <--> Similarity
0.418
0.175
SalespersonReputation <--> SellerDependence
0.170
0.029
SalespersonReputation <--> EconomicValue
0.441
0.194
SalespersonReputation <--> WordofMouth
0.593
0.352
SalespersonReputation <--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.616
0.379
Similarity
<--> SellerDependence
0.250
0.063
Similarity
<--> EconomicValue
0.590
0.348
Similarity
<--> WordofMouth
0.600
0.360
Similarity
<--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.689
0.475
SellerDependence
<--> EconomicValue
0.418
0.175
SellerDependence
<--> WordofMouth
0.337
0.114
SellerDependence
<--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.271
0.073
EconomicValue
<--> WordofMouth
0.638
0.407
EconomicValue
<--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.678
0.460
WordofMouth
<--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.745
0.555
Model 6: Antecedents and Outcomes – Invariance Testing. Before examining the
moderating impact of relationship types, the model (Figure 22) was tested to explore invariance
across the high social capital and low social capital groups to be used for moderation testing.
Item loadings were constrained to be equal for both groups with the exception of Satisfaction 1
and Economic Value 2 to demonstrate partial metric invariance for the model. Partial metric
invariance is widely used as an acceptable threshold to test invariance across groups (Hair, Black,
Babin, and Anderson 2010). The resulting measurement model indicates acceptable fit [χ2 =
465.55, (df=285), p=.000] is significant, other fit statistics satisfied the recommended criteria and
support the resulting model (normed χ2 = 1.63 confirmatory fit index = .933, and root mean
square error of approximation = .051) (Gerbing and Anderson 1988). All paths from each
indicator to the corresponding latent construct are significant (Table 33). This model will be used
as the baseline measurement model for subsequent structural model analyses.
TABLE 33: CFA MODEL 6 – STANDARDIZED FACTOR LOADINGS

SPRep4
SPRep2
SPRep1
Similarity2
Similarity1
SellerDep1

<--<--<--<--<--<---

SalespersonReputation
SalespersonReputation
SalespersonReputation
Similarity
Similarity
SellerDependence
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Estimate

Standardized
Loading

S.E.

C.R.

P

1.000
1.013
0.848
1.847
2.267
1.000

0.761
0.540
0.829
0.446
0.641
0.826

0.066
0.059
0.331
0.399

15.232
14.382
5.585
5.681

***
***
***
***

EconValue3
EconValue2
EconValue1
WOM1
WOM2
WOM3
Satisfaction1
Satisfaction2
Satisfaction3
Satisfaction4
SellerDep2
Similarity3
SellerDep3

<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<---

(TABLE 33: CONTINUED)
EconomicValue
1.000
EconomicValue
1.077
EconomicValue
1.158
WordofMouth
0.894
WordofMouth
1.000
WordofMouth
0.981
SatisfactionRelationship
0.575
SatisfactionRelationship
1.000
SatisfactionRelationship
1.072
SatisfactionRelationship
0.948
SellerDependence
1.058
Similarity
1.000
SellerDependence
0.603

0.697
0.761
0.730
0.700
0.881
0.909
0.660
0.885
0.801
0.511
0.781
0.548
0.447

0.152
0.096
0.042

7.081
12.052
21.303

***
***
***

0.029
0.075

33.431
7.717

***
***

0.060
0.064
0.134

17.887
14.904
7.921

***
***
***

0.101

5.992

***

TABLE 34: CFA MODEL 6 – CONSTRUCT CORRELATIONS
Squared
Correlation
Correlation
SalespersonReputation <--> Similarity
0.184
0.034
SalespersonReputation <--> SellerDependence
0.069
0.005
SalespersonReputation <--> EconomicValue
0.222
0.049
SalespersonReputation <--> WordofMouth
0.253
0.064
SalespersonReputation <--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.377
0.142
Similarity
<--> SellerDependence
0.145
0.021
Similarity
<--> EconomicValue
0.381
0.145
Similarity
<--> WordofMouth
0.329
0.108
Similarity
<--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.220
0.048
SellerDependence
<--> EconomicValue
0.361
0.130
SellerDependence
<--> WordofMouth
0.222
0.049
SellerDependence
<--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.072
0.005
EconomicValue
<--> WordofMouth
0.504
0.254
EconomicValue
<--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.313
0.098
WordofMouth
<--> SatisfactionRelationship
0.365
0.133
Assessing Means Patterns of Antecedents, Outcomes, and First-Order Constructs Across
High and Low Social Capital Relationship Types
Purpose and Predictions
The purpose of the analysis of variance in Essay 3 is to identify appropriate groups for
use in multi-group moderation testing using structural equation modeling. Using the business and
personal factors identified in Essay 2, this analysis will explore the pattern of mean differences
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between relationships characterized by high levels of social capital (trusted advisor relationships)
and those with lower levels of social capital (extensive business relationships, expressive
relationships, and transactional exchanges. The analysis will support significant differences
between the high and low social capital groups across the 13 first-order constructs the business
and personal factors identified in Essay 2. The differences across the high and low groups will
demonstrate support for the use of two groups for moderation testing for the Conceptual Model
of Buyer-Seller Relationships (Figure 21), as well as test H14, which proposes that relationships
characterized by high levels of social capital will demonstrate higher mean scores on both
antecedents and outcomes in the model.
Process and Findings
The „ANOVA Tests Between Empirically Classified Relationship Clusters‟ (Table 35)
show a significant (p-values below .05) impact of the TAR and Non-TAR relationship groups on
each measure in the model (personal and business components of the social capital dimensions)
with the exception of Seller Dependence (p=.096). Observed power exceeds .999 for all
measures except Seller Dependence with observed power of .384. Effect sizes range from .011
(Seller Dependence) to .556 (Personal factor). With the exception of Seller Dependence, all
effect sizes exceed the .04 threshold for practically significant results (Ferguson 2009). Overall,
these results suggest significant mean differences on all of the variables in the analysis based on
the high and low social capital groups. The significant differences between the high social capital
and low social capital groups across all constructs with the exception of Seller Dependence
provide support for H14. Additionally, the significant mean differences support the use of these
two groups as a moderating variable in subsequent multi-group analysis in the structural model.

TABLE 35: ANOVA TESTS BETWEEN EMPIRICALLY CLASSIFIED RELATIONSHIP
CLUSTERS: HIGH SOCIAL CAPITAL VS. LOW SOCIAL CAPITAL
Tests of Between-Subjects
Effects
Construct
Partial Eta
F
Sig.
Squared
RelType_
Salesperson Reputation
42.803
***
.147
High Social
Similarity
64.370
***
.206
Capital vs.
Seller Dependence
2.791 .096
.011
Lower
Economic Value
40.278
***
.140
Social
Word of Mouth
71.442
***
.224
Capital
Satisfaction with Relationship
84.812
***
.255
ERB_B
61.197
***
.198
Expertise_B
11.526 .001
.044
GoalShar_B
29.651
***
.107
ProbSolv_B
52.344
***
.174
Trust_B
73.086
***
.228
Disclosure_B
94.171
***
.275
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TABLE 35: CONTINUED
RelType_
High Social
Capital vs.
Lower
Social
Capital

Construct

F

ERB_P
Expertise_P
GoalShar_P
Trust_P
Disclosure_P
Empathy_P
ProbSolv_P
Business
Personal

Partial Eta
Squared
.457
.203
.359
.270
.389
.306
.410
.369
.556

Sig.

208.857
63.153
139.124
91.891
157.805
109.475
172.588
144.954
310.403

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

TABLE 36: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BY HIGH/LOW SOCIAL CAPITAL GROUPS
Descriptive Statistics
RelType_HighSC
vs Low SC
Salesperson
1
Reputation
2
Similarity
1
2
Seller
1
Dependence
2
Economic
1
Value
2
Satisfaction
1
Relationship
2
Word of
1
Mouth
2
ERB_B
1
2
Expertise_B
1
2
GoalShar_B
1
2
ProbSolv_B
1
2
Trust_B
1
2

Descriptive Statistics

Mean

S.D.

N

6.93
6.45
5.98
4.91
4.69
4.36
6.18
5.22
5.09
4.15
6.21
4.87
6.88
6.15
6.87
6.57
6.92
6.37
6.90
6.11
6.67
5.83

0.22
0.75
0.83
1.19
1.67
1.46
0.99
1.33
0.30
1.06
0.80
1.53
0.33
0.96
0.39
0.88
0.21
1.07
0.24
1.13
0.45
0.97

114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136

RelType_HighSC
vs Low SC
Disclosure_B 1
2
ERB_P
1
2
Expertise_P
1
2
GoalShar_P
1
2
Trust_P
1
2
Disclosure_P 1
2
Empathy_P
1
2
ProbSolv_P
1
2
Business
1
2
Personal
1
2
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Mean

S.D.

N

6.47
5.20
6.44
4.26
6.79
6.00
6.88
5.62
6.65
5.56
6.35
4.20
6.38
5.13
6.48
4.47
6.79
6.04
6.57
5.03

0.72
1.24
0.62
1.52
0.37
1.00
0.25
1.12
0.45
1.14
0.87
1.64
0.63
1.14
0.77
1.47
0.21
0.64
0.31
0.88

114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136
114
136

Testing Predicted Direct Effects in an Integrative Model
Purpose and Predictions
The purpose of the structural model analysis is to respond to identify how trusted advisor
relationships, as characterized by the development of business and personal social capital, impact
selling firm outcomes such as satisfaction with the relationship and word of mouth. The first
structural model (Figure 23) first validates existing theoretical relationships between constructs
frequently used in relationship marketing and sales literature to explore support for H1a through
H8b. 8

FIGURE 23: STRUCTURAL MODEL 7 –
ANTECEDENTS AND CONSEQUENCES DIRECT EFFECTS9
TABLE 37: STANDARDIZED FACTOR LOADINGS – MODEL 7
Standard
Estimate
S.E.
C.R.
Loading
WordofMouth
<--- SPReputation
0.690
0.323
0.118 5.826
SatRelationship <--- SPReputation
0.481
0.312
0.082 5.862
WordofMouth
<--- Similar
0.438
0.336
0.102 4.296
SatRelationship <--- Similar
0.405
0.429
0.076 5.336
WordofMouth
<--- SellerDependence
0.070
0.084
0.047 1.499
SatRelationship <--- SellerDependence
-0.007
-0.011
0.032 -0.206
SatRelationship <--- EconomicValue
0.212
0.294
0.051 4.148
WordofMouth
<--- EconomicValue
0.265
0.267
0.073 3.632
SPRep4
<--- SPReputation
1.000
0.939
8

P
***
***
***
***
0.134
0.837
***
***

Hypothesis testing was not conducted for hypotheses related to objective performance outcomes (H3a, H3b, H5a,
H5b, H7a, and H7b) due to unavailability of data from participating firm.
9 Covariances between exogenous constructs and error terms on indicators not depicted for clarity of graphic.
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SPRep2
SPRep1
Similarity3
Similarity2
Similarity1
SellerDep3
SellerDep2
SellerDep1
EconValue3
EconValue2
EconValue1
WOM1
WOM2
WOM3
Satisfaction1
Satisfaction2
Satisfaction3
Satisfaction4

<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<---

TABLE 37: CONTINUED
Standard
Estimate
Loading
SPReputation
1.052
0.846
SPReputation
0.854
0.837
Similarity
0.766
0.634
Similarity
1.000
0.751
Similarity
1.181
0.840
SellerDependence
0.542
0.771
SellerDependence
1.003
0.899
SellerDependence
1.000
0.815
EconomicValue
0.808
0.875
EconomicValue
1.000
0.963
EconomicValue
0.915
0.971
WordofMouth
1.000
0.884
WordofMouth
1.098
0.932
WordofMouth
1.098
0.903
SatRelationship
1.000
0.848
SatRelationship
1.281
0.758
SatRelationship
1.297
0.656
SatRelationship
1.215
0.417

S.E.

C.R.

P

0.055
0.046
0.095

18.966
18.566
8.056

***
***
***

0.135
0.095
0.126

8.754
5.683
7.987

***
***
***

0.056

14.519

***

0.058

15.749

***

0.044
0.043

24.891
25.340

***
***

0.056
0.061
0.065

22.829
21.213
18.574

***
***
***

TABLE 38: CONSTRUCT CORRELATIONS – MODEL 7
Estimate
SPReputation
<--> Similar
0.435
SPReputation
<--> SellerDependence
0.175
SPReputation
<--> EconomicValue
0.441
Similar
<--> SellerDependence
0.255
Similar
<--> EconomicValue
0.606
SellerDependence
<--> EconomicValue
0.418

Process and Findings
Model 7: Structural Model – Antecedents and Consequences: Direct Effects. A
structural model was estimated to examine the structural paths presented in Figure 23. The
structural model included salesperson reputation, similarity, seller dependence, and economic
value as exogenous constructs, satisfaction with the relationship and positive word-of-mouth as
endogenous outcome constructs. Though the chi-square statistic (χ2 = 318.26, (df=138), p=.000)
is significant, fit indexes support the resulting model (normed χ2 = 2.31, confirmatory fit index
= .951, and root mean square error of approximation = .072).
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In support of H2a and H2b, salesperson reputation positively impacted word of mouth
(standardized path estimate = .323, p < .001) and satisfaction with relationship (standardized
path estimate = .312, p < .001). Support was found for H4a and H4b, such that similarity had a
significant positive effect on both word-of-mouth (standardized path estimate = .336, p < .001)
and satisfaction with relationship (standardized path estimate = .429, p < .001). The results
demonstrated that seller dependence had no significant impact on the dependent measures of
satisfaction with the relationship (standardized path estimate = -.011, p=.837) and word of mouth
(standardized path estimate = .084, p=.134), which fail to support H6a and H6b. A summary of
the results of the direct effect hypothesis testing is provided in Table 40.
TABLE 40: HYPOTHESIS TESTING RESULTS – DIRECT EFFECTS
Supported
H1a +
H1b +
H2a +
H2b +
H3a +
H3b +
H4a +
H4b +
H5a +
H5b +
H6a H6b H7a +
H7b +
H8a +
H8b +

Salesperson Reputation --> Sales Performance
Salesperson Reputation --> Share of Wallet
Salesperson Reputation --> Word of Mouth
Salesperson Reputation --> Satisfaction with Relationship
Similarity --> Sales Performance
Similarity --> Share of Wallet
Similarity --> Word of Mouth
Similarity --> Satisfaction with Relationship
Seller Dependence --> Sales Performance
Seller Dependence --> Share of Wallet
Seller Dependence --> Word of Mouth
Seller Dependence --> Satisfaction with Relationship
Economic Value --> Sales Performance
Economic Value --> Share of Wallet
Economic Value --> Word of Mouth
Economic Value --> Satisfaction with Relationship

Not
Supported
*
*

√
√
*
*
√
√
*
*
√
√
*
*
√
√

Examining Moderating Effects of High Social Capital Relationships
Purpose and Predictions
The purpose of the structural model analysis is to respond to identify how trusted advisor
relationships, as characterized by the development of business and personal social capital, impact
selling firm outcomes such as satisfaction with the relationship and word of mouth. In addition to
examining main effects of the antecedents and outcomes of B2B buyer-seller relationships, this
research aims to identify the moderating effects of high social capital relationships on the
structural model tested in the preceding analysis. The structural model analyzed in the previous
section (Figure 23) validated existing theoretical relationships between constructs frequently
used in relationship marketing. The following analysis will explore the moderating effects of
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high social capital relationships and low social capital relationships on these existing
relationships to explore the predictions in H9 through H13. 10
Process and Findings
The moderating variable in the analysis is a two-group moderator identified by level of
social capital. The multi-group moderation testing will use a high social capital group, which
includes relationships characterized by high levels of business and personal social capital, and a
low social capital group, which includes relationships with lower mean scores on the business
and personal social capital factors. The high social capital group includes relationships in the
empirically derived Cluster B from the Cluster Analysis conducted in Essay 2 (page 94). The low
social capital group includes the relationships from the remaining clusters in that analysis (A, C,
and D) based on their lower levels of social capital across the business and personal factors.
Model 8: Moderated Structural Model. In order to determine whether the level of
social capital in the relationship impacts the existing paths in the structural model, it is necessary
to test this moderating effect via multi-group analysis (Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson 2010).
Multi-group moderation analysis involves comparing the chi-squares of an unconstrained model
and a constrained model. The unconstrained model is a model in which the structural estimates
are allowed to differ and be freely estimated across groups. The constrained model is one in
which structural path estimates are constrained to be equal across groups (e.g., the economic
value → satisfaction with the relationship coefficient is constrained to be equal in the high social
capital and low social capital models). If the constrained model shows a significantly higher chisquare value than the unconstrained model (i.e., worse fit), then the assumption of equal
structural paths across all groups cannot be supported and moderation is accepted. This process
can also be used to test for moderation across specific structural paths (Hair, Black, Babin, and
Anderson 2010).
When moderation tests were performed on the models as a whole, multi-group analysis
revealed that the high social capital and low social capital models were significantly different.
The unconstrained model (χ2 = 480.58, (df=287), p=.000; normed χ2 = 1.68, CFI = .928, and
RMSEA = .052) compared to the constrained model (χ2 = 530.29, (df=297), p=.000; normed χ2 =
1.79 CFI = .913, and RMSEA = .056) showed significantly better fit (Δχ2 = 49.71, ρ = .000).
This analysis supports that variations of social capital in relationships served as a moderator to
the overall model (Figure 23), however, to test the hypotheses concerning specific paths, models
with each individual path constrained are required.
To determine which structural paths specifically were significantly different across the
two groups and to test the hypotheses presented in Table 30, analyses were conducted in which a
model was created that allowed all paths to freely estimate with the exception of the path of
interest. To test H10, the prediction that level of social capital would moderate the paths between
individual factors (salesperson reputation and similarity) and relational outcomes (word of mouth
and satisfaction with relationship), four models were explored that individually constrained each
path of interest. Salesperson reputation shows a non-significant change in chi-square, suggesting
10

Hypothesis testing was not conducted for hypotheses related to objective performance outcomes (H9, H11, and
H13) due to unavailability of data from participating firm.
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no moderation on either word of mouth or satisfaction with relationship. The path from similarity
to word of mouth shows a non-significant change in chi-square, however, the change in chisquare between models on the path from similarity to satisfaction with relationship shows a
significant change in chi-square (Δχ2 = 8.44, ρ = .004) suggesting that level of social capital
moderates this relationship, which partially supports H10. Interestingly, the path from similarity
to satisfaction is significant in both the high social capital and low social capital groups (p<.001),
however, the standardized loading estimate for the high social capital group is higher (.417) than
the low social capital group (.247) suggesting that similarity has a stronger effect on satisfaction
with the relationship in the high social capital group than in the low group.
To test H12, the prediction that level of social capital would moderate the paths between
relationship factors (seller dependence and economic value) and relational outcomes (word of
mouth and satisfaction with relationship), four models were explored that individually
constrained each path of interest. Seller dependence shows a non-significant change in chisquare, suggesting no moderation on either word of mouth or satisfaction with relationship. The
path from economic value to word of mouth shows a non-significant change in chi-square,
however, the change in chi-square between models on the path from economic value to
satisfaction with relationship shows a significant change in chi-square (Δχ2 = 7.87, ρ = .005)
suggesting that level of social capital moderates this relationship, which partially supports H12.
Similar to the results from the analysis of H10, the path from economic value to satisfaction is
significant in both the high social capital and low social capital groups (p=.001), however, the
standardized loading estimate for the high social capital group is higher (.403) than the low
social capital group (.149) suggesting that economic value has a stronger effect on satisfaction
with the relationship in the high social capital group than in the low group. A summary of
moderation tests is presented in Table 41.
TABLE 41: MODERATION TESTS OF STRUCTURAL PATHS
Hypothesis
H10
H10
H10
H10
H12
H12
H12
H12

Constrained Path
Salesperson Reputation  Word of Mouth
Salesperson Reputation  Satisfaction with Relationship
Similarity  Word of Mouth
Similarity  Satisfaction with Relationship
Seller Dependence  Word of Mouth
Seller Dependence  Satisfaction with Relationship
Economic Value  Word of Mouth
Economic Value  Satisfaction with Relationship

Δχ2

p

0.212
0.001
0.776
8.441
2.391
0.360
0.005
7.871

0.645
0.976
0.378
0.004
0.122
0.548
0.943
0.005

DISCUSSION AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF ESSAY 3
This essay responded to Deficiency 3 by addressing three research questions:
Deficiency #3
 How does the personal aspect of the relationship with the accompanying thoughts,
emotions, and behaviors of dyad participants impact perceptions or development of the
relationship?
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Two primary objectives were identified for this essay – 1) to bring together the extant
research on B2B relationships into an integrative conceptual model and 2) to assess the
moderating role of social capital in trusted advisor relationships. The first objective was achieved
by exploring a model of B2B relationships that combined the effects of individual factors and
relationship factors on relationship outcomes. This model demonstrated that both sets of
antecedent factors have significant effects on downstream relationship outcomes, supporting
existing literature in this area and offering insights on the importance of outcomes such as word
of mouth and satisfaction with the relationship in buyer-seller dyads.
In addition to achieving the research objectives identified, this research offers substantial
contributions to theory and practice. The first contribution of this research is the exploration of
the personal component of social capital. The role of social capital developed through the
personal component of buyer-seller relationships was explored by analyzing the pattern of mean
differences across the high and low social capital groups. Significant mean differences in the
analysis of variance and profile plots both offer evidence of the impact of social capital derived
through personal interactions across the structural, cognitive, and relational dimensions of buyerseller relationships on antecedents and outcomes of these relationships. Further, personal social
capital contributed to the empirical taxonomy of relationships discussed in Essay 2, which led to
the identification of groups for multi-group moderation testing. The social capital on the personal
side of these relationships plays a significant role in relationships such as trusted advisor
relationships and expressive relationships, which has largely been ignored in the social capital
literature and completely ignored in the limited trusted advisor literature. Emphasizing the role
that personal social capital plays in these relationships not only informs the academic literature,
but also offers practitioners a better idea of how personal interactions impact overall customer
relationships. The significant impact of personal social capital across a variety of analysis
suggest that relationships without personal social capital cannot meet the level of success and
performance of those with high levels of personal social capital, such as trusted advisor
relationships. Conversely, this research also suggests that relationships with high levels of
personal social capital without correspondingly high levels of business social capital, such as
expressive relationships, do not enjoy the same improvements in subjective performance
outcomes. Thus, practitioners must understand that relationships such as TARs require a balance
of both excellent personal and business interactions.
A second major contribution of this research is the exploration of the effects of
antecedents of buyer seller relationships across groups characterized by both high and low social
capital. Trusted advisor relationships, as characterized by having high levels of both business and
personal social capital, demonstrated higher mean scores on both the antecedents and outcomes
of buyer-seller relationships. This finding suggests that the presence of a TAR, and subsequently
high levels of social capital, dictates an overall increase in the levels of antecedents and
outcomes in buyer-seller relationships. Compared to the group with lower social capital, the
TAR group offers evidence to practitioners that the investment made by salespeople and firms in
developing high-level business and personal social capital in relationships pays off. Higher levels
of antecedents and outcomes are advantages to the buying and selling firms.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
In combination, these three essays present valuable contributions to the relationship
marketing and sales literatures by exploring buyer-sellers relationships. This work
conceptualizes trusted advisor relationships, develops a profile of relationships based on social
capital theory, and tests trusted advisor relationships in an integrative model of B2B relationships.
These essays offer both theoretical and managerial contributions that further the understanding of
buyer-seller relationships for academics and practitioners.
Theoretical Contributions
This research offers six major theoretical contributions to the relationship marketing and
sales literatures. First, the definition of trusted advisor relationships developed in Essay 1 offers a
better understanding of the conceptual basis of TARs, as well as the necessary conditions for
TARs to exist in a dyad. This conceptual definition was developed by incorporating the
perspectives of both the buyer and seller, which contributes to a dyadic understanding of the
construct. Trusted advisor relationships, characterized by high levels of both personal and
business social capital, were investigated empirically in Essay 2 to demonstrate the discriminant
validity of the construct versus other relationship types and strategies for developing customer
relationships in the literature. The analysis demonstrated that the social capital contributing to
TARs was found to be distinct from customer orientation as a salesperson characteristic. The
analysis of discriminant validity of commercial friendships also supported predictions and
demonstrated that commercial friendships is discriminant from the personal component of social
capital present in TARs, but not the business component. These findings support the theoretical
definition of commercial friendships that are bound by business interactions, but do not extend
into a personal relationship. Trusted advisor relationships consisting of both the business and
personal components of social capital offer an added layer of the buyer-seller relationship
extending beyond the commercial friendship and customer orientation constructs present in the
literature. This extended understanding of how buyer-seller relationships operate allows
researchers to study TARs in other contexts and to explore the next level of intense buyer-seller
relationships.
The second theoretical contribution of the qualitative inquiry of Essay 1 and empirical
study in Essay 2 is the discovery of a personal layer of social capital in buyer-seller relationships.
Generally characterized as having three dimensions – structural, cognitive, and relational (Adler
and Kwon 2002) – social capital has been addressed in the marketing research only on the
business side of relationships. This research discovered that the presence of both business and
personal social capital fueled buyer-seller relationships and had a significant impact on both
antecedents and outcomes of B2B relationships. Identifying this second layer of social capital
fundamentally alters the way social capital is viewed in business relationships and calls
researchers to consider how the two components of social capital interact in a variety of
relationship types, as well as the implications of these components on a variety of outcomes of
interest in research.
The third theoretical contribution of this work is the identification of a „paradox‟ of
effects from trusted advisor relationships. Specifically, the informants in Essay 1 describe the
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benefits of trusted advisor relationships, such as increased positive word of mouth, substantial
referrals, personal satisfaction, a feeling of having helped another person, and general enjoyment
of their job. However, respondents also cited the increased time commitment of such intense
relationships, the emotional toll of such interactions, and the occasional loss of objectivity as
factors that made them think twice about engaging in TARs. This paradox of effects caused
salespeople in particular to engage in a cost-benefit analysis before pursuing relationships to the
TAR level. For researchers, this finding suggests boundary conditions on the advantages of
encouraging relationship selling and long-term buyer-seller relationships. Though not
investigated empirically in this research, implications from the qualitative data strongly support
the need to explore how TARs impact „dark side‟ outcomes of relationships such as emotional
exhaustion.
The fourth theoretical contribution of this work is the analysis of an integrative model of
B2B buyer-seller relationships. Though research has explored the effects of many variables on
objective and subjective outcomes of relationships, little research has assessed the effects of both
individual and relationship factors in the same model. Building on existing research, the
integrative model presented in Essay 3 allowed testing of important construct relationships and
gives researchers insight into how multiple factors – individual and relationship – play different
roles in B2B relationships.
The fifth theoretical contribution of this research is the identification of trusted advisor
relationships as a moderator of existing theoretical relationships in relationship marketing and
sales literature. Not only are TARs shown to have significantly higher mean scores on all
antecedent and outcome variables tested in the integrative model, but also as a moderator across
individual and relationship factors and relationship outcomes. Characterized by high levels of
business and personal social capital, TARs moderate the relationship between similarity and
satisfaction with the relationship and economic value and satisfaction with the relationship such
that these relationships are strengthened in the presence of TARs. This finding suggests that both
extrinsic rewards (word of mouth) and intrinsic rewards (satisfaction with relationship) are
greater for salespeople in TARs than in relationships with lower levels of social capital. For
researchers, these results offer a better understanding of how relationship types and the presence
of various forms of social capital contribute to dyad partner‟s views on the relationship. Further,
the results suggest that salespeople value these types of relationships and that benefits results
from developing high levels of business and personal social capital.
Theoretically, this research also provides a resolution to the contrast between business
„connections‟ (Blocker, Houston, and Flint, 2012) in relationship marketing literature and
relationship selling in sales literature by comparing the differing impact of social capital on the
conceptual model of B2B relationships. The taxonomy of relationship types identified in Essay 2
offered evidence that contrary to Blocker, Houston, and Flint‟s (2012) claims, business
relationships can be identified based on levels of personal interactions and business interactions.
Some relationship types, such as transactional exchanges, easily fit into the author‟s
conceptualization of „connections,‟ however their evidence cannot contradict the presence of
high levels of business and personal social capital that characterize trusted advisor relationships.
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Managerial Contributions
In addition to substantial theoretical contributions, this research offers three major
implications for sales managers. First, the definition of trusted advisor relationships allows
managers to better classify the types of relationships in the portfolio of their sales force.
Understanding the composition of a salesperson‟s portfolio gives sales managers insights
valuable in analyses of the work load of their sales force, such as permitting them to assign
customers needing high levels of contact to salespeople that have the bandwidth (fewer TARs) or
allowing them to identify salespeople with the skills required to develop TARs with key accounts
for the firm. Understanding the definition of TARs allows managers to better assess where TARs
exist in their firm and how to manage the time of the salesperson engaged in such relationships.
The identification of a „paradox‟ of costs and benefits in TARs is the second managerial
contribution of this research. As noted, business and popular press publications often tout the
importance of building customer relationships and the „more is better‟ mentality is pervasive in
many firms (Brodie 2008; Martell 2011). However, these accounts often ignore the presence of
the „dark side‟ of such relationships. Sales managers must seriously consider the emotional toll,
the time commitment, and the responsibilities that come with TARs. Asking salespeople to
continually develop these types of relationships can lead to burn out, disengagement, and a
serious loss of objectivity by the salesperson. As one salesperson noted, “there are only so many
hours in a day,” so understanding how much of a salesperson‟s time is consumed by TARs is
important for managers looking to balance the schedule, responsibilities, and expectations of
their sales force.
In spite of the „dark side‟ of TARs being a legitimate concern of managers, this research
contributes managerially by uncovering the substantial positive effects of trusted advisor
relationships. The empirical investigation of Essay 3 offered real insights into how TARs
improve antecedents and outcomes in buyer-seller relationships. The overall higher mean levels
of word of mouth and satisfaction with the relationship experienced in the presence of high
business and personal social capital are evidence of the positive role that TARs can play in sales
organizations. The key takeaway for sales managers is that identifying the presence of TARs and
monitoring the effects such relationships have on salespeople are important factors in making
these relationships successful for a selling firm.
CONCLUSION
This research was conducted to further examine and explain „trusted advisor relationships‟
and the role they play in business organizations and theoretical models of relationship marketing
and sales. Utilizing social capital theory, this research sought to identify how TARs moderated
existing construct relationships in the literature and impacted overall performance measures
important to managers. Theoretically, the contributions of this research include a better
understanding of how social capital derived from business and personal interactions influence
business outcomes. Managerially, this research provides more precision in the conceptualization
of trusted advisor relationships and generates insights on the positive and negative effects of such
intense business and personal relationships.
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES
Deficiencies

#1

#2

#3

Though the trusted advisor
relationship is addressed in
popular press and practice,
academic literature has not
defined this relationship nor
compared/contrasted it to
relational and transactional
exchange or selling techniques
such as customer orientation,
transactional selling, and
commercial friendships.

Because this construct is a
relationship, we need a dyadic
consideration of the issue.

There has been a lack of
emphasis on the human
perspective of business
relationships in academic
literature.

Research Questions
What is a trusted advisor relationship?
What are the empirically measurable
components of a trusted advisor relationship?
How is it different from other relationship
types and constructs in the relationship
marketing literature?
How is it different from other salesperson
types and constructs in the salesperson
literature?
How do participants – buyer and seller –
describe and recognize different relationship
types?
What are the requirements or necessary
conditions for such a relationship to develop?

Essays
Essay 1
Essay
2
Essay
1&2
Essay 1
&2

Essay
1&2
Essay 1

How is the level of the relationship determined
in the dyad? What role does the buyer play in
Essay 1
making this determination?
How does the personal aspect of the
relationship with the accompanying thoughts,
Essay 1
emotions, and behavioral tendencies of dyad
&2
participants impact perceptions or development
&3
of the relationship?
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW GUIDE – SALESPERSON
Good afternoon, thanks for taking the time to speak to me. What I‟m really interested in
exploring with you is how you interact with customers. Specifically, I‟d like to talk about
different types of customers, how you identify the different types, and how you develop
connections with clients.
First, I‟d like you to think about your good customers. Within that subset of good customers,
think about whether any of them represent a higher level of connection or engagement for you.
Those clients that have something unique or special about them that makes your connection with
them deeper or more advanced or that increases the value of the interaction above and beyond
the economic value of the account.
 Can you think of customers like this?
 If so, would you tell me a bit about one? Who they are in relation to you, how
frequently you interact with them, how that relationship formed?
 What is the size of this account? Large, medium, small? Sales per year figure?
Percentage of your business
 How does the deeper level of interaction with this account interact with the size of the
account? Are you as likely to have these types of relationships with accounts that are
smaller?
 Are the customers you deal with under contract with your firm?
Now, I‟d like you to think about other good customers. Those that are good accounts to deal with,
but that maybe aren‟t quite the high level of relationship that we just talked about.
 Is there a group of clients that fits into this category?
 If so, would you tell me a little about one of them? Similar to before, who they are,
how frequently you interact with them, how you met and evolved the relationship?
Thinking about the two types of customers we just described, why would you say that the person
second person isn‟t quite in that higher level you talked about?
 What prevents you from categorizing them the same?
 Are there unique characteristics about the person or the account?
 Did you meet them differently?
When I asked you to separate these two types of people, was it easy for you? Meaning, did you
already have these categories made up in your head, or was it me asking that forced you to make
the distinction?
 How do you think about your clients on a daily basis?
Do you have labels for categories of customers that describe how you separate them? These
could be informal, or even non-verbalized categories you use.
 If so, what are the category labels?
 How do you describe each of those categories?
 How many clients roughly fit into each of those categories?
 What process do you use to categorize customers?
 Are these common categories or labels your colleagues and other internal people use?
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How do the high-level good customers (INSERT HIS LABEL HERE) compare to or differ from
some of these other categories you‟ve described?
When you think about your customers that are in the good, but not quite the highest level
(INSERT HIS LABEL HERE) category, do you think it‟s possible to move them to the higher
level?
 Why? How? Have you tried before?
 How much extra work did this require on your part?
Conversely, have you ever had someone in that top-level category that „fell‟ or moved to a
different category? If so, can you tell me about them?
 How did they fall?
 What happened that caused you to re-categorize them?
 Who initiated the pull away, you or them? How and why?
o If you pulled away, was it a cost-benefit analysis?
o They weren‟t worth the time commitment or something else?
o Were the benefits of the relationship lost?
 Would you describe what was lost when the client moved down a category? Value?
o Interactions? Social aspects?
When you think about interactions with a new or potential new client, how do you go about
assessing what kind of customer they will be? Do you have a process?
 What skills do you use in this process?
 Where and when did you develop these skills? College? Training? Mentor? Particular
experiences? (Try to get them to give DETAILS, and SPECIFICS)
When you think about your entire set of customers, how many are in the higher-level category
we discussed? (Number, percentage?
 How would you describe the rest of your customer base?
 Do you divide them into categories or have a way to separate them? Based on your time,
account size, economic value, social value?
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW GUIDE – CLIENT
Good afternoon, thanks for taking the time to speak to me. Hopefully my email gave you a quick
introduction to the project. As part of my dissertation, I am exploring B2B sales relationships,
including how they are formed, develop, and exist over time. Today, my aim is to gather your
insights on this process.
Can we start by you telling me a little about the types of vendors, suppliers, or partner firms you
work with on a regular basis? [The company] obviously helps you out with HR type issues, but
what other types of companies do you work with?
When you start to form a vendor or sales relationship – how do you go about it? Do you
investigate the firm, the product, the salesperson?
 How does that first interaction go?
 Is there a “feeling each other out” process? If so, what does it look like/feel like? If
not, how do you gather information?
 How long does it take for you to make a judgment of the salesperson? What kind of
judgment? What characteristics do you judge? Do you classify them or categorize
them?
 Do you have a process for doing this?
 What skills do you use in this process?
 Where and when did you develop these skills? College? Training? Mentor? Particular
experiences? (Try to get them to give DETAILS, and SPECIFICS)
When you think about the different vendors you use, do you separate them into categories in any
way based on your interactions with them? For instance, the good and bad ones or the pleasant
and not pleasant ones?
 How do you separate them?
 What criteria go into that separation?
I‟d like you to think about the “good” salespeople you work with, [company] might be an
example or someone else you work with. Within that subset of good salespeople, think about
whether any of them represent a higher level of connection or engagement for you. Those
salespeople that have something unique or special about them that makes your connection with
them deeper or more advanced or that increases the value of the interaction above and beyond
the economic value of the account.
 Can you think of someone like this?
 If so, would you tell me a bit about one? Who they are in relation to you, how
frequently you interact with them, how that relationship formed?
 What type of business does this person represent? How integral to your business is
their resources?
 How does the deeper level of interaction with this account interact with the level of
reliance you have on their products? Are you as likely to have these types of
relationships with suppliers you don‟t rely on as heavily?
 Are you under contract with this firm?
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Now, I‟d like you to think about other salespeople you work with that are competent, fulfil their
commitments to you, but that just don‟t fit into that upper category.
 Can you think of folks that fit into this category?
 If so, would you tell me a little about one of them? Similar to before, who they are,
how frequently you interact with them, how you met and evolved the relationship?
 Thinking about the two types of customers we just described, why would you say that
the person second person isn‟t quite in that higher level you talked about?
 What prevents you from categorizing them the same?
 Are there unique characteristics about the person or the account?
 Did you meet them differently?
When I asked you to separate these two types of people, was it easy for you? Meaning, did you
already have these categories made up in your head, or was it me asking that forced you to make
the distinction?
 How do you think about salespeople on a daily basis? Need based? Issue of the day?
Interested in a personal interaction?
Do you have labels for types of salespeople that describe how you separate them? These could be
informal, or even non-verbalized categories you use.
 If so, what are the category labels?
 How do you describe each of those categories?
 How many salespeople that you work with roughly fit into each of those categories?
 Are these common categories or labels your colleagues and other internal people use?
 When you think about your entire set of vendors, how many are in the higher-level
category we discussed? (Number, percentage?)
How do the high-level good salespeople (INSERT HIS LABEL HERE) compare to or differ
from some of these other categories you‟ve described?
 What are the important skills you look for in a salesperson?
 What communication style or types & frequency of communication do you look for?
 Are there benefits outside of the business benefits you look for in these interactions?
If so, what? If not, why?
Other than money or a contract, what do you bring to the relationship? Do you think you have
something to offer beyond your monetary commitment? If so, what?
When you think about salespeople that are in the good, but not quite the highest level (INSERT
HIS LABEL HERE) category, do you think it‟s possible to move them to the higher level?
 Why? How? Have you tried before? Do you care?
Conversely, have you ever had someone in that top-level category that „fell‟ or moved to a
different category? If so, can you tell me about them?
 How did they fall? What happened that caused you to re-categorize them?
 Who initiated the pull away, you or them? How and why?
o If you pulled away, was it a cost-benefit analysis?
o They weren‟t worth the time commitment or something else?
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o Were the benefits of the relationship lost?
Would you describe what was lost when the relationship changed? Value?
o Interactions? Social aspects?

What are the advantages of having relationships with a personal side?
 Business advantages? Personal advantages? Emotions?
 Length of relationship? Referrals? Enjoyment?
What are the disadvantages of having business relationships with a personal side?
 Harder to break bad news? Negative emotions?
 Expect more from you? Harder to charge them more or negotiate?
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APPENDIX E: SURVEY TOOL – SALESPERSON
Relationship Marketing Research Study
Welcome to the study, and thanks for taking the time to participate. When you are ready to begin,
please press the button below to continue.
Consent Form
First, thank you for participating in this study. Please know your opinions are really helpful. In
this study, we are trying to understand how relationships operate between buyers and sellers. It is
very important to our research that you answer ALL of the questions, even though some may
seem similar. Your answers will be kept strictly confidential. They will be combined with that of
other participants to derive general conclusions. Please know there are no right or wrong answers,
and your comments will help us to better understand relationships in business. I am aware of the
following points:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My participation is completely voluntary.
I will not face any significant discomforts or stresses.
My participation involves no risk.
The results of my participation are confidential and will not be released in any individually
identifiable form. All data sheets will be coded by number, thus preserving anonymity.
Participants are asked to answer questions with which they are comfortable and are free to
quit the study at any time if needed. The investigator listed below will answer any further
questions I may have about the study. If you have any questions or concerns about this
survey, contact: Stephanie Mangus | Louisiana State University | smangu3@tigers.lsu.edu

This study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at LSU. For questions or
concerns about participants rights, please contact the IRB chair: Robert C. Mathews, Chairman |
LSU Institutional Review Board | 203 B-1 David Boyd Hall | P: 225.578.8692 | F: 225.578.6792
| irb@lsu.edu
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The primary purpose of this study is to understand how you interact with individuals outside
your institution in your role at your firm. Of particular interest is the interplay of business
interactions and personal interactions during the development and maintenance of business
relationships.

To better understand if these different interactions coexist, we have selected a cross-section of
industries where business relationships have a potential to develop complex, layered
relationships with both business and personal interactions. We would like to start by gaining
your general opinions on the interplay of personal and business interactions in your own business
relationships by answering the following questions. Please indicate the degree to which you
agree with each statement (1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree).
1=
Strongly
Disagree

2=
Disagree

3=
Somewhat
Disagree

4=
Neither
Agree
nor
Disagree

5=
Somewhat
Agree

6=
Agree

7=
Strongly
Agree

I prefer to
keep
personal
interactions
separate
from
business
interactions.















I feel
comfortable
discussing
personal
issues along
with
business
issues with
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certain
customers.
I believe
business
relationships
can be
enhanced by
increasing
personal
interactions.















I can
certainly see
the
advantages
to “mixing”
business and
personal
interactions.















Please consider all of the relationships you have with outside customers in your role at your firm.
We recognize that your portfolio of buyer-seller relationships include a number of relationships
that vary in type, intensity, and time commitments.

Using the definitions in the graphic above, please provide the first name of one customer that fits
each description. This should be the name of the individual with which you interact with as the
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primary contact for the client firm, not the firm name. For instance, you may describe Joe as
someone with whom you engage in substantial business and personal interactions and consider a
deep business and personal relationship. You might describe Jenny as someone with whom you
only engage in business interactions and consider a transactional exchange. Please complete at
least TWO categories leaving any category blank that does not apply to your portfolio of
business relationships. If you do not complete at least two names in these blocks, then you will
not see the entire survey content. Only one name should be entered in each block.
Transactional Exchange
Expressive Relationship
Extensive Commercial Relationship
Deep Business & Personal Relationship
Going forward, we are going to ask about your relationship with {Customer Name}. First, we
will ask you to tell us a bit about the relationship. Following these introductory items, we then
we will ask you questions about your business interactions, personal interactions, and overall
impressions of this relationship. Think about your relationship with {Customer Name}.
Previously, you described your relationship with this person as fitting into this category: 11

We understand that this type of relationship is very unique and may only represent special cases
in your portfolio of buyer-seller relationships. To help us understand how this type of
relationship works in your line of work, please give a short description of a typical in-person
interaction with {Customer Name}. Perhaps describe how you typically approach this person,
how you explain your products/services, handle requests or explain how requests cannot
sometimes be accommodated, makes suggestions about reaching their firm and/or personal goals,
or help them with their job in general.

11

Definition changed depending on relationship condition subject was assigned by Qualtrics. Each subject
completed the following questions twice – once about each of two different relationships. Only one version of the
questions is presented here for demonstration purposes.
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How long have you known {Customer Name}.?
Years
Months
How often do you interact with this customer?








Never
Less than Once a Month
Once a Month
2-3 Times a Month
Once a Week
2-3 Times a Week
Daily

Of the stages of relationships described below, which stage best describes your interactions with
{Customer Name}?
 Exploration: I have interacted with this customer in an attempt to learn more about their
company or to share information about my products/services. When I meet with the person, I
am asking myself, “What do I like and dislike about this customer and their
products/services?” (You might be interacting with other customers of the same
product/service, too.)
 Expansion: I know enough about this customer to know that, in general, I prefer him/her to
other buyers of similar products/services.
 Commitment/Continuing: I will continue to interact with this customer and plan to sell to
them in the future.
Business Interactions
We would like you to start by asking you about your business interactions with {Customer
Name}. We will ask questions about your personal interactions with these individuals later in the
survey. In our business interactions, I.....
1=
7=
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
...always willingly go out of
my way to make sure this
customer's business needs are
satisfied.















...voluntarily assist the
customer with business tasks
and issues even if it means
going beyond my job
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requirements.
...help the customer with
business problems beyond
what he/she expects or
requires.















...frequently go out of my way
to help him/her with business
issues.















...go "above and beyond the
call of duty" in servicing
him/her with business-related
issues.















...share my business
connections with this
customer.















In our business interactions, I.....
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...am someone this customer is
able to communicate their
business needs to effectively.















...listen carefully to my
customer's business requests.















...try to perform close to my
customer's expectations.















...do not hesitate to take care of
any business problems that the
customer might have with
purchases.















...go out of my way to solve
this customer's business
problems.















...am willing to make policy
exceptions to help address this
customer's business needs.















...show as much concern for
this customer as I do other
customers.















...make every effort to remedy
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problems as they arise.
Please respond to the following questions keeping in mind your interactions with {Customer
Name}. In my business relationship with this customer, he/she...
1=
7=
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
...trusts my judgment.















...believes I have a lot of
experience and usually know
best.















...thinks I know best in most
situations.















In my business relationship with this customer, he/she thinks that I...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...can be counted on to do what
is right.















...have high integrity.















...can NOT be trusted at times.















When describing my business expertise, {Customer Name} would describe me as:
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

Unknowledgeable:Knowledgeable















Unqualified:Qualified















Unskilled:Skilled















Incompetent:Competent















In our business relationship, this customer has...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...confided in me a lot of
information about his/her
company's financial situation
(e.g., transactions,
investments, and obligations).















...told me a lot about his/her
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job (e.g., tasks,
responsibilities, failures and
accomplishments).
I have...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...confided in the customer a
lot of information about my
firm's financial goals and
objectives.















...told the customer a lot about
my job (e.g., tasks,
responsibilities, failures and
accomplishments).















Personal Interactions
We are now going to transition to your personal interactions with {Customer Name} and ask a
series of questions across a broad range of aspects about these personal interactions (such as
sharing information about our families, interacting outside of business functions, etc). Please
assess the personal side of your relationship with this customer as you answer each of the
following questions. In our personal interactions, I...
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1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...always willingly go out of
my way to make sure this
customer's personal needs are
satisfied.















...voluntarily assist my
customer with personal tasks
even if it means going beyond
my job requirements.















...help my customer with
personal problems beyond
what he/she expects or
requires.















...frequently go out of my way
to help this customer with
personal issues.















...go "above and beyond the
call of duty" in helping my
customer with personal-related
issues.















...share my own personal
connections with the customer.















In our personal interactions, I...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...am someone this customer is
able to communicate their
personal needs to effectively.















...listen carefully to my
customer's personal requests.















...do not hesitate to take care of
any personal problems that my
customer might have with
which I can help.















...go out of my way to solve
my customer's personal
problems if I am able.















...try to perform closely to my
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customer's specifications.
...show as much concern for
this customer as I do other
customers.















...make every effort to remedy
problems as they arise.















Please respond to the following questions keeping in mind your personal interactions with
{Customer Name}. In my personal relationship with this customer, he/she...
1=
7=
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
...trusts my judgment.















...believes I have a lot of
experience and usually know
best.















...thinks I know best in most
situations.















In my personal relationship with this customer, he/she thinks that I...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...can be counted on to do what
is right.















...have high integrity.















...can NOT be trusted at times.















Please respond to the following questions keeping in mind your personal interactions with the
customer. When describing my general expertise in personal matters, {Customer Name} would
describe me as:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Lacking insights:Insightful















Unhelpful:Helpful















Unknowledgeable:Knowledgeable
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In our personal interactions, this customer has...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...confided in me a lot of
information about his/her
background, personal life, and
family situation.















...confided in me a lot of
information about his/her
values, religious beliefs, and
political beliefs.















I have confided in {Customer Name} a lot of information about my...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...background, personal life,
and family situation.















...values, religious beliefs, and
political beliefs.















My customer and I...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...always see things from each
other‟s point of view.















...understand how each other
feels.















...understand each other‟s
values and goals.















...care about each other‟s well
being.
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Overall Relationship
Please respond to the following questions keeping in mind your overall relationship with this
customer. I believe this customer...
1=
7=
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
...would recommend me to
their business associates.















...is likely to make negative
comments about me to their
business associates.















...intends to use more of the
services I offer in the near
future















...is willing to "go the extra
mile" to remain my customer.















...feels loyal toward me.















...would still keep buying from
me even if I were more
difficult to reach.















About how often does your customer...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...tell others about your
relationship with them?















...recommend your company?















...recommend you to others?
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This customer believes that you have a...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...reputation for being honest.















...reputation for being
concerned about his/her
customers.















...bad reputation in the market.















...reputation for being fair
among most customers.















Below, please respond based on your own feelings about your relationship with this customer.
1=
7=
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
As a salesperson, I have a high
quality relationship with this
customer.















I am happy with the efforts
this customer is making
toward me.















I am satisfied with the
relationship I have with the
customer.















Overall, this customer and I
provide each other with equal
benefits.















Please respond to the following questions keeping in mind your overall relationship with this
customer. The customer...
1=
7=
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
...is someone I could get along
with as a friend.















...used the first meeting to get
acquainted.















...is someone with whom I can
have a lasting, business-like
relationship.
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I...
1=
Strongly
Disagree

7=
Strongly
Agree

...try to help my customer
achieve his/her goals.















...try to bring my customer's
problems together with a
product that provides the best
solution.















...try to give my customer an
accurate expectation of what
my product/service will do for
him/her.















...try to find out what kind of
product would be most helpful
to my customer.















...try to sell as much as I can
rather than satisfy my
customer.















...am willing to disagree with
my customer to help him/her
make a better decision.















...have a very good
relationship with my customer.















...have my customer's best
interest in mind.















For the following questions, please rate how similar or dissimilar you and this customer are on
each item.
1 = Very
7 = Very
Dissimilar
Similar
Personality















Interests/hobbies















Values
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A fundamental aspect of the business relationship is delivering economic value to each party.
Please rate how each element below aids in creating economic value for your firm based on your
overall relationship with this customer.
1 = Low
7 = High
Economic
Economic
Value to
Value to
my Firm
my Firm
The business insights I receive
from him/her.















The value he/she adds to my
business.















His/her ability to execute
business transactions.















The profit I earn from his/her
purchase.















Please respond to the following questions keeping in mind your overall relationship with this
customer.
1=
7=
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
Our relationship with this
customer is critical to our firm
meeting our goals.















Our company would suffer a
significant drop in revenue if
the relationship with this
customers dissolved.















Our firm would incur minimal
costs in replacing this
customer with another
customer.
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We would now like to discuss the market within which your customer operates. Tell us how
much each of the following describes the market and industry today for your customer.
1=
7=
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
The technology in the industry is
changing rapidly.















Technological changes provide big
opportunities in the customer's
industry.















A large number of new product
ideas have been made possible
through technological
breakthroughs in the customer's
industry.















Competition is cutthroat.















There are many "promotion wars."















One hears of a new competitive
move almost every day.















Customer preferences change
quite a bit over time.















Customers now demand products
& services from me that they have
never bought from me before.















I cater to many of the same
customers that I used to in the
past.
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Now, we want to understand how you feel about the way your relationship with this customer
works compared to other business relationships you have. I feel...
1=
7=
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
...grateful to my customer.















...thankful to my customer.















...appreciative of my customer.















...indebted to my customer.















...obligated to my customer.















Earlier, you were asked to name a specific customer that fit the description of each category of
relationship listed below.

Using the definitions of different types of relationships above, please indicate what percentage of
your relationships with customers fit into each category. The total percentage should equal 100%.
______ Transactional Exchange
______ Expressive Relationship
______ Extensive Commercial Relationship
______ Deep Business & Personal Relationship
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Please read through the descriptions above carefully before answering the following question.
Using those descriptions, if you were to rename one of the categories a “trusted advisor
relationship” to which category would you apply this new title?
 Transactional Exchange
 Expressive Relationship
 Extensive Commercial Relationship
 Deep Business & Personal Relationship
Finally, we would like to ask for a little information about you and your career. How long have
you worked for your current firm? (years and months)
Years
Months
How long have you worked in your current industry? (Including your experience at other
companies before your current job)
Years
Months
What is your ethnicity?
 Caucasian
 African-American
 Asian-American
 Hispanic or Latino
 Other
 I prefer not to share this information.
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
 Less than High School
 High School/GED
 Some College
 2-Year College Degree (Associates)
 4-Year College Degree (BA, BS)
 Master's Degree
 Doctoral Degree
 Professional Degree (MD, JD)
Please enter your name below. This information is needed only to match your responses to your
customer's responses and will not be used to identify or report your individual data.
First Name
Last Name
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APPENDIX F: LIST OF MEASURES*

Study
Social Capital Theory
Structural Dimension (Business)

1

2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

Maxham &
Netemeyer
2003

Extra Role Behaviors
Stem: In our business interactions, I…
...always willingly goes out of my way to make sure this customer's business
needs are satisfied.
...voluntarily assist the customer with business tasks and issues even if it
means going beyond my job requirements.
...help the customer with business problems beyond what he/she expects or
requires.
...frequently go out of my way to help him/her with business issues.
... go "above and beyond the call of duty" in servicing him/her with businessrelated issues.
…share my business connections with this customer.
Expertise
Stem: When describing my business expertise, [Insert Customer Name] would
describe me as:
Unknowledgeable–knowledgeable
Unqualified–qualified
Unskilled–skilled

0.86

Newell et al
2011

0.96

Cognitive Dimension (Business)
Goal Sharing
Stem: In our business interactions, I…
...listen carefully to my customer's business requests.
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Price &
Arnould 1999

0.78

...try to perform close to my customer's specifications.
...am someone this customer is NOT able to communicate their business
needs to effectively.
Sirdeshmukh,
Singh & Sabol
2002

Problem Solving

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

.87/.7
4

Stem: In our business interactions, I…
...do not hesitate to take care of any business problems that the customer
might have with purchases.
...go out of my way to solve this customer's business problems.
…am willing to make policy exceptions to help address this customer's
business needs.
Relational Dimension (Business)
Morgan &
Hunt 1994

Trust

0.94

Stem: In my business relationship with [Insert Customer Name], he/she thinks that
I:
...have high integrity.
...can be counted on to do what is right.
...canNOT be trusted at times.
Stem: In my business relationship with [Insert Customer Name], he/she:
…trusts my judgment.
…believes I have a lot of experience and usually know best.
…thinks I know best in most situations.
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Price &
Arnould 1999

0.84
x
x
x

Crosby, Evans,
and Cowles
1990

Disclosure (Customer Disclosure Index - 8)

0.93

Stem: In our business relationship, [Insert name] has…
...confided in me a lot of information about his/her company's financial
situation (e.g. transaction, investments, and obligations).
...told me about business financial mistakes his/her firm has made in the past.
...told me a lot about his/her job (e.g., tasks, responsibilities, failures and
accomplishments).
…expressed to me their dissatisfaction with other salespeople (my
competitors) they have encountered.
Crosby, Evans,
and Cowles
1990

(Agent Disclosure Index - 6)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

0.95

Stem: I have…
...confided in the customer a lot of information about my firm's financial
goals and objectives.
…confided in the csutomer a lot of information about my firm's financial
situation and dealings.
…told the customer about business financial mistakes my firm has made in
the past.
…told the customer a lot about my job (e.g. tasks, responsibilities, failures,
and accomplishments).

x
x
x
x

Structural Dimension (Personal)
Maxham &
Netemeyer
2003

Extra Role Behaviors
Stem: In our personal interactions, I…
...always willingly goes out of my way to make sure this customer's personal
needs are satisfied.
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0.86

x

x

...voluntarily assist the customer with personal tasks and even if it means
going beyond my job requirements.
...help my customer with personal problems beyond what he/she expects or
requires.
...frequently go out of my way to help this customer with personal issues.
... go "above and beyond the call of duty" in helping my customer with
personal-related issues.
…share my own personal connections with this customer.

Newell et al
2011

0.96

Expertise
Stem: When describing my general expertise in personal matters, [Insert Customer Name] would
describe me as:
Lacking insights-Insightful
Unhelpful-Helpful
Unknowledgeable-Knowledgeable

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

Cognitive Dimension (Personal)
Price &
Arnould 1999

Goal Sharing

0.78

Stem: In our personal interactions, I…
...listen carefully to my customer's personal requests.
...try to perform close to my customer's specifications.
...am someone this customer is NOT able to communicate their personal
needs to effectively. R**
Sirdeshmukh,
Singh & Sabol
2002

Problem Solving
Stem: In our personal interactions, I…
...do not hesitate to take care of any personal problems that my customer
might have with which I can help.
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.87/.7
4

...go out of my way to solve this customer's personal problems if I am able.
…am willing to make policy exceptions to help address this customer's
personal needs.
Relational Dimension (Personal)
Trust
Stem: In my personal relationship with [Insert Customer Name], he/she thinks that
I:
...can be counted on to do what is right.
...have high integrity.
...canNOT be trusted at times. R
Stem: In my personal relationship with [Insert Customer Name], he/she:

Morgan &
Hunt 1994

Price &
Arnould 1999

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

0.94

0.84

…trusts my judgment.
…believes I have a lot of experience and usually know best.
…thinks I know best in most situations.

x
x
x
Crosby, Evans,
and Cowles
1990

Disclosure (Customer Disclosure Index)
Stem: In our personal relationship, [Insert name] has…
...confided in me a lot of information about his/her personal goals and
objectives, even his/her hopes and dreams for the future.
…confided in me a lot of information about his/her background, personal life,
and family situation.
…expressed to me his/her liking and respect for me as a person.
…confided in me a lot of information about his/her values, religious beliefs,
and political beliefs.
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0.93

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Crosby, Evans,
and Cowles
1990

(Agent Disclosure Index)

0.95

Stem: I have confided in my customer a lot of information about my…
…background, personal life, and family situation.
…own personal goals and objectives, even hopes and dreams for the future.
…values, religious beliefs, and political beliefs.
Empathy
Stem: My customer and I…
...always see things from each other‟s view.
…understand how each other feels.
...understand each other‟s values and goals.
...care about each other‟s well being.

x
x
x
Sin et al 2005

0.722
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Dependent Measures
Word of Mouth
Reynolds &
Beatty 1999

Stem: About how often does your customer…
…tell others about your relationship with them?
…recommend your company?
…recommend you to others.

Satisfaction with Relationship
As a salesperson, I have a high quality relationship with this customer.
I am happy with the efforts this customer is making toward me.
I am satisfied with the relationship I have with the customer.
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DeWulf,
OdererkenSchroder &
Iacobucci 2001

.86 /
.88

Antecedents
Salesperson Reputation
Stem: [Insert name] believes that I have a…
…reputation for being honest.
…reputation for being concerned about my customers.
…reputation for being fair among most customers.
…bad reputation in the market.

Ganesan 1994

0.82
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

Similarity
Stem: For the following questions, please rate how similar or dissimilar you and
[Insert Name] are on each item. (1=Very Dissimilar; 7=Very Similar)
Personality
Interests/hobbies
Values
Economic Value
Stem: A fundamental aspect of the business relationship is delivering economic
value to each

Crosby, Evans
and Cowles
1990

0.79

New items

party. Please rate how each element below aids in creating economic value for your
firm based on your overall relationship with [Insert Name].
The business insights I receive from him/her.
The value he/she adds to my business.
His/her ability to execute business transactions.
The profit I earn from his/her purchase.
Kumar,
Scheer, and
Steenkamp
1995

Seller Dependence
Our relationship with this customer is critical to our firm meeting our goals.
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0.70

Our company would suffer a significant drop in revenue if the relationship with this customer
dissolved.
Our firm would incur minimal costs in replacing this customer with another
customer.*
Discriminant Validity Constructs
Commercial Friendship
Stem: The customer…
…is someone I could get along with as a friend.
…used the first meeting to get acquainted.
…is someone with whom I can have a lasting, business-like relationship.
Saxe & Weitz
1982

Customer Orientation

I try to help customers achieve their goals.
I try to bring a customer with a problem together with a product that provides the best solution.
I try to give customers an accurate expectation of what my product/service will do
for them.
I try to find out what kind of product would be most helpful to a customer.
I try to sell as much as I can rather than satisfy a customer.
I am willing to disagree with a customer to help him/her make a better decision.
A good salesperson has to have the customer's best interest in mind.
*All items were re-worded for Pre-Test Customer Survey
**R=reverse coded item
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x
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0.86

APPENDIX G: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BY
EMPIRICALLY CLASSIFIED RELATIONSHIP TYPE CLUSTERS
RelType_Cluster Mean S.D.
N
RelType_Cluster Mean S.D.
1
5.34 1.09 17
1
2.56 1.32
2
6.11
0.98
76
2
5.09 1.08
ERB
ERB
Business
Personal
3
6.53 0.62 43
3
3.45 1.24
4
6.88 0.33 114
4
6.44 0.62
1
6.27 0.68 17
1
5.14 1.12
2
6.54 1.05 76
2
6.53 0.53
Expertise
Expertise
Business
Personal
3
6.73 0.53 43
3
5.40 1.03
4
6.87 0.39 114
4
6.79 0.37
1
6.00 1.22 17
1
4.29 1.15
Goal
Goal
2
6.22 1.19 76
2
6.09 0.76
Sharing
Sharing
3
6.78 0.52 43
3
5.30 1.13
Business
Personal
4
6.92 0.21 114
4
6.88 0.25
1
5.57 1.20 17
1
2.74 1.45
Problem
Problem
2
5.90 1.25 76
2
5.23 1.08
Solving
Solving
3
6.71 0.46 43
3
3.81 1.18
Business
Personal
4
6.90 0.24 114
4
6.48 0.77
1
4.65 0.90 17
1
4.37 1.39
2
5.91
0.88
76
2
6.04 0.77
Trust
Trust
Business
Personal
3
6.15 0.80 43
3
5.18 1.12
4
6.67 0.45 114
4
6.65 0.45
1
3.68 0.93 17
1
2.06 1.05
5.49 1.06 76
2
5.03 1.23
Disclosure 2
Disclosure
Business
Personal
3
5.29 1.23 43
3
3.58 1.44
4
6.47 0.72 114
4
6.35 0.87
1
5.25 0.69 17
1
3.57 0.99
2
6.03 0.60 76
2
5.59 0.78
Business
Empathy
3
6.36 0.35 43
3
4.94 1.13
4
6.79 0.21 114
4
6.38 0.63
1
3.53 0.70 17
2
5.66 0.36 76
Personal
3
4.52 0.47 43
4
6.57 0.31 114
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N
17
76
43
114
17
76
43
114
17
76
43
114
17
76
43
114
17
76
43
114
17
76
43
114
17
76
43
114

APPENDIX H: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BY
SELF-CLASSIFIED RELATIONSHIP TYPE CLUSTERS
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive Statistics
Mean S.D
N
Mean S.D
RelType
RelType
ERB
ERB
1 5.87 1.07 39
1
3.74 1.68
Business
Personal
2 6.30 0.90 36
2
5.46 1.30
3 6.51 0.79 50
3
4.88 1.57
4 6.72 0.60 125
4
5.81 1.35
Expertise
Expertise
1 6.41 1.06 39
1
5.64 1.11
Business
Personal
2 6.78 0.48 36
2
6.52 0.59
3 6.67 0.59 50
3
6.29 0.98
4 6.79 0.66 125
4
6.57 0.68
Goal
Goal
1 6.41 0.91 39
1
5.53 1.28
Sharing
Sharing
2 6.59 0.80 36
2
6.12 0.98
Business
Personal
3 6.61 0.95 50
3
6.03 1.11
4 6.70 0.79 125
4
6.49 0.85
Problem
Problem
1 5.99 1.10 39
1
3.94 1.70
Solving
Solving
2 6.45 0.84 36
2
5.23 1.34
Business
Personal
3 6.52 0.97 50
3
5.28 1.54
4 6.60 0.85 125
4
5.93 1.28
Trust
Trust
1 5.27 1.09 39
1
5.12 1.27
Business
Personal
2 6.31 0.82 36
2
6.21 0.89
3 6.14 0.76 50
3
5.84 1.05
4 6.51 0.64 125
4
6.39 0.79
Disclosure 1 4.56 1.19 39
Disclosure
1
3.01 1.72
Business
Personal
2 5.49 1.43 36
2
5.43 1.31
3 5.75 1.02 50
3
4.63 1.43
4 6.26 0.90 125
4
6.01 1.20
Business
Empathy
1 5.75 0.69 39
1
4.50 1.27
2 6.32 0.65 36
2
5.72 0.93
3 6.37 0.55 50
3
5.49 1.14
4 6.60 0.45 125
4
6.15 0.79
Personal
1 4.50 1.01 39
2 5.81 0.70 36
3 5.49 0.97 50
4 6.19 0.76 125
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N
39
36
50
125
39
36
50
125
39
36
50
125
39
36
50
125
39
36
50
125
39
36
50
125
39
36
50
125
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